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Assessor’s Report
The Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor 
of the Town of Wells, Maine, respectfully submit the fol­
lowing report of the financial transacations of all depart­
ments o f the Town, for the municipal year ending! February 
7. 1939.
State Tax $ 21,151 74
County Tax 5,611 47
Overlay 7,272 80
Town Appropriations 118,692 73
Commitment to 'Collector of Taxes $152,728 74
Real Estate Assessment $2,841,292 00
Personal Estate Assessment 130,129 00
Total Property Assessment
*
$2,971,421 00
Polls Assessed, 717
Rate of Taxation, 51.40 per Thousand 
Tax on Estates $ 152,728 74
Tax on Polls 2,151 00
Supplementary Tax:
Property $940 09 
Polls 78 00 1,018 09
Difference between' 'Commitment 
and total tax list submitted
to Collector 70
✓  ^
Total Tax Commitment to Collector $155,898 53
I!
f
6 WELLS, MAINE
APPROPRIATIONS
Annual Town Meeting, March 14, 1938, for the Fiscal 
Year ending January 31st, 1939. <
Article
4 Support of the Poor and other Incidental
Expenses
5 Support of Common Schools
6 Supplies for Schools
7 Support of a Free High School
8 Text Books for Schools
9 Superintendence of Schools
10 Repairs of School Houses
11 High School Graduation
12 Transportation of High School Scholars
13 Water Rents for Schools
14 Insurance for School Buildings
15 Domestic Arts Course
16 Manual Arts Course in the High School
17 Seats for the Assembly Room, High School
18 To Legalize Gift of Land for Athletic Field
20 Support of Public Health Nursing Service
21 Maintenance of Highways, Roads and
Bridges
22 Snow Removal
23 State Aid Road Construction, Additional to
Regular
24 Joint Expense of State Highways
25 Maintenance, Improved Sections Third-'
class Roads, &c.
27 Cutting and Burning Bushes
28 Application of Tar or Asphalt on Roads'
29 Town’s Indebtedness and Interest
30 To Pay the Ogunquit Village Corporation
31 Observance of Memorial Day
32 Prizes, Agricultural and Home Economics
Clubs
■83 Hydrant Rental
35 To Purchase Tractor Leased by the Town
36 Maintenance of the' Wells Beach Hose Co.
$12,000 00 
15,135 00
1,000 00
7.000 00 
800 00 
504 00
2.000 00 
100 00
2,000 00 
300 00 
855 00 
250 00 
600 00 
1,440 00 
1 00 
2,000 00
4.000 00
5.000 00
1,890 00 
2,231 00
1,250 00 
500 00 
3,500 00 
3,200 00 
33,522 43 
200 00
25 00 
4,600 00
375 00
500 00
II
37 Maintenance- 'Of Wells Corner Volunteer
Fire Company , 500 00
40 Repairs of Fishermens Slip at Wells Beach 200 00
42 Electric Lighting for High School Grounds 100 00
43 Town Officers Salaries 3,000 00'
45 Street Lighting 3,088 30
46 Street Lighting -by Berwick and Salmon
Falls Electric Co. 176 00
49 Hydrant, Wells Beach, Smith and White
Cottages 50 00
50 Continuation, Repairs to Burnt Mill Road • 500 00
52 Special Resolve Road No. 4, Wells Branch 500 00
53 Care World War Monument, G. A. R. Monu­
ment, &c. 100 00
56 Road Back of First Congregational Church 50 00
59 Police Officer at Wells Beach 100 00
9
60 Hiring Man and Truck, Cleaning up at Wells
Beach , 100 00
62 Support of the Veterans 3,000 00
63 Moving Hydrant, Howard Johnson and Dyers 100 00
65 New Road at Wells Beach . 200 00
ANNUAL TOWN REPORT 7
I
Total $118,692 73
26 Take from unexpended balance of Joint State Aid 
Account.
34 Referred to School Board.
38 Referred to School Board.
41 Purchase authorized by Selectmen and Treasurer 
and Committee.
44 Amount necessary to be taken from General Appro­
priation.
48 Use Unimproved Maintenance Money.
57 Use $100 00 taken from General Appropriation.
59 Use $100 00 taken from General Appropriation.
(Signed) JUSTIN S. HUSE,
l Town Clerk.
8Report of Selectmen and Overseers
of the Poor
9
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Paid Ogunquit Village Corp. 1937 Excise Tax 
W. E. Hatch, error on 1937 Excise Tax
' $1,366 70 
6 00
Balance to 1939 
Total
1,674 48 
$3,047 48
Balance February, 1938 
Due Ogunquit Village Corp. 1938 Excise 
Due Walter Hatch, 'overpaid 1938 Excise Tax 
Due Walter Hatch, cost of Tax Deed.
Due State of Maine
$1,372 70 
1,188 78 
11 03 
6 17 
468 80
•
$3,047 48
Coupons payable Balance February 16, 1938 
1938 Coupons
$ 162 50 
60 00
$ 222 00
Paid by Warrant 
Balance to 1939
9
$ 117 50 
105 00
$ 222 50
COMMUNITY TRUST CO. STOCK
Balance February 16, 1938 
Balance February 7, 1939
$ 825 00 
825 00
Bayley Trust Fund Bond, 1938 
Bayley Trust Fund Bond, 1939
500 00 
500 00
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EXPENSES PREPAID
Balance February 16, 1938 
Transferred to various appropriations
$10,567 45 
10,567 45
CASH HIGH SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION AOCT.
Balance February 16, 1938 
Withdrawn February 16, 1939
$ 5 47 
5 47
CASH IMPOUNDED
York Co. Trust Co., Balance February 7, 1938 
York Co. Trust Co., Balance February 7, 1939
$ 2,878 00 
2,878 00
POLL TAX AND OVERLAY
»
Appropriation 
Poll Tax
$7,272 80 
2,151 00
Officers Salaries 
Miscellaneous
$ 9,423 80 
$ 828 55 
5,710 11
Unexpended to Summary 2,885 14 
$ 9,423 80
SUPPLEMENTARY TAX
1930—1938
Unexpended to Summary
$ 1,266 15 
1,226 15
STATE & COUNTY TAX
Appropriation, State Tax
County Tax
$21,151 74 
5,611 47
Paid) by Warrant
$26,763 21 
$26,763 21
10 WELLS, MAINE
PAYMENT OF NOTES
Appropriation 
Paid by Warrant
$ 5,000 00 
5,000 00
INTEREST
Appropriation
Interest of Taxes and Tax Deeds 
Refund error on Coupon 
Overdraft to Summary
$ 3,200 00 
650 97 
85 00 
1,208 75
Paid by Warrant 
Coupons Payable
$ 5,144 72 
5,084 72 
60 00
$ 5,144 72
TEMPORARY LOANS
Community Trust Co.
Paid by Warrant 
Transferred to Notes Payable • —
$65,000 00 
59,000 00 
6,000 00
$65,000 00
BAYLEY FUND INTEREST
F. W. Bayley 
Overdraft to Summary
$ 10 00 
17 50
Paid by warrant $ 27 50 
$ 27 50
WORLD WAR AND G. A. R. MONUMENTS
Appropriation 
Paid by Warrant
$  1 0 0  0 0  
100 00
11ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
OCEAN VIEW CEMETERY
Appropriation $ 150 00
Paid toy Warrant 150 00
f
BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ 4-H CLUBS
Appropriation 
Paid iby Warrant
$ 25 00
25 00
OGUNQUIT VILLAGE CORPORATION
Appropriation
Paid by Warrant
Deducted for Hydrant Rental
Deducted for State Highway Maintenance
Unexpended to Summary
$33,522 43 
31,582 43 
1,800 00 
139 80 
, 20 
$33,522 43
ABATEMENTS
No Appropriation
Overdraft to Summary $ 3,183 13
Paid by Warrant, 1937 and 1938 Abatements 3,183 13
DISCOUNT ONI TAXES
No Appropriation
Overdraft to Summary $ 1,050 19
DOG TAX
Received from Justin Huse, Town Clerk 
Paid by Warrant
$ 290 00
290 00
tWATER RENT, SCHOOLS
12 WELLS, MAINE
Appropriation $ 300 00
Paid by warrant 237 70
Unexpended to Summary 62 30
INSURANCE, SCHOOL BUILDINGS
Appropriation . $ 855 00
Federal Mutual Fire Insurance, Refund 11 50
$ 866 50
DOMESTIC ARTS COURSE
Unexpended Balance $ 620 55
Appropriation 250 00
Received from State 313 64
$ 1,184 19
Paid by Warrant $ 794 18
Unexpended to Summary 390 01
$ 1,184 19
MANUAL ARTS COURSE
Unexpended Balance $ 166 66
Appropriation 600 00
Received from State « 286 36
John Carver, supplies sold 1 28
$1,054 30 I
Paid by Warrant $ 964 03
Unexpended to 1939 90 27
$ 1,054 30
Ii
H
/
/ I
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SEATS FOR ASSEMBLY ROOM, HIOH SCHOOL
Appropriation $ 1,440 40
Paid by Warrant 1,440 40
LEGALIZED GIFT OF LAND FOR ATHLETIC FIELD
Appropriation $ 1 00
Unexpended in 1939 1 00
%
TEACHERS' RETIREMENT FUND
Received from Treasurer $ 252 98
Balance to 1939 »> $252 98
•
TOWN HALL BUILDING
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Cheney, P. O. rent $ 313 50
Wells Grange, Hall rent 62 50
C. O. Hubbard, Hall rent 10 00
Herbert Farley, Store rent 300 00
Due from John Hill 300 00
Due from Wells Grange 62 50
Overdraft to Summary 1,896 65
$ 2,945 15
985 25 
56 40 
458 50 
478 27 
482 50 
48 59 
435 64
Labor $
Lights
Janitor
Supplies
Fuel
Water
Insurance
$2,945 15
14 WELLS, MAINE
WELLS CORNER HOSE 'COMPANY
Appropriation 
George Hilton 
Overdraft to Summary
$
Telephone
Supplies
Fuel
Insurance
Lights
Labor
Water
$ 32 00 
239 08 
61 65 
307 95 
34 36 
66 85 
6 00
$747 89
WELLS BEACH HOSE COMPANY
Appropriation
Telephone
Fuel
Labor
Supplies
Insurance
Lights
$ 47 30 
67 89 
65 73 
171 87 
199 35 
14 19
$566 33
, WELLS CORNER HOSE CO
Special Appropriation 
Note Community Trust Co.
Overdraft to Summary
500 00 
18 25 
229 64
$ 747 89
■$ 500 00
66 33
$ 566 33
Maxim Motor Co.
$ 4,000 00 
165 50
$ 4,165 50 
4,165 50
'
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GRANGE HALL
Lights , $37 76
Overdraft to Summary 37 76 .
SYSTEM AND AUDIT
Supplies, labor, clerical and printing $850 42
Overdraft to Summary 850 42
HYDRANT, WELLS BEACH
Apppropriation $50 00
Unexpended to Summary 50 00
HYDRANT RENTAL
Appropriation
Ogunquit Village Corporation
$ 4,600 00 
' 1,800 00
. $ 6,400 00
Kenn., Kennebunkport & Wells Water Co. . 4,719 85
Unexpended to Summary 1,680 15
MOVING HYDRANT, HOWARD JOHNSONt
Appropriation 1 $ 100 00
Overdraft to Summary 1 35
Kennebunk, Kenneb’kp’t & Wells Water Co.
$ 101 35
101 35
STREET LIGHTS
Appropriation • $ 3,088 30
Cumberland Co. Power & LightCo. $2,980 59 
Unexpended to Summary 107 71
$ 3,088 30
i
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BERWICK & SALMON FALLS ELECTRIC CO.
Appropriation $ 176 00
Berwick & Salmon Falls Light Co. $129 62 
Unexpended to Summary . 46 38
$ 176 00
OFFICERS’ SALARIES
*
p
Appropriation , $ 3,000 00
Transfer from Overlay 828 55
Expended for Officer’s salaries $3,828 55
%
MAINTENANCE HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
Appropriation $ 4,000 00
New England Metal Culvert Co., Refund 42
$ 4,000 42
Treasurer, State of Maine 99 68
Transferred to South West District 800 00
Transferred to North East District 800 00
Transferred to North West District 800 00
W. P. A. Road 1,500 00
$3,999 68
Unexpended to Summary 74
$ 4,000 72
Leon Hayes
Edward Marble%
Poor
Paul Perkins 
Clifton Maloy
SUPPORT OF POOR
$ 186 31 
538 37 
856 21 
407 71 
340 18
\;
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Martha & Herbert Tirrell 1,672 23
Wesley Jackson 81 00
Fred Bennett 417 38
Mrs. Godfrey 1,230 70
Ida Stacey 154 96
Joe Bridgesi 479 59
Ray Hubbard 18 22
Miles Hill 692 97
Frank) Johnson 84 03
Joe York 25 25
Eva Moore 80 02
Perley Hilton 47 10
Charles. Roberts 397 77
D. Crepeau 125 76
diaries Trafton 132 92
John Townsend 632 25
William Card 711 96
William Hubbard11 395 02
Etta & Elbridge Hilton 839 21
Chester Hilton 166 50
w
Hubbbard Children t 490 00
Howard Hatch 1144 50
Frank Kimball 404 10
Winnie Hubbard 233 54
Sarah Hilton 649 54
Mrs. Dana Eaton 81 84
Fred Wood 100 28
Ed. Hutchins 298 59
Herbert Strickland 315 97
George Hilton 384 00
John Emmons - 1,000 84
P Sevigny 89 33
Ed. Hanscom 32 00
Fred Chute 111 88
Ernest Stacey 293 70
Chester Hilton 190 55
Franklin Russell 133 67
Wilbur Perkins 30 90
Francis Gagnon 97 00
William Goodale 192 47
Frank Welch 63 17
WELLS, MAINE
Harry Hanson . : •
Charles Clogston . '
Bertie Perkins
Lindley Bridges
George Goff
George Shaw
Gordon Hubbbard
John Emmett . „
Mrs. Irving Hatch
Philip Littlefield
Will Bridges ,r
Stephen Lit.tlefield
Nelson Adame
Ada Davis -
George Reid
Florence & Josephine Talford
Thadeus Hanson
Alonza Bridges
Ross Caine
Dexter Shepard
Everett NewhaU
t
Jesse Towne 
Alice Dixon.
26 45'
34 71 '
7 05- "
6 79 .
75 00 
34 90 
5 00 
88 99 
5 08 
9 50 
9 60 ' *
5 00 
15 11
iS oo
42 00 ,
75 50 
15 08 
37 00 .
10 00 
5 00 
3 19 
281 65 .
119 70
0 %
$16,975 81V
MISCELLANEOUS
Transfer frcm Overlay 
Balance from High School 
Herbert Seavey, Auctioneer’s License 
Charles Day, Victualers License 
Maurice L. Shapiro, Auctioneer’s License 
Community Trust Co., Dividend 
Frank Howe, Auctioneer’s License 
Irving Marigold, Auctioneer’s License 
State of Maine, bank stock tax 
State of Maine, Dog Licenses 
State of Maine, R. R'. and Tel. Tax 
R. P. Hanscom, Auctioneer’s License
$ 5,710 11
$ 5 7
- • • r .. 2 00 
1 00 
2 00 
11 00 
2 00 
2 00, 
106 7i 
66 40 
20 21 
2 00 .
<
«■
I
t
i
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'Clinton Morrison, Pool Room License 10 00 
Abbott Bros., typewriter -  . • , . 8, 00
238 79
i *
'  t
i • t i  j
• ; $ 5,948' 90! ’*• ( • *
• • x * >
• *
\ 1MISCELLANEOUS
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. (Selectmen’s Of­
fice) • , • !
» /
$
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., (Town  C l e r k ; 
Roble Construction Co., sidewalk,. Ocean View • 
Cemetery and entrance • ■ •
Ellen Mooers, clerical * *.
Grover Cheney, stamped envelopes i , '
Walter Mc Carn, acct. of Town ; ■ *> .
Archie Wormwood, acct. of Town • * -
James E. Brewster, acct. o f Town ■ • . , .
Grover Cheney, supplies • •, ,
Ellen Mooers, clerical
A. J. Stimpson, vital statistics
Cumberland Co. Pr. & Lt. Co., fire whistle .
Dr. F. J. Chase, vital statistics , .
Ellen Mooers, clerical . ■
Fred Wentworth, care of dump •
C. A. Buckminster, winding Town clock ,
Ellen Mooers, clerical
Merrill Clarrage, burying dog * ,
American City Magazine . * . • .
Roy Moulton, fire whistle _ •
Archie Wormwood, telephone expense
Ellen Mooers, clerical . * t .
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., (Selectmen) . 4. • •, ,
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., (Town Clerk) . , , .
James E. Brewster, acct. of Town
Ellen Mooers, clerical
Star Print, supplies • .
Loring, Short & Harmon, .supplies . .
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies 
Cumberland Co. Pr. & Lt. Co., fire whistle
«
> 11 70 
2 90
599 -95 
15 00 
33 30 
. 35 00 
35 00 
35 00 
.83 
15 00 
1 00 
2 50 
2 25 12 00 
10 00 
10 00 
.9 00 
1 00 
2,00 
4,05 
6 00 12 00 
7 08 
2 70 
20 00
15 00 
18 75
16 00
1 45
2 50
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WTalter E. Hatch', legal services 55 05
Grover Cheney, Postmaster, for supplies 3 00
Walter McCam, acct. of Town 14 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical 9 00 .
J. W. 'Gordon, M. D., Ballot Clerk 10 00
Ruth B. Wall, stenographic service, Town Meet. 5 00
Justin Huse, clerical 10 00
Arthur W. Littlefield, ballot clerk 5 00
Frank Hatch, services as Constable 5 00
Frank Hatch, Posting Warrants 5 00
Cecil Perkins, Ballot Clerk 12 00
Fred Kemp, services as Constable 5 00
McKesson & Robbins, supplies 3' 50
Ellen Mooers, clerical 12 00
Brewster’s Express 7 15
Phyllis Eaton, Ballot Clerk _ 5 00
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies 7.50
Hutchins Bros., supplies 1 75
Roy Moulton, fire whistle 4 95
Roy Moulton, bus tickets 1 05
Fred Wentworth, care of dump 20 00
Grover Cheney, Postmaster, supplies 6 65
York Press, supplies 6 50
York Press, supplies 13 50
Grover Cheney, Postmaster,, for envelopes 33 30
Ellen Mooers, clerical * 12 00
New Eng., Tel. & Tel. Co., (Selectmen’s Office) 4 75
New England Tel. & Tel. (Town Clerk) 2 60
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies 2 70
Isaiah Chadboume 12 00
Harry Litttlefieid 2 50
York Press -Co., Bal. Town Reports, 1938 350 00
Wells Motor iMart, service 12 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical 12 00
Leslie Welch, labor 12 00
Austin Goodwin, labor 7 00
New England Metal Culvert Co., supplies 9 52
Clarence Goff, damage to car 10 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical (two weeks), * 30 00
Hussey Mfg. Co., supplies 94
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies 47 50
\
>
\Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies 2 00
Remington Rand, Inc., repair typewriter 12 50
Cumberland 'Co.. Power' & Light Co., fire whistle 2 50
Goodall Worsted Co., supplies 17 50
James E. Brewster, out of town 15 00
Walter McCam, out of town 15 00
Frank C. Landers, for abstracts ‘ 45 25
George A. Shaw, sign 1 00
Roy Moulton, fire whistle 4 95
Cumberland Sales Co.„ parts for road grader 44 49
Walter McCam, out of town 20 65
Archie Wormwood, out of town 42 00
James E. Brewster, out o f town 22 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical 12 00
Walter J. McCarn, revaluation (use of car) 50 00
James E. Brewster, revaluation 35 00
Archie Wormwood, revaluation , 35 00
Roberts Supply Co., filing cabinet 41 35
York Press, supplies 91 50
Fred Wentworth, care of dump 20 00
Grover Cheney, Postmaster, supplies 1 50
York Press, supplies 58 50
Ellen Mooers,- clerical 12 00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. (Selectmen’s Office)’ 6 60
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., (Town Clerk) 2 70
Frank Hatch, Constable service 6 00
James E. Brewster, telephone expense 8 50
Archie Wormwood, gravel 13 20
Ellen Mooers, clerical 12 00
Cumberland Co. Power '&\ Light Co., fire whistle 2 50
Cecil F. Perkins, police service 3 00
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies 1 00
Remington Rand Co., supplies 15 00
Isaiah Chadboume, Clam Warden 10 00
James E. Brewster, telephone expense • 5 85
Postmaster, Wells, Me., supplies 1 50
Cumberland Power & Light Co., fire whistle , 2 50
H. J. Caine, exipress charges 95
Roy Moulton, fire whistle 4 95
Hill’s Electric Shop, service 12 50
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r» »  •  i
Kenneth Hill, posting Warrants, Special Tow n,
4
Meeting
Walter E. Hatch, Atty., guardianship H. Thirrell • 
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., Adding Machine
E. L. Kennedy, supplies 
Fred Wentworth, care of dump. .
New England Tel & Tel. Co. (Selectmen’s Office) 
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. (Town Clerk)
Cecil Perkins, special police ,
Archie Wormwood,, out of town. . • <
James E.( Brewster, out of, town - «
Walter J. McCarn, out of town -
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies
George A. Shaw, signs '• <
Clayton Abendroth, Ballot Clerk
A. H. Wormwood, supplementary tax work
Alberta Cheney, stamps;
Chester Mitchell, clerical work
James Brewster,, supplementary tax work - -
Walter McCarn, supplementary tax work
Roy Moulton, fire whistle
Metropolitan Refining Co., supplies
H. J. Caine, freight • >
Fred Wentworth, care of dump 
James E. Brewster, telephone expense.
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., service Selectmen’s 
Office
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Town Clerk 
Charles E. Brown, cleaning Ave., Wells Beach 
Chester Hilton, cleaning Ave., Wells Beach 
John Brown, cleaning Ave., Wells Beach . •
E. L. Kennedy, supplies . .
James E. Brewster, out o f town
Walter McCarn, telephone expense • •
Walter Phillips, police service .
W. E. Phillips, police service, Labor Day 
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies
4
Cecil F. Perkins, police service 
Kenneth Hill, posting Warrants 
Walter McCarn, trip to Sanford and expense 
Wilbur Perkins, labor
, 5 00 
13 10 * 
136 00 
' 8 56 
•20 00
• 3 45 
6 35
5 00
• 9 00 
9 00 
9 00
. 7 50
3 50 
10 00
6 00
3 00 
5 00
. 6 00 8 00
4 95 
10 66
50
20 00 
- 4 65
5 85
3 00 
2 10 
1 50
• 4 90
• 50
12 00
4 50 
. 5 00
5 00 
21 60
• 4 00 
5 00
• 7 00 
5 00
fI
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Nathaniel Lord, labor, burying seal 
Arthur Littlefield, Ballot Clerk 
Dorothy Parker, Ballot Clerk,
Cumberland Power & Light Co., fife whistle
Cumberland Power & Light Co., fire Whistle
W. E. Phillips, police officer
Alberta Cheney, Postmistresss, envelopes
Archie Wormwood, telephone and postage
Ellen Mooers, clerical
Roy Moulton, fire whistle
W. E. Phillips, police officer
Alberta Cheney, Postmistress, supplies
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies
Elmer Hutchins, burying seal
Ralph A. Mathews, for needy
George Moody & Son, steps at Wells Beach •
A M. Rousseau, burying seal
Registry of Deeds, recording
Piff Mildrem, burying seal
Ellen Mooers, clerical
Fred L. Tower Co., Maine Register
Phyllis Eaton,, Ballot Clerk
Alberta Cheney, Postmaster, stamps
Ellen Mooers, clerical
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Selectmen’s Office
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Town Clerk
Walter MeCam, out o f town
James E. Brewster, out of town
Archie Wormwood, out of town
Ellen Mooers, clerical
C. Dinghorn, statistics '
Cumberland Power & Light Co., firewhistle 
Frank Hatch, Warrant Const able'
Ellen Mooers, clerical 
Roy Moulton, fire whistle 
H. J. Caine, express 
W. J. MoCarn, supplies 
Ellen Mooers, clerical 
New England Tel, & Tel. Co.
Loring, Short &  Harmon, supplies 
Fred Wentworth, care o f dump
%
23
• 1 00 
10 00 
5 00 
5 55
5 00 
■•5- 00‘ 
33 84 
‘ 6 30
• 15 OJ
4 95 
3-00
• 33 48 
' 3 00
1 50
3 00
' 28 50
1 00 
75 
1 50 
' 15 00
6 00
5 00
1 50 
15 00
11 15
6 85 
11 00 
11 00 
11 00 
15 00
75
2 50 
15 00 
15 00
4 95 
1 00 
1 20
' 15 00 
9 30
12 00 
20 00
24 WELLS, MAINE
Berwick & Salmon Falls Electric 'Co. 1 00
J. E. Brewster, telephone expense 7 50
Ellen Mooens, clerical 15 00
Brewster Express, express 6 90
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Selectmen’s Office 6 80
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Town Clerk 2 95
Fred Wentworth, care of dump 20 00
York Press Co., Acct. Town Reports 200 00
■George R. Reid, labor, High School grounds 6 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical 15 00
Cumberland Co. Power & Light Co., fire whistle 2 50
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies 9 90
Loring, Short & Harmon, sup-plies 9 00
W. E. Snow, Clam Warden 50 00
Ed. S. Quimby, typewriter 64 50
Walter McCam, telephone 3 50
Ellen Mooers, clerical 15 00
Walter McOarn, supplies 1 44
Irene Wormwood, copying1 Taxi List 10 00
Alberta Cheney, stamps 3 00
Jeannette Clark, Ballot Clerk 5 00
Wilbur Rollins, burglary insurance 20 00
J. E. Brewster, out o f town - 8 50
A. H. Wormwood, out of town 8 00
Harold Furniture Co., furniture for office 35 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical . ' 15 00
Robert Mildrem, moving piano 1 00
Ruth B. Wall, clerical 15 00
Fred Wentworth, care of dump 20 00
Roy Moulton, fire whistle 4 95
Arthur Merrifield, tuning ,xpiano 5 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical 15 00
Todd Sales Co., cheque protector 55 57
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., (Town Clerk) 3 00
New England Tel. Tel. Co., (Selectmen’s Office) 6 60
Ellen Mooers, clerical 15 00
C. C. Power & Light Co., fire whistle .2 50
W. J. McOarn, out of town 8 00
Archie Wormwood, out o f town 6 00
James E. Brewster, out of town 6 00
A Wormwood, expense to Alfred Court 6 00
ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
Ellen Mooers, clerical 10 00
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies 6 35
Ellen Mooers, clerical 30 00
Roy Moulton, fire whistle - 4 95
Fred Wentworth, care o f dump 20 00
James E. Brewster, freight prepaid . 9 50
Hazel McCam, repairing flag) 1 00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., (Selectmen’s Office) 3 80
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., (Town Clerk) 3 10
Cu.berland Co. Power & Light Co., traffic Light 90
Ellen Moores, clerical 15 00
Walter J. McCam, out of town 8 50
James) E. Brewster, out of town 6 25
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies 1 45
Cumberland Co. Power & Light Co., fire whistle 2 50
Isaiah Chadboume, Clam Warden 15 00
York Press, supplies 30 50
H. J. Caine, express on signs ■ 1 89
Walter J. McCam, out of town 20 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical 12 00
Cumberland Co. Power & Light Co., supplies 30
Hill’s Electric Shop, care of Town clock 16 00
Kenneth Hill, Constable 2- 00
Leslie Clark, Ballot Clerk 10 00
Charles F. Spiller' 1 00
Archie Wormwood, out of town 10 00
James Ei Brewster, out of town 10 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical 12 00
W. S. Daley & Co., supplies 14 74
Grover Cheney, Postmaster, box rent 35
R ;y Moulton fire whistle • - 4 95
W. E. Phillips, police memorial 3 00
Sarah M. Hatch, writing inventory 100 00
E. L; Kennedy, supplies ' 15 08
Charles Roberts, labor on Breakwater 10 00
Archie Woodward, telephone expense 6 00
Walter E. Hatch, legal services 34 62
Walter E. Hatch, legal services 20 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical 24 00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. (Selectmen’s Office) 9 25
New England Tel & Tel.' Co. (Town Clerk) 2 70
25
•* •
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George A. Shaw, signs . 4 25
Dorothy Parker, Ballot 'Clerk 5 00
Cecil Perkins, police officer 5 00
Isaiah Chadbourne, Clam Warden * 10 00
E. L. Kennedy, slip, Wells Beach 10 59
Fred Wentworth, care of dump 20 00
Willis R. Hanson, constable service 5 00
Alberta A. Cheney, Ballot Clerk ‘ 5 00
W. E. Phillips, traffic officer 1 50
Freeman’s Drug Store, supplies - 2 15.
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies ' 4 50
Phyllis Eaton, Ballot Clerk 5 00
George Shaw, signs 4 25
Walter J. McCam, telephone expense 5 35
Robie J. Littlefield, damage by fire 12 00
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies 7 50
Leslie Clark, Ballot Clerk 5 00
Isaiah Chadbourne, Clam Warden 15 00
Cecil Perkins, police officer 6 00
Ellen Mooers, clerical , 15 00
Hill’s Electric Shop, repairing 2 25
Ellen Mooers, clerical 18 00
Eleanor West, Ballot Clerk 15 00
Harry Littlefield, dog officer 27 00
Roy Moulton, firewhistle . 4 95
Roy Moulton, supplies 40
Walter J. McCarn, telephone expense 4 85
E. Mooers, clerical 15 00
O-iver West, damage) to gate 1 00
C. A. Buckminster, Town clock 25 00
Alberta Cheney, box rent 20
Fred Wentworth, care of dump • 20 00
York Press, Town Reports 100 00
Ellen Mooers,' clerical 15 00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. (Selectmen’s Office) 8 40
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. (Town Clerk) 2 95
Ellen Mooers, clerical • 15 00
Cumberland Co. Power & Light Co., fire whistle 2 50
York Press, nomination papers 29 50
Ellen Mooers, clerical . 15 00
Justin Huse, express, State Ballots 13 25
/
»<»
If 1
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Justin Huse, vital statistics 49 50
Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies • 3 95
Ellen Mooers, clerical < 15 00
Walter McCam, expenses to Alfred 6 00
Roy Moulton, fire whistle ’ 4 95
United Pencil Co., supplies ‘ * 9 00
Archie Wormwood, out of town ■ 15 00
Wilbur Perkins, labor for town 9 60
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. 9 65
Ellen Mooers, clerical 15 00
G. Bridges, hauling wood 1 00
Frank Hatch, Constable services 5 00
York Press, 1938 Town Reports 250 00
Express charges and delivery; Government Com­
modities’ to W. E. Tibbetts Express from
Biddeford and Town delivery 666 67« ____• I
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$ 5,948 90
POLICE OFFICER, WELLS BEACH
Appropriation , $ 100 00
Walter Phillips 100 00
TO WN NURSE
Appropriation 
Overdraft to Summary
$ 2,000 00 
75 73
Grace Meserve 
Telephone service
$2,000 00 $2,075 73 
75 73
$2,075 73
BOARD OF HEALTH
* \
No appropriation
Supplies and Transportation $ 174 76
Overdraft to Summary 174 76
<
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' GLEANING- UP WELLS BEACH
Appropriation $ 100 00
Labor 100 00
GLEANING UP AFTER HURRICANE
No Appropriation 
Overdraft to Summary 
Paid by Warrant
PURCHASE OF TRACTOR
Appropriation
Note to Community Trust Co.
$ 375 00
3,000 00
.$ 63 84
63 84
Overdraft to Summary
$3,375 00 
39 28
Eastern Tractor & Equipment Co.
$ 3,414 28 
3,414 28
OGUNQUIT BRIDGE
■Received from Ogunquit Village Corporation $ 468 80
Due State of Maine 468 80
This amount was paid, after the books closed 
to the State.
DRAKE’S ISLAND BRIDGE
Note to Community Trust Co.
Paid State of Maine 
Unexpended to sum ary
$ 2,200 00 
1,980 00 
220 00
$ 2,200 00
29
i
t
TRAMPS
No appropriation $727 36
Overdraft to summary 727 36
Paid by warrant 727 36
STATE1 POOR
Received from State $1,190 66
Due from State 181 04
I1 $1,371 70
Paid by warrant 1,371 70
%
QUARANTINE EASE
No appropriation 1
Overdraft toi summary $244 25
Paid by warrant 244 25•
SUPPORT OF VETERANS
Appropriation $3,000 00
Maine General Hospital Refund 17 25
Overdraft to summary 2,554 64
- $5,571 89
Paid' by warrant $5,571 89
✓
MOTHERS’ AID
i
No appropriation
Overdraft to summary $792 50
Paid by warrant $792 50
RELIEF CORPS
Appropriated $200 00
Paid by warrant $200 00
t
WELLS, MAINE » •30/
WELLS HIGH SCHOOL SPECIAL APPROPRIATION/  j  ■ *
Appropriation $100 00
Overdraft to summary ' • ' -142 34
• .  __ _________________________
Paid by warrant ' ' $142 34
ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL TEXT BOOKS AND
SUPPLIES ’
Appropriation $23,935 00
Archie Littlefield, tuition ' 43 33
John Carver, P. T. A. , 25 00
Ethel Weymouth, supplies -sold 1 50
John Carver, supplies sold ' 13 37
Town of York, tuition , 984 00
Town of Kennebunk, clerk hire 245 46
Town of Kennebunkport, clerk hire .163 64
State School fund * 3,867 52
Town of No. Berwick, tuition • . • 90 90
$29,369 72
Paid by warrant > . $28,006 81
Unexpended 1939 1,362 91
$29,369 72
*  i
SUPERINTENDENT’S SALARY
Appropriation $504 00
Overdraft to summary ' 6 02
$510 02
t •
Paid by warrant . - $510 02
SCHOOL REPAIRS
Appropriation 
Paid by warrant
$2,000 00 
1,909 61
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Unexpended to summary
\'  « i  <
. 90 39
$2,000 00
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
Appropriation 
Paid by warrant 
Unexpended in 1939
f  c
$100 00 
' 91 37
8 63
$100 00
j  .  t > i  t ''
HIGH SCHOOL CONVEYANCE
Appropriation 
Paid by warrant
$ 2,000 00 
' 2,000 00
FOREST FIRES
No appropriation 
Overdraft to summary 
George Studley 
Theo Mills 
Arthur Perkins 
Ned Hatch 
George W. Hilton 
Herman PierceI
Frank Davis 
Nelson Brown 
Robert Brown 
Lester Brown 
Willis Hanson 
Harold Hatch 
Forest Chase 
Gordon Bridges 
Donald Tilton 
George Hilton (Chief) 
Fred Wentworth "
$192 55 
5 60 
3 50 
3 5Q
* 1 40 
1 40 
1 40 
1 40 
1 40
. ’ 70
• * 70
1 05 
1 40 
1 40
70 
1 40 
64 40 
5 60
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Harry Harris • 5 60
George Moody ('Chief) 53 35
Donald Hill 2 80
Donald Moody 2 10
George Tilton 1 75
James E. Brewster 10 00
Archie Wormwood 10 00
Walter E. McCarn 10 00
$192 55
STATE AID OLIVER WEST ROAD
Appropriation $1890 00
Received from State 1860 82
Refund N. Eng. Metal Culvert Co. 1 02
Overdraft to summary 14 93
# $3766 77
Perle Goodwin, labor 47 60
Harry Hubbard, labor 44 80
George Martin, labor 28 80
Carol Trafton, labor and supplies 108 40
New England Metal Culvert Co., sup'plies 51 00
Enterprise Hardware Co., supplies 67 44
Ellis Bradford, labor 2 00
J. Herbert Seavey, supplies 11 25
Donald) Hill, labor 61 60
Casper Hosmer, labor 28 00
Harry Williams, labor 61 60
Ralph Hutchins, labor 120 00
Rollo Hill, labor 218 00
Allen Hilton, labor 49 00
Harry Phillips, labor 49 00
Bernard Murray, labor 70 00
Kenneth Hatch, labor 68 95
Harry Hatch 63 00
Reginald Welch, truck 194 63
Donald Tilton, labor 40 60
Albert Hatch, labor 66 15
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William, Card, labor 
Elmer Hutchins, labor 
Forest Chase, labor 
Chester Hatch, labor and gravel 
Oliver West, labor 
Robert Ann-is, labor 
E. L. Kennedy, , sup plies 
Howard Buck, labor 
Sumner Murray, labor 
Vernon Hubbard, truck 
Wilbur  ^Perkins, truck 
Austin Goodwin, truck 
State Highway Commission 
Raymond Penney, labor 
William Harding, truck 
Harold Chase, labor 
George West, truck 
Freeman Allen, truck 
Winfield Elwell, truck 
Erastus Hilton, truck > '•>
Norman Hubbard, labor 
Morris Ordway, labor 
Donald Welch, labor 
Roger Bragdon, gravel 
Willis Hanson, labor
1
State of Maine for tar
STATE AID MAINTENANCE
Appropriation
Credit Ogunquit Village Corporation
t
%
Raymond Colby, labor 
RoLo' Hill, labor 
Donald Hilton, labor
\WELLS, MAINE
Albert Hatch, labor 10 10
-Lloyd Grant, labor •' 7 50
Reginald Welch, labor and truck
Raymond Johnson, labor
-Charles Hatch, labor
Clarence Colby, labor
Sumner Murray, labor
Roger Bragdon, gravel
New Eng. Metal Culvert Co.
r
State of Maine Highway patrol
Unexpended to summary
18 00 
5 60 
5 60 
5 60 
5 60 
5 85 
20 40 1
$137, ,88 
1842 90 >
- $1980 78 • 
390 02 ,
$2370 80
THIRD CLASS CONSTRUCTIONJ
Received from State ~ * $3133 68
Overdraft to summary * 1 47
$3135 15
Charles Brown, truck , $ 154 37
Chester Hilton, labor - 46 90
Roger Hatch, labor 1 75
Homer. Stevens, labor 5 60
Alton Allen, labor 25 55
John Brown, truck 183 76
Emery Waterhouse Co., supplies 119 49
Morse’s Garage, supplies - 2 50
Frank Kimball, labor * 25 55
Fred Wentworth, labor ' 69 65
George Martin, labor 45 00
Carol Trafton, labor and supplies 159 05
Chandler Hilton, labor 20 65
Joseph Goodale, labor 36 75
Reilly Chemical Corp., supplies 240 00
Wrilmont Cray, truck 1 38 20
Fred Fuller, labor 46 70
V
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Roy Moody, truck 
■Charles Hurd, labor 
Ernest Rhodes, truck 
George Hampliton, labor 
Wesley Welch, labor 
Howard Buck, labor 
Foster Wildes, labor!
Ashley Litchfield, labor
Vernon Johnson, labor
John Boston, labor
Harland' Bedell, labor
Charles Trafton, labor
Harvey Harris, labor
Donald Batchelder, labor
Joseph Goo dale, labor
Harry Brown, labor
Nelson Adams, truck
Guy Colby, truck
Hartley Hilton, truck
Vincent Gowen, truck
Philip Hilton, truck
Theo Mills, truck
Leon Goodwin, truck
Charles Clarrage, truck
State Highway Commission
Joseph Weare, gravel
E. L. Kennedy, supplies
W. F. Litchfield, truck
L. A. Hilton, labor
Fred' Brown, gravel
Enterprise Hardware Co., supplies
r
* 4
t
THIRD CLASS MAINTENANCE— IMPROVED SECTIONS
THIRD CLASS ROADS ' ’
Appropriation 
Overdraft to Sum.ary
'  -  f
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Charles E. Brown, labor $ 32 25
Homer Stevens, labor 13 13
Jc-isejph Goo dale, labor 13 12
Roger Hatch, labor 19 13
John P. Brown, truck 95 56
Albert Hatch, labor 15 00
Reginald Welch, truck ' 27 00
Donald Hill, labor 6 00
Kenneth Hatch, labor 21 00
Rolio Hill, labor 83 13
■Carl Hilton, truck 30 00
George West, truck 39 00
Harold Chase, truck 22 50
Harry Hatch, labor 12 75
Edward Hutchins, labor 15 00
Harold Hilton, labor 4 50
Harry Williams, labor 15 00
Sumner Murray, labor 12 75
Harry Hubbard, labor 7 50
Donald Hill, labor 6 00
Roy Welch, labor 3 00
Allen Hilton, labor 21 15
Howard Hilton, labor 10 50
Harold Phillips, labor 8 25
Harry Hatch, labor 3 00
Leon Goodwin, truck 22 28
Charles Trafton, truck 6 76
Chester Hilton, labor 22 13
Harry E. Brown, labor 6 00
Fred Wentworth, labor 22 13
American Bituminous Co., supplies 614 39
Ralph Bridges, labor ' 5 63
Vincent Gowen, truck 23 28
Hartley Hilton, truck 9 68
Foster Wildes, labor 7 13
Richard Mathews, labor 10 13
Joseph Goodale, labor 5 63
Donald Batchelder, labor 7 13
Carl Brown, labor 7 13
Theo Mills, truck 11 20
Philip Hilton, labor 3 00
\ I
i
t
I
Albert Hatch, labor 
Elmer Sayward, labor 
Robert Fenders on, labor 
■Philip Hatch, labor 
Raymond Colby, truck
■Chesley Lord, labor • •
William Card, labor 
Bancroft & Martin Mills, supplies 
Enterprise; Hardware Co., supplies
SHERBURNE ROAD SPECIAL
No appropriation 
Overdraft to Summary
^ 1 j
Charles Trafton, labor 
Leon Goodwin, labor 
Marjorie Hilton, truck
Ashley Littlefield, labor • ' ■
Foster Wildes, labor
Chester Hilton, labor
Theo Mills, labor
Nelson Brown, labor
Arthur Littlefield, gravel
Philip Hilton, labor
Homer Stevens, labor
Donald Batdhelder, labor
+
# ! •  ’ i l l
%
/
ATLANTIC AVENUE SPECIAL
Appropriation 
Overdraft to summary
j
i Arthur Littlefield,, gravel 
Richard -Mlathews, labor
ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
tl
i
t
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John P. Brown; labor 
Vincent Gowen, labor 
Marjorie Hilton, labor 
Roy Moody, labor 
Roger Hatch, labor 
Fred Wentworth, labor 
Samuel Norman, labor 
Casper Hubard, labor 
Charles E. Brown, labor
GOODWIN ROAD SPECIAL
#
i  i  » j  .  *
No appropriation ,
Overdraft to Summary
Allen Hilton, labor 
Fred Brown, ,labor 
Lloyd Grant, labor 
George West, labor 
Rollo Hill, labor 
Chester Hatch, labor 
Chesley Lord, labor 
Raymond Penney, labor 
Raymond Johnson, labor
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Donald Batchelder, labor 9 00
Ashley Littlefield, labor ' 9 00
Charles Brown, labor 3 00
Fred Wentworth, labor 3 00
Homer Stevens, labor 3 00
Philip Hilton, ,labor 9 00
Leon Goodwin, truck and labor 9 80
George Hampliton,, labor ' • 4 50
Ernest Rhodes, labor 3 00
Frank Kimball, labor 7 50
Alton Allen, labor * 6 00
Chandler Hilton, ,labor 9 00
Chester Hilton, labor 3 00
$ 176 60
1
BARKER ROAD SPECIAL N
Appropriation $ 50 00
Overdraft to Summary 6 25
$ 56 25
Walter Hayes, labor $ 4 50
Clarence Webber, labor 4 50
Ernest Bridges, labor 4 50
Vernon Hubbard, labor and truck 13 50
Erman Piece, labor and truck 15 75
W A. Pope, gravel
• *
6 50
•  • -  —
✓
$ 56 25
i
FISHERMAN’S SLIP SPECIAL APPROPRIATION
Appropriation $ 200 00•
Charles E. Brown, labor $ 17 50
'Charles Roberts,, labor 23 25
Roy Moody, labor 9 80.
i I
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Hussey Mfg. Co., supplies 11 63
Roger Hatch, labor 9 00
Homer Stevens, labor 9 00
Richard Mathews, labor 6 93
E. L. Kennedy, supplies 12 00
Donald Moody, labor 7 50
R. P. Hutchins & Son, supplies 6 00
G. B. & F. C. Brown, supplies 10 08
.$ 122 69'
Unexpended to Summary _ 77 31
$ 200 00
NORTH WEST DISTRICT
Transfer from Roads and Bridges $ 800 00
A.. H. Hatch, ,labor $ 6 00
Donald Welch, labor 19 50
Reginald Welch, truck 64 50
Rollo Hill, labor 126 25
Ida Shorey, gravel 26 40
Albert Hatch, gravel 27 00
Austin Goodwin, truck 40 50
Raymond Colby, truck 40 50
Donald Hilton, labor 13 50
Perle Goodwin, labor - 16 50
Donald Hill, labor 13 50
Dexter Shepard, labor 7 50
Ivory Marshall, labor 6 00
C E. Sayward, labor 9 00
George Fenderson, truck 36 00
Lloyd Grant, labor 36• 00
Erasitus Hilton, labor 12 00
Elmer Hutchins, labor 12 00
Harry Williams, labor 12 00
Herbert Simmons, labor 12 OO
Robert Fenderson, truck 12 00
Roger Bragdon, gravel 14 55
\
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Wallace Hubbard, gravel 3 15
Leslie Welch, labor 28 50
Harold Chase, truck 18 00
Leon 'Goodwin, truck 9 00
W. G. Colby, planks % 48 00
E. L. Kennedy, supplies 22 24
Archie Wormwood, labor 7 50
Oscar Jepson,. labor, and gravel 4 65
Roy Moody, truck 5 63
Raymond Penney, labor 3 00
N. E. Metal Culvert Co., supplies 25 00
$ 737 87
Unexpended to Summary 62 13i $ 800 00
\  \
NORTH EAST DISTRICT
Transfer from Roads and Bridges $ 800 00
Overdraft to Summary 40 02
Bertie Bridges, truck $ 66 38
Ernest Bridges, labor 18 00
M. S. Kelly, labor 144 35
Erman Pierce, truck 112 01
Reginald Jones,"truck 11 25
Ida Shorey, gravel - 30 30
Ernest Goodwin, labor 22 50
Frank Davis, labor 27 00
Charles Eaton, labor 18 00
Fred Bragdon, labor 9 00
Carl Goodwin, truck 58 50
Vernon Hubbard, truck 67 50
Wesley Kimball, truck 27 00
Gordon Bridges!, labor 9 00
William Collins, labor 3 60
WLliam Collins, Jr., labor 2 25
Leslie Welch, labor . , 52 88
Albert Hilton, labor 18 00
a42 WELLS, MAINE
i  •
Leroy Boston; labor , • 15 00
• George Wakefield, labor 15 00
Miles Bill, labor ■ 1 50
E. L. Kennedy, Supplies 21 60
. Charles L. Davis, truck 22 50
living Morrill, labor • 4 50
Charles Clarrdge, truck 9 00
Thomas Bates, labor 12 75
Leister Brown, labor 1 19 50
Owen Hill, gravel 2 40'
Roger Hatch., labor , 4 50
Joshua Chick, gravel 75
$ 840 02
SOUTH WEST DISTRICT
Transfer from Roads and Bridges $ 800 00
Overdraft to Summary 200 00
$ 1,020 20
Goo dale Dixon, labor
i
$ 3 60
Foster Wildes, labor 15 00
Vincent Gowen, truck 45 32
Charles Brown, labor 53 90
W. G. Colby, truck 61 26
Leon Goodwin, truck 72 68
John Brown, truck 63 70
Harry E. Brown, labor 7 13
Marjorie Hilton, truck 27 00
Roy Moody, truck 136 80
Homer Stevens, labor 41 25
Chester Hilton, labor 33 OO
Charles Roberts, truck , 35 25
Charles Trafton, labor 47 25
Perley Richards, labor * 10 20
E. L. Kennedy, supplies ‘ 149 52
F. E. Kimball, Jr., labor 3 99
Frank Kimball, labor 10 20
*r
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Roger Hatch, labor 30 01
Joseph Goodale, labor 9 00
Charles E. Brown, labor 21 00
Perley Wormwood, labor 13 50
George Stevens, labor 1 87
Roy Stevens 1 87
Alton Relin, labor 3 55
John P. Brown, labor 39 20
Fred Wentworth, labor , 11 25
Ashley Littlefield, labor 4 50
Arthur Rendall, labor 9 75
Arthur Littlefield, gravel 24 90
Philip Hilton, labor . 10 87
Donald Batchelder, labor .6. 00
O. J. Hobson, labor 70
Hussey Plow Co., supplies 122 80
Enterprise Hardware Co., supplies . 2 38
$ 1,020 20
MAINTENANCE OF UNIMPROVED ROADS
No Appropriation
Received from State $ 818 34
Overdraft to Summary 5 25
$ 825 59•
M. S. Kelly, labor $ 77 00
Charles Roberta, labor ' 8 05
Harold Hatch, labor ' 8 05
Irving Morrell, labor ' 13 30
Kerman Silver, labor 23 10
Merton Littlefield, labor 28 00
Hattie Littlefield, truck . 71 67
Eiman Pierce, ,truck 80 86
Merrill Clarrage, truck 108 01
E. L. Kennedy, supplies - 7 32
Harold Hatch, labor . 5 60
Philip Littlefield, labor 23 80
i
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Thad Hanson, labor 14 70
Leroy Boston, labor 14 70*
Myron McNally, labor 32 20
Ernest Ross, labor 18 20
George Wakefield, labor 16 80
Albert Hilton, labor 14 00
Ernest Goodwin, labor 18 20
Charles Allen, labor 8 40
John Allen, labor % 8 40 „
Carl Goodwin, truck ✓ 58 50
Bertie Bridges, truck 24 75
Vernon Hubbard, truck 29 40
Ida Shorey, gravel 46 20
New England Metal Culvert Co., supplies 44 98
Charles Eaton, 9 80
Joshua Chick, gravel 4 35
Owen Hill, gravel 5 25
- $ 823 59
#
W. P. A. PROJECT (WELLS BRANCH ROAD)
Appropriationn, Burnt Mill Road $ 500 00
Appropriation, Special Resolve 500 00
Transfer from Roads and Bridges 1,500 00
Dorrell Hilton Refund . 5 00
Overdraft to Summary • 322 22
$ 2,827 00
G. L. Goff, labor $ 88 95
E. L. Kennedy, supplies 35 20
Archie Wormwood, supplies 40 50
Samuel Murray, labor 2 75
Hiram Larsen, labor and truck 63 00
Leon Goodwin, labor and truck 61 43
Mack Keyes, labor and truck 28 35
Freeman Allen, labor and truck 63 00
Raymond Colby, labor and truck 63 00
Roy Moody, labor and truck 63 00
/
I
I
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William Harding, labor and truck 16 50
Ben Davis, supplies 21 06
Walter McCarn, supplies 39 22
Rollo Hill, labor and truck 31 50
■Cbarles Davis, labor and truck 53 55
George Fenderson, labor and truck 61 95
W. G. Cray, labor and truck 63 00
J. H. Seavey, supplies 26 50
Leavitt Wyman, truck 31 50
Austin Goodwin, truck 70 70
Harold Chase, truck 31 50
Ralph Hutchins, truck 31 50
Reginald Welch, truck 31 50
Hartley Hilton, truck 31 50
Vernon Hubbard, truck 49 30
Nelson Adams, truck 31 50
George West, truck 31 50
Bancroft & Martin, supplies 160 71
David Robinson, truck 31 50
Ida Shorey, gravel 279 60
Nelson Adams, truck 52 50
Roy Welch, labor 3 50
Leslie Welch, labor 45 50
Lloyd Litchfield, truck 30 45
Willis Gowen, gravel 20 60
Roger S. Bragdon, labor * 11 10
Hattie Littlefield, truck 3 15
John Hill, supplies 21 05
J. L. Chick, supplies 100 60
E. R. Clark, supplies 10 00
James E. Brewster 19 50
Boston & Maine R. R. 12 03
Erman Pierce, truck 31 50
•
$ 1,996 25
Transferred from W. P. A. (Burnt Mill Road) 830 97
• $ 2,827 22
i
46 i WELLS, MAINE •
W. P. A. PROJECT (BURNT MILL ROAD)
Transferred to W. P. A. Project (Wells Branch
Road)
E. L. Kennedy, supplies
Walter Me Cam, labor
Leslie Welch, labor
M. S. Kelly, gravel
Robert Brown, labor
A. H. Wormwood, gravel, wood, labor
Bertie Bridgesi, truck
Charles Clarrage, truck
Theo Mills, truck
J. E. Brewster, ,labor
Elmer Beyea, ,gravel
Ne.son Adams, truck
Dorrell Hilton, labor
Nelson Adams, truck
Erman Piefce, truck
Paul Brides, labor
Austin Goodwin, truck
Harold Chase, truck
■Charles Brown, truck
Wilmont Cray, truck
William C. Harding, truck
George F. Gray* & Son, .labor
Philip Hilton, truck
Raymond Colby, truck
E. B. Tracy, truck
Leon Goodwin, truck
Lloyd Grant, truck
Samuel Murray, labor
Ralph Hutchins, truck
•Freeman Allen, truck
a
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TAR AND ASPHALT ROADS, SPECIAL APPROPRIATION
Appropriation 
Overdraft to Summary
Joseph Goodale, ,labor 
Fred Wentworth, labor 
Richard Mathews, labor 
Harold Hilton, labor 
John Brown, truck 
Vincent Gowen, truck 
John P. Brown, truck 
Charles E. Brown, truck 
Foster Wildes, labor 
Charles Trafton, labor 
Standard Oil 
Fred Brown, labor 
Roger Hatch, labor 
Marjorie Hilton, truck 
Donald Batchelder, labor 
Harry Brown, labor 
Frank Kimball! labor 
Raymond Moody, truck 
Theo Mills, truck 
Leon Goodwin, truck 
Philip Hilton, labor 
George Hampliton, labor 
\ Ernest Rhodes, labor 
Homer Stevens, labor 
Fred Wentworth, labor 
Arthur Rendall, labor . 
Independent Coal Tar Co., 
Joseph York, labor 
Chester Hilton, labor 
M. S. Kelly, labor
Ralph Bridges, labor 
Leroy Boston, .labor 
Lawrence Boston, labor 
E. L. Kennedy, supplies
$ 3,500 00 
1,603 30
$ 5,103 30
$ 46 13
16 87 
28 83 
' 15 00 
61 25 
103 63 
94 58 
67 25 
•' 46 87
38 26 
57 20 
’ 40 70'
28 13 
32 30
' ' 25 88
23 63 
‘ 3 00
96 77 
64 92 
’ ; 64 92
29 63
- 19 88
19 88 
10 50 
27 65 
26 26
supplies 1,066 616 00 
15 38 
5 15
2 25
24 75
3 00 
5 00
48 WELLS, MAINE
Bertie Bridges, truck 84 38
W. E. Snow, labor 3 00
Herman Silver, labor 22 13
Alvin Hay as, labor 22 13
William Hayes, labor 22 13
Miles Hill, labor 22 13
Irving Morrill, labor 22 13
Hattie Littlefield, truck 42 75
'Carl Goodwin, truck 33 75
W. A. Pope, sand 64 15
Carl Brown, labor 1 13
Frank Davis, Jr., labor 11 63
John Allen, labor
*
4 88
Charles' Allen, labor , 4 88
Charles Roberts, labor 22 50
Gordon Bridges, labor 7, } 88
Walter Hayes, labor 7 88
Ernest Bridges, labor 3i „ 00
Harold Bridges, labor .7 88
Casper Hubbard, labor 9 00
Erman Pierce, truck .36 00
Albert Hilton, labor 121 / 00
Ida Shorey, sand 13
1 c *  *
35
Henry Hanson, labor ,  3 00
American Bituminous Co., tar
* 1
61 00
Hoppers Co., tar • 964 08
Shell Union Co., tar 1,247 25
Melvin Morse, gravel 9 00• I
Vernon Hubbard, labor 2 25
The Barrett Co., tar 90 00
H. A. Barnes, supplies 7• 37
Standard Oil. tar 28 60
► $ 5,103 30
CUTTING BUSHES
Appropriation $ 500 00
Overdraft to Summary 96 23
$ 596 23
II
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Henry Hanson, labor $ 6 00
Maine Truck & Tractor Co., supplies 12 00
■George Goff, labor 6 00
Earle Hilton, labor 6 00
Chandler Hilton, labor 6 00
John P. Brown, labor 19 60
Frank Kimball, labor 32 25
■Charles Roberts, labor and truck 48 38
Arthur Buzzell, truck 24 38
Charles E. Brown, labor 27 00
Richard Mathews, labor 13 50
Homer Stevens, labor; ' 8 63
'Chester Hilton, labor 10 50
Frank Nutter, labor and truck 55 50
Ro lo Hill, labor 26 68
Harry Hubbard, labor 6 01
Roger Hatch, labor 18 19
Lester Brown, labor ‘ 11 44
Raymond Kennedy, labor 11 44
Thomas Bates, labor ' ' 11 44
Lenaxd Allen, labor ‘ 1 11 44
Charles Allen, labor 11 44
M. S. Kelly, labor 65 18
Forest Chase, labor 4 88
E. L. Kennedy, supplies • 11 10
John Crisssell, labor • 4 50
■Sumner, Murray, labor 19 50
Raymond Murray, labor 6 00
Allen Hilton, labor 9 00
Harold Phillips' labor 9 00
Albert Hatch, labor “ ‘ 9 00
William Card, labor 9 00
George Wentworth, labor ’ 6 00
Charles Eaton, labor 6 00
Ernest Goodwin, labor 6 00
Fred Bragdon, labor 3 00
Robert Brown, labor 27 00
Raymond Johnson, labor 1 50
James Shepard, labor ’ 12 00
Harry Hanson, labor 3 75
$ 596 23
\
150 WELLS, MAINE
•SNOW REMOVAL
No appropriation
Overdraft forward $ 3,824 28
N. W. Hopkins, ,labor $ 68 50
E. L. Kennedy, supplies < 5 90
John Hill, truck 381 00
Ernest Knox, labor 50
Ellsworth Bridges, labor 57 75
Norman Gowen, labor 4 00
Lindley Bridges, labor - 1 17 00
Harold Hilton, labor 49 51
Donald Welch, labor ■> 12 75
Robert Annis, labor 5 75'
Harold Chase, i truck 125 60
Albert Hatch, labor 5 00
Austin Goodwin, truck 72 65
Hello Hill, labor and supplies 56 50
John P. Brown, truck 162 10
Wesley Kimball, labor 2 50
Reginald Welch, truck 43 20
Fred Wormwood, supplies 8 45
M. S. Kelly, labor 73 50
Roger Hatch, labor ' • -50 07
Erman Pierce, truck 71 17
Leslie Welch, labor ' 68 50•
Foster Wildes, labor J 33 19
Charles E. Brown, labor 43 54
Carl Brown, labor ’ . 6 01
Ralph Bridges, labor 5 50
George Tilton, labor r 4 50
Donald Hill, labor 19* 50
Bernard Murray, labor 6 00
Oscar Jepson, Jr., labor 2 45
James Jepson, labor 2 45
Wilbur Rollins, insurance • •22 41
Gray’s Filling Station, supplies i i 83
C C. Power & Light Co., supplies ' 2 00
Reginald Jones, truck • : - 1 4 00
Eastern Tractor Co., supplies • 23 50
Walter McCarn, labor and supplies 46 32
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George Fenderson, supplies 1 88
Leroy Allen, supplies 360 00
State of Maine * 876 40
Ashley Littlefield, labor 21 75
Harry Brown, labor 17 62
Chester Hilton, labor 1 88
Roy Macdy, truck 9 00
John Brown, truck 83 10
Ben Davis, supplies 8 55
Gordon Bridges', labor 17 25
Ernest Bridges, labor 15 00
Kerman Silver, labor 4 13
Harold Bridges, labor 10 32
Percy Wormwood, labor 6 00
Harold Hatch, labor 10 32i
William Hayes, labor 14 76
Miles Hill, labor 9 20
Alvin Hayes, labor 9 58
Walter Hayes, labor * * 9 39
Frank Lawrence, labor 4 88
Dorrell Hilton, labor . ' 3 75
Robert Brown, labor 34 38
Charles Clarrage, truck 21 95
Vernon Hubbard, labor •18 00
Charles Davis, truck 22 14
Henry Hanson, labor 4 13
Leonard Allen, labor 6 38
John Brown, labor 16 00
Archie Wormwood, labor 23 00
Harry Hubbard, labor 4 50
Forest Chase, labor 19 50
George Shaw, labor 8 50
Charles Brown, labor 13 56
Charles Cole, labor . * , •, . • 3 75
Merle Chadbourne, labor 6 75
Isaiah Ghadbourae, labor ’ 3 75
Paul-Bridges, labor 8 26
Robert Bridges, labor 5 25
Richard Allen, labor • • 4 88
William Card, labor 1 13
William Bridges, labor 6 56
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Lewis Staples, labor 2 63
Rodney Hilton, labor 3 75
■Charles Allen 4 88
Walter Mildram, labor 3 38
Harold Hayes, labor 3 00
Robert Mildram, labor 12 70
Norman Hubbard, labor 3 75
Lawrence Boston, labor '■ 1 50
Wilbur Perkins, labor 5 50
Bertie Bridges, labor 6 75
Sylvester Bridges, labor 5 00
Bertie Perkins, labor 1 88
E J. M. Goodwin, supplies 1 78
Milton Goodwin, labor • ‘ 2 00
Dyer Sales & Machine Co., supplies 400 00
Morse Garage, supplies 6 48
Charles Trafton, labor ’ • 3 00
Richard Mathews, labor 2 82
Clarence Webber, labor 1 88
Roy Welch, labor 8 50
Ray Murray, labor ' 4 00
G. F. Sayward, supplies 3 78
William O. Brown, labor 5 63
Alonzo Bridges, labor 5 25
Rodney Hilton, labor 2 63
Dana Eaton, labor 1 88
Ernest Ross, labor 2 82
Homer Stevens, labor 2 63
Wesley Kimball, labor 2 25
- $ 3,824 23
SANDING ICY ROADS
No appropriation
Overdraft forward • $ 944 13
M. S. Kelly, labor $ 61 57-
Carl Boston, labor 1 14
Charles Clarrage, truck 3 38
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Donald Welch, labor 
Reginald. Jones, truck 
Donald Hill, labor 
P. Shanahan, labor 
A. H. Hatch, labor 
John P. Brown, truck 
Louis Doucette, labor 
Charles E. Brown, labor 
Harry Williams, labor 
George West, labor 
James Spofford, labor 
Reginald Welch, truck 
Roy Welch, labor 
Rollo Hill, labor 
Robert Brown, labor 
Harry Boston, labor 
Leslie Brown, labor 
William Card, Jr), labor 
Ida Shorey, sand 
'Charles Trafton, labor 
Poster Wildes, labor 
William Brown, labor 
Harry Hubbard, labor 
Donald Batchelder, labor 
Harry Brown, labor 
Chester Hilton, labor 
Leon Goodwin, truck 
Hartley Hilton, truck 
Roy Moody, truck 
Fred1 Brown, labor 
Gordon Bridges,, labor 
Carl Goodwin, truck 
Charles Davis, truck 
Ernest Ross, labor 
Ernest Goodwin, labor 
Raymond Colby, truck 
Austin Goodwin, truck 
Forest ‘Chase, labor 
Raymond Murray, labor 
Sumner Murray, labor 
Winfield Elwell, labor
4 13
3 38
10 13
9 00
3 00
115 21
1 13
* 51 11
1 13
3 38
10 50
30 38
1 50
60 94
,,46 63
76
12 39
5 03
27 00
12 38
25 81
9 39
. 9 00
9 00
13 50
9 00
29 40
31 51
29 40
* . 17 70
.. 1 13
42 75
51 26
* 15 75
14 25
27 00
27 00
10 50
9 75
9 00
9 00
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William Collins, labor 7 50
Wesley Kimball, labor *' 9 00
Paul Bridges, labor 4 50
Robert Brown, labor 9 75
William Hayes, labor 1 75
Harry Brown, labor 4 13
Harold Hilton, labor 3 33
Vincent Gowen, labor 3 38
Harold Chase, labor 6 75
Hoy Moulton, supplies . 6 00
Alonzo Bridges, labor 5 25
Harold Bridges, labor 2 63
Charles Davis, Jr., labor ' 1 13
Robert Mildram, labor 1 50
Wilmont Cray, truck 1  1 3
$ 944 13
SNOW FENCE
No appropriation
Overdraft to Summary $ 425 88
John Brown, labor $ 27 00
■Charles Trafton, labor 9 00
M. S. Kelly, labor 42 88
Sumner Murray, labor 18 00
Leon Irving, labor 6 00
Donald Hill, labor 7 50
Rollo Hill, labor 7 50
Rollo Hill, labor 23 50
Harold Hilton, labor 12 00
Harold Hilton, Jr., labor 3 75
Vincent Gowen, labor 23 28
[Robert Cady, labor 1 00
Erman Pierce, labor and truck 42 75
Miles Hill, labor \ 18 75
Merton Littlefield, labor 1 50
■Charles E. Brown, labor 23 00
Foster Wildes, labor 18 38
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Harry Brown, labor 18 38
John P. Brown, labor ■ . 28 13
E. L. Kennedy, supplies 12 00
Wesley Kimball', ,labor * * 14 33
Richard Mathews, labor 13 50
c l inton Ricker, labor 9 00
James Shepard, labor ' 12 00
Raymond Murray, labor . 12 00
W. R. Hill, labor 28 20
4
$. 425 88
REPAIRS ON SNOW EQUIPMENT
No appropriation
Overdraft forward $ 632 97
Hussey Mfg. Co., service ' $ 100 08
Ogunquit Garage, service and supplies 40 72
Lindley Bridges, iabor • 2 50
Eastern Tractor & Equipment Co., supplies 140 91
Gray’s Filling Station, supplies 2 9?
Biddeford Auto> Parts Co., supplies * * 9 94
Walter McCam, supplies 31 67
Leslie Welch, labor 74 50
Ermian Pierce, labor ' 5 00
Wells Motor Co. 21 25
Sidney Bridges • 7 25
Ernest Knox, supplies 4  # • 4 00
R. P. Hutchins & Son 3 50
F. Corey & Co., supplies • 6 22
Wilbur Rollins, insurance 63 18
Dyer Sales and Machine Co. • 82 50
E. L. Kennedy, supplies \ 3 84
Herman Pierce, labor 2 50
C. E. Brown, labor ' 1 25
E. J. Caine, supplies 2 44
Railway Express Agency • 1 76
John Mooers, labor 3 00
Donald Welch, labor 22 00
•
; $ 632 97
56
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Treasurer’s Report
TOWN OF WELLS, MAINE, FEB. 1, 1938 TO FEB. 7. 1939
Brought forward
North Berwick National Bank $ 712 54
Ocean National Bank 337 25
National Shawmut Bank 32 48 '
*
Community Trust Company 2,059 64
Justin Huse, Town Clerk, Dog Tax , 290 00
Town o f Wells High School Construction Ac­
count, Transfer of Closed Account 5 47
Walter E. Hatch, Tax Collector, 1930 Tax Account 8 10
1931 Tax Account 7 65
1932 Tax Account 6 42
1933 Tax Account . 7 35
1934 Tax Account • 16 43
1935 Tax Account 44 56
1936 Tax Account 172 79
1937 Tax Account 1,269 44
1938 Tax Account 150,131 09
Interest on Taxes 374 13
Interest on Tax Titles 157 75
Excise Tax, 1938 * 3,822 31
Excise Tax, 1939 1,360 41
Tax Titles redeemed 4,602 92
Two Poll Taxes, 1937 6 00
State of Maine
Pauper Account _ 1,595 51
State Aid Refund 1,193 69
Snow Account Refund 908 -48
Tax on. Bank Stock 106 71
Third Class Road Construction 3,133 68
State Aid Road 1,535 21
State Aid Tar 'Credit 325 61
, Unimproved Roads ' 818 34
Industrial Education 600 00
Dog License Refund 66 40
School Fund 3,867 52
>»
f
I
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Railroad and Telephone Tax ' • 20 21
Grace Van Sickle, support Frank Kimball child 20 00
Community Trust Co., Anticipating Tax Loan 64,000 00
Frances M. J. Ferkinc, Anticipating Tax Loan 1,000 00
Community Trust Co., Refunding Notes 25,000 00
Dividend on Bank Stock 11 00
Refund for Coupons ’ . 85 00
Drake’s Island Bridge Note • 2,200 00
Three Tractor Notes 3,000 00
Four Fire Pump and Pumper Notes 4,000 00*
John Hill, store rent account 487 00
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Cheney, post office rent to
Jan. 1, 1939 4 313 50
Herbert T. Farley, store rent to Feb. lj 1939 300 00
Wellss Grange, No. 453, hall refit ‘ 62 50
Casper Hubbard, hail rent ’ 10 00
Archer Littlefield, tuition 43 331
John Carver, from P. T. A. 25 00
Supplies sold - 3 00
Supplies sold , - . 11 65
Town o f York, E. O. Small, tuition 669 00
Tuition . 315 00'
Ethel Weymouth, school supplies 1 50
Town of Kennebunk, clerk hire, schools 245 46
Town of Kennebunkport, clerk, hire, schools . 163 64
Town of. North Berwick, clerk hire, schools 90 90
Wells School Department, Teachers’ retirement 252 98
Town of Kennebunk,. Poor 84 00
City of Gardiner, Poor 352 69
Town of Brunswick, Poor * 281 65
Federal Mutual Fire Insurance Co., dividend 11 50
Herbert Seavey, Auctioneer’s License 2 00
Morris L. Shapiro, Auctioneer’s License 2 00
Frank Howe, Auctioneer’s License ' 2 00
Irving Marigold, Auctioneer’s License 2 00
R. P. Hanscom, Auctioneer’s License 2 00
F. W. Bayley, Bayley Fund Interest Account ’ 10 00
Maine General Hospital, Refund 17 25
New England Metal 'Culvert Co., discount 1 02
Harry Hayes, Refund 5 00
Clinton Morrison, Pool Room License 10 00
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Wilbur Perkins, Refund , 5 00
Dorrill Hilton, Refund * 5 00
Ogunquit Village Corporation, Refund on Account
Bridge 468 80
•Chariest Day, Victualer’s License 1 00
New England Metal Culvert Co., Discount , 42
Abbott Brothers, typewriter • 8 00
George Hilton, Fire Truck 18 25
$283,203 46 ‘
53 Warrants 283,203 46
APPROPRIATIONS NECESSARY FOR ENSUING YEAR
TO PAY ON TOWN DEBT
For Bonds No. 19 of 1921 issue $ 1,000 00
' No. 17 of 1922 issue 500 00
Nos. 19 and 20 of 1929 issue 2,000 00
Nos. 7 and 8 of 1935 High School issue 2,000 00
No. 3 of 1936 Highway Improvement issue 3,000 00
For Notes Nos. 25-26-27-28, 1932 issue 2,000 00
No. 4, 1935 issue 3,000 00
' No. 1, 1938 issue 5,000 00
Balance overdue 1938 Tax Anticipation Notes 6,000 00
Drake’s Island Ledge Road Note 2,200 00
Tractor Note No. 1 1,000 00
Fire Truck and Pumper 1,000 00
Interest on Bonds 2,691 25
Interest on Notes 3,641 92
$ 35,033 17
TAX TITLES
Allen, Charles, 1926 $ 7 82
Allen, Fred, 1938 37 66
Allen, Thomas, 1932-1933-1934 50 45
Bennett, Hrs. Dora, 1935-1936 18 67
Blunt, Mattie, 1936 * 10 73
/1
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Bracy, Annie, 1933-1934 ' 20 40
Bragdon, Edmund, 1932-1933-1934-1935 , . 97 16
Bridges, Hrs. Alice, 1927 4 91
Adams, Nelson, 1936 . 16 79
Allen, Beulah, 1929-1933 , > 14 82
Aborn, Maud, 1931 and 1934 16 88
Austin, Flora M., 1937 . 13 54
Brown, Nelson, 1937 . • 20 66
Campbell, Melvin, 1935-1936 ' 36 02
Card, William, 1927-1929 . 26 54
Chick, Thomas, 1932-1933-1934-1935 169 00
Cheney, Hrs. Howard, 1935-1936 75 93
dark, George O., 1934-1935—1936 26 18
Crapeau, Mederic, 1935-1936 37 54
Delgratta, Celia, 1932-1933-1934-1935 . 57 65
Dudley, L. A., 1932-1933-1934 43 10
Farrar, Raymond, 1936 . . , 21 32
Forbes, Ellen, 1933 ' 1 9 93
Forbes, Hrs. H. S., 1930-1931-1933-1934 364 60
F'anders, F. B., 1919-1930 inclusive * 116 82
Forbes, Mrs. George E., 1929-1933 20 86
Goodale, Joseph, 1936-1937- 85 43
Gallagher, Gertrude, 1937-1938 , 111 07
Gowen, Harold Vincent, 1937 •. 26 25
Hatch, Chester, 1930-1931-1932-1933-1936 52 88
Hatch, Hrs. Howard, 1935-1936 . . 56 40
Hobson, E. F., and Clark, J. B., 1935-1936-1937-1938 483 91
Hobson, E. F., 1938 32 42
Hill, William. C., 1927-28-30-31-32-33 171 56
Hanson, Thaddeus, 1937 ■ 23 54
Hilton, Harold, 1937 ‘ - 1 0  0 5
Hubbard, O. J., or owner, 1931-33-3.4-35-36 180 35
Iovine, Bertha G., 1938 48 15
Jacobs, John W., 1927 10 22
Jacobs, John W., and R. F., 1927 10 73
Johnson, Worthy and Bessie, 1936 . . 59 19
Johnson, Frank, 1927 7 63
Kimball, David, Hrs. and Oliver 1934-35-36-37 207 18
Kimball, Hrs. Jonathan, 1934-1935 35 75
Knight, Clifford, 1934-1936-1937 197 71
Littlefield, C. Herbert, 1933-1934-1935 312 52
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Littlefield, J. Mack, 1928-32-33-34 63 71
Lord, Hrs., George €., 1935' • 614 52
Marshall, Hrs. Alice, 1933 7 68
Matthews, Fred, 1935 15 34
Matthews, Wesley, 1929-30-32-33-37- 130 55
Mildram, Charles, Hrs. of 1932-1933 116 08
Morrill, Lizzie, 1931-32-33 42 52
Northway, William P., 1936 • 21 33
Mayer, Dorothy, 1938 • 71 76
Marsters, Blanche, 1937 -12 90
Oldreive, Fred, 1932-1933 •• . > 23 09
Perkins, Annie L, 1935-1936 ‘ 257 03
Perkins, Howard, 1932-1933 , ’ 28 69
Peterson, Marjorie 1930-1931-1933-1934-1935 . 277 35
Peach, Eva, 1936-1938 - 158 51
Pike, Carl, now Mrs. James Sheppard, owner 22 37
Plaisted, Eugene, 1934-35-36 116 34
Phillips, George, 1936 26 63
Seavey, Ralph, 1931-1932-1933 21 87
Souther, W. O., 1935 . • 26 20
Stevens, Ernest G., 1938 234 45
Tibbetts, Mrs. J. Everett, 1935-1936 - 92 30
Trafton^ Maud, 1933-34-36 31 13
Prescott, M. J., 1938 140 17
Watson, Addie, 1932 77 66
Welch, Hrs. Albert, 1933-1934-1935 * 139 02
West, Oliver, 1932 133 38
Wilcox, Henry J., 1934-35-36 32 86
Watson, Addie, 1932 77 66
Welch, Hrs., Albert, 1933-1934-1935 139 02
West, Oliver, 1932 - 133 38
Wilcox, Henry J., 1934-35-36 . 32 86
Willis, Thomas F., 1933-34 93 81
Williams, Samuel, 1934 12 74
Wilson, Herbert, 1937-1839 27 74
Woodis, Alida, 1933-1934 • , 23 40
Studley, E. B. Estate, 1937 93 68
$ 6,658 95
rlI I
I .
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TAX LIENS, 1936
Chick, Thomas A. $ 45 15
Lord, Hrs George C.
>
,989 39
Tax Liens, 1937
••
■Crepeau, Medric 15 31
Goodwin, Hrs. Samuel 5 31
Batch, Chester 7 00
Hubbard, Hrs. Oscar 29 31
Lord, Hrs. George C. , ' 808 03
Perkins, Annie I. 290 93
Perkins, Ernest L. 7 02
Farrar, Hrs. Raymond 15 01
Hobbs, W. P. 3 93
Bernard, Edith ' * 71 94
Batterson, Georgetta 28 53
Stevens, Ernest G.• ' ‘ 236 53
% • % $2,553 39
\ »
f  '
i
%
l )
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Tax Collector’s Report
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAX
Collected in accordance with provisions of Chapter 305 
of the Public Laws of 1929 and amendments thereto.
Taxes collected from February 1, 1938 to February 1, 1939.
A. Balance of 1938 •
a. Wells
' Voucher No. 134 to Voucher No. 788 $ 2,365 67
(inclusive)
b. Ogunquit Village Corporation 
Voucher No. 87 to Voucher No. 340
(inclusive)
B. 1939 Taxes collected to February 1, 1939
a. Wells
Voucher No. 1 to Voucher No.’ 62
(inclusive)
b. Ogunquit Village Corporation 
Voucher No. 1 to Voucher No. 62 -
(inclusive)
Total Taxes collected to February 1, 1939 $ 5,171 69
Paid Joseph P. Littlefield, Treasurer, $5,182 72 
Overpaid on 1938 taxes $8 02
Overpaid on 1939 taxes 3 01
Due Walter E.. Hatch, Collector $11 03
$ 5,171 69
1,448 62
824 71 
532 69
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) WALTER E. HATCH
Collector of Motor Vehicle Excise 
Tax for the Town of Wells, Me.
February 7, 1939.
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REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX
1930
Due from Estate of N. P. M. Jacobs $123 94
Supplementary Tax
Joifon O. Reynolds 8 10
$132 04
Paid Joseph P. Littlefield, Treasurer 8 10
Uncollected balance $123 94
Estate of N. P. Jacobs $123 94
Supplemental Tax 
John O. Reynolds 
Paid Treasurer
$7 65 
7 65
1932
1 * t *
Supplementary Tax
John O. Reynolds • ■ $6 42
Paid Treasurer • 6 42
r •
1933 • • ' •
Supplementary Tax
John O. Reynolds $7 35
Paid Treasurer ‘ 7 35
1934
Uncollected taxes as shown by 1938 Town Report/ 
Page 129 ’ . '
Supplementary Tax • ’ <
John O'. Reynolds „ . ,
Gordon Hubbard •. 1
• $7 68
7 43 
3 00
\
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Charles Roberts ’ 3 00
$21 11
Paid Treasurer
t
i
\
16 43
Uncollected balance $ 4 68
Joseph B. Clark $1 68 •
John Crissell 3 00
$4 68
1935 1
7
Uncollected taxes as shown by 1938 Town Report,
i
Page 129 $73 91
Supplementary Tax
John O. Reynolds 8 20
Alonzo. Bridges '3 00
$85 11
Paid Treasurer •
•
44 56
Uncollected balance $40 55
Joseph B. Clark $10 94
Joseph Goodale 14 87
Raymond Kennedy * 3 28
W. P. Hobbs 2 46
• Alvah Ballou 3 00
Raymond Kennedy 3 00
Ernest C. Perkins 3 00
$40' 55
1936
Uncollected taxes as shown by 1938 Town Report,
Page 130 $200 77
Supplementary Tax
John O. Reynold d's 8 91
Meredith Young 3 00
Alonzo Bridges 3 00
I
f
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Charles Roberts
Paid Treasurer )
Uncollected balance 
Robert K. Brown 
Harold Hilton 
Joseph Goodale 
Ernest L. Perkins 
Joseph Goodale 
Donald Goodale 
Raymond Kennedy 
Andrew Bernard 
Ernest L. Perkins
1 00
$216 68 
172 79
$ 43 89
$8 09 
13 37 
1 49 
' 5 94 
3 00 
3 00 •
3 00 
3 00 
3 00
$43 89
1937
Uncollected taxes as shown by 1938 Town Report,
Page 132 •' ' $2,748 65
Supplementary Tax
John T. Sanborn 3 00
Meredith Young - 3 00• ^
Wallace Brown 3 00r  t  •
Leon Bridges . 3 00
• Arthur Grant , • 3 00
Roland Hilton • 3 00
Alonzo Bridges - • *' 3 00
JoQin O. Reynolds 7 95
Charles Roberts . 3 00
Winfield Lang 3 00
Harriett'O. Stevens 9 25
Gladys Morrison 5 28
Albert M. Butterfield 1 00
N. J. Prescott 126 82
$2,925 95
\
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4 *  V
Tax liens transferred to. Treasurer $1,564 61 
Paid Treasurer 1,269 44
Uncollected' balance
Resident List: * * *
Robert K. Brown ’ $, 7'93
Heirs of Howard) Hatch '"  6 14
Lucille Hutchins, bal.-  i
Wesley Mathews 
George A. Shaw, bal. 
Oliver West, bal.I
Non-Resident List:
Frank Blaisdell, heirs
Ogunquit Resident List : 
Edith Bernard, bal.
W. F. Litchfield
1
Poll. Taxes:
Clyde Bedell 
Harry E. Brown 
Herbert E. Fitzgerald 
* Joseph Goodale
. Ashton Hanson
, Raymond Kennedy 
Paul Kimball 
Frank Lawrence 
James Shepard 
Andrew Bernard 
W. F. Litchfield 
Ernest L. Perkins
4 00 
2 64 
r 591 
17 83f %
■Of 86
3 02 
11 89
3 00 
3 00 
3 00 
3 00 
3 00 
3 00 
3 00 
■3 00 
3 00 
3 00 
3 00 
3 00
/  •
2,834 05
$91 90
j
r
' $40 13
14 91
36 00
$91 90
1938
Commitment $152,728 74
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I  i  )
489 ' '
' 228
717 at $3.00 2,151 00
$406 81 
533 28
63 00 
15 00
-----—  1,018 09
Difference between Commitment and total tax
list submitted for collection 70
$155,898 53
■ » •
Discount granted on above commitment $1,050 19
Abatements credit 76 07
Tax title deed credit 133 64
Paid Treasurer 150,131: j 09
1  i
$151,390 99
Uncollected balance
*
$ 4,507 54
Property—Wells Resident List:
Annis, Heirs of Ro&coe and Ethel N
Brown. Bal. due from Annis $ 1 93
Annis, Heirs of Roscoe 44 72
Boston, Edward and Hattie 14 14
Boston, Ralph H., Bal. 14 56
Bridges, Etta 19 27
Chick, Thomas A. Jr. 76 33
Brown, Robert K. 12 34
Emery, Albert E. 5 14
Gagnon, France 46 26
Galusha, Lovina 38 55
Galusha, Croydcn C. & Lovina 41 12
Polls Assessed:
1. Wells *
2. Ogunquit
Supplementary Tax:
1. Property:
A. . Wells
B. Ogunquit
2. Polls:
A. • Wells
B. Ogunquit
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t
'Goo-dale, Joseph. B. 35 21
Goodwin, Heins of Samuel 12 85
Gowen, Harold Vincent 20 56
Harding, William 2 57
Hanson, Thaddeus 17 99
Hatch, Heirs of Howard 20 56
Hill, John A. and Benjamin Davis , 12 85
Hilton, Allen, Ral. 7 01
Hilton, Harold « 5 14
*Hilton, Hartley, Bal. 42
Hill, Owen 42 41
Henderson, Mary Price, Bal 20 98
Hopkins, Mrs. Norman W. , 20 56
Howard, Florence P. 17 42
Hutchins, Lucille A. 59 11
Hutchins, Ralph and Joseph Akroyd 2 57
Johnson, Bessie, Bal. ' 19 12
Joy, 'Charles H., 64 25
Jackson, Howard 1 29
Kelley, Merrill, Bal. 3 41
Kimball, Oliver, Bal. 41 12
Knight, Harriett and Clifford 57 07
Littlefield, Heirs of Geo. H. 40 14
Littlefield, Herbert, Bal. 454 40
Littlefield, Herbert or owner 27 24
Littlefield, Roby A. . 86- 61
Littlefield, Heirs of Sidney, Bal. 10 20
Lord, Heirs of George >C., Bal. 195 30
Matthews; Fred A. 15 42
Matthews, Harry 1 29
Matthews, Wesley • 31 87
Moulton, David * 10 28
Murray, Bernard and Lillian 20 56
Newhall, Everett 5 14
Nutter, Beatrice and Frank, Bal. 28 34
Phillips, Geo. A. Bal. ' 9 84
Pike, Heirs of George. Bal. due
from Mrs. John Worcester, and
Mrs. Philip C. Foster 22 36
Richards, Perley J. 49 60
*Ricker, Clinton and Anna 10 99
t• * 4
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Sharkey Peter 2 83
Shaw, George A. 3 86
Shaw, Lillia B. 33 41
Simioni, James 10 28
Studley, Heirs of Edwin B. 84 81
Studley, Elizabeth 25 70
West, Oliver, Bal. 17 45
Wyatt, Heirs o f George 97 66
Ogunquit Resident List:*
Ballou, Alvah 2 57
Butler, Wllmer 20 56
Bernard, Edith 118 22
Clark, Oarroll 205 60
Grotty, Edward H. Bal. 7 85
Fenderson, Clarence H. 11 57
Fitanides, James 5 14
Hansoom, Cora 126 70
Hobson, Ernest, F. and Joseph B. Clark 53 97
♦Johnson, Frank 2 57
Litchfield, W. F. 16 7.1
Littlefield, Walter P. 25 70
Littlefield, Maurice, Bal. 5 70
Littlefield, Mary K. Walsh 15 42
Marsters, Blanche 20 56
Northway, Ella E. 14 14
Perkins, Annie E. 361 09
Perkins, Ernest L. 5 14
. Perkins, Esiselyn G., Bal. 46 54
Perkins, O. W., Bal. 71 96
Ramsdell, Clifford 51 40
Steiger, Fred, Bal. 97 38
Vayana, Nunzio 61 68
Vose, Raleigh D. . 51 40
Wells Non-Resident List: 9
1 Allen, Chester $6 17
Batti’son, 'Georgetta 6 43
Blaisdell, Hairs of Frank 1 11
Daniels, Ann-- , 5 14
Hayes, Kate, Bal. 16 97
i
$2,094 41
1,399 57
/
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Hersey, Ervin 
Hobbs, W. P.
Hussey, Clara, Bal. 
McDaniels, Heirs of Frank 
Norton, Fred 
Quimby, Edward G. Bal. 
Stockman, Heirs of Joseph 
Storer, Millard L. Norris, 
and. Hattie I. Littleeld
Ogunquit Non-Resident List: 
'Goode, Ethel, Bal. 
Littlefield, George S.
Me William'S!, Anna W. 
Tower, Adele H.
2 57 
2 31 ‘
17 66
10 28 ‘ ‘
10 28 
26 82
M. . 46 26 ’
Trafton
1 80
---------  $ 153 80
$ 29 68 
5 14 
483 16 
138 78
---------- $ 656 76
Polls:
Allen, Leonard 
Allen, Richard O.
Bedell, Clydei N'.
Boston, Leeman 
Bridges, Burleigh A. 
Bridges, Ernest 
Bridges, Forest 
Bridges, Lindley 
Bridges, Sylvester 
Brown, Harry 
Brown, Raymond. 
Brown, Robert 
Brown, William O. 
Ohadbourne, Isaiah, Jr. 
Eaton, Dana 
Emery, Albert E. 
Fitzgerald, Herbert 
Good-ale, Joseph 
Geo dale, Donald 
Gowen, Harold' Vincent 
Gross, Paul 
Hanson, Ashton
$4,304 54
1
I
)
*
l
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Hanson, Harry .
Hanson, Thaddeus 
Hatch, Neddie 
Hayes, William 
Hilton, Dorrell
Hubbard, Gordon L. '
Hutchins, Ralph 1 - ’• 1 *
Hopkins, Norman W.
• • Kennedy, Raymond 1 -
Kimball, Paul
Kimball, Wesley, (Balance due $2.00)
Knight, Herbert 
Lawrence, Frank 
Littlefield, Herbert 
Mathews, Eben 
Murray, Bernard 
Murray, (Raymond 
Murray, Samuel N.
Newhall, Everett 
Norton, John 
Peterson* Eric 
Phillips, George A.
Reed, G. Roderick 
Richard, Perley J.
Shepard, Dexter
46 at $3.00 $138 00
(Balance due from Wesley Kimball) 2 00
Ogunquit:
Braggiotte, Herbert 
*Bates, William N., Jr.
Bernard, Andrew 
Butler, Wilmer 
Gray, Manzer G.
Fitanides, James 
Hayes, Leon P.
Kemp, Frederick, Jr.
Littlefield, Harold B.
Litchfield, Walter P.
Mattie, Antonio 
Moulton, Angie 
Northway, William P.
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Perkins, 'Clifford 
Perkins, Ernest E. •'
Shorey, M. J.
*Snow, Oscar 
Vayana, Nunzio 
Williams, Lucius 
Young, Meredith.
21 at $3.00 63 00
$4,507 54
%
N. B. *Paid since books closed.
Respectfully submitted,
WALTER E. HATCH,
February 7, 1939.
'Collector of Taxes, Wells, Maine
I I
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ABATEMENTS
PROPERTY—Wells (Resident List)
Brissard, John, tax on building
erected after April 1st $10 28
Brown, Nelson, error in valuation 5 14
Card, Gertrude, needy 5 14
Clark, Lizzie, needy 2 57
Fitzgerald, Alice, tax on land not
owned 12 85
Gerow, John, account of fire 46 26
Goodwin, Helen Taft, error 7 71
Higgins, Heirs of Frank, error 10 28
HHton, Bert H., error 5 14
Hilton, Charles H., clerical' error 17 99
Hooper, Clara, error in valuation of
land , 10 28,  i
Houston, Alice M., tax on cow not owned ♦ 1 29
Hilton, Karl; error 5 14
Mack, Ester A. 2 57
4
Mills, Heirs of Horace, tax on prop- 
' erty not owned 5 14
Morrill, Mabel R., error in; valuation 10 28
Parker,. Geraldine and Gertrude Yorke,
error in valuation 10 28
Perkins1, Heirs of Leander, over­
valuation 5 14
Perkins, Roy, needy 64 25
Phillips, Walter E., tax on building not
owned 3 08
Rankin, Leslie, error in valuation 5 14
Rice, Clarence H., error in valuation 1 29
Sevigney, William) P., needy 10 28
Simioni, Herbert, error 2 57
Simioni, James, error 2 57
Studley, William, error in valuation 5 14
West, Heirs of Charles, stripped lot 5 14
Wilson, Barbara S., tax on building
not owned 7 71
$ 285 79
74 WELLS, MAINE
Wells (Non-Resident) r < - ' '
Angus, Henry, error • in valuation 
Bennett, Heirs o f Dora, Town holds 
under tax deed
Blanchard, Stephen D., error in 
valuation
Campbell, Frances, supplemented to 
Mi’ -i. Robert Verne Campbell 
Clark, Charles E., error in amount of 
landj owned
Clark, Genevieve, tax on property 
not owned
Crook, Heirs of Ransom B., error in 
valuation
Fenderson, W. C., tax on lot not owned 
Fisher, William and Elsie, error in 
valuation
Foster, Donald, error in valuation of 
huilding unfinished 
Graves, Hilda, supplemented to 
' William F. Abbott 
Horton, Charles, error in amount of 
land owned
Kennebunk Savings Bank, supple­
mented to Ellen Kipp 
Joyal, Georgian®,, error 
Lord, Nora S'., tax on property owned 
by Ocean View Cemetery 
Nickerson, Nettie, needy '•
Pickles, Albert H., error in amount of 
land
Reed, Albro, error, in amount of land 
Wentworth, Bessie O., error in amount 
of land
Kaplan, Minna, error in valuation of 
building
$ 35< / 98
2
<
57t
30 84
12 85
2 57
51 40
17 99
L 1 54
12 85
10 28 •
to CO 27
10 28
30 84
-5 14
8 48
25 70
7 71
5 14
20 56
20 56
341 55
„ $ 627 34
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Ogunquit (Resident List) > . . .
Estes, Charles and Gertrude M., tax
on building not finished » . • $5.14
Hilton, Belle J.,- supplemented to
Helen H. Carroll <56 54
Littlefield, David, error in tax on
Fisher property ' 30 84
Perkins, Susie, error in valuation 5 14 '
Powers, Florence, acoount of fire 19 28
$116 94.
Ogunquit (Non-Resident List )
Abdullah, Achmed and Jean Wick $ 25 70 
Cummings, William W. and Julia, error- 41 12 
Grossman, Edwin B., double taxed 272 42 
Perkins, Charles* -error 51 40
Philpot, Ernest A. and Ella 3 86
Rounds, Lena C., double taxed • 56 54
Schroff, A. H. -Noi description to
property. Land cannot be located 1 03 
We are, Henry W., tax on land not
owned 17 98
Webb, Elizabeth C. and Blanche G. Lee 71 96 
Whitcomb, Daisy, supplemented to F.
H. Belwood 61 68
York County Trust Co., error in valu­
ation 30 84
$634 53
-------- -- 751 47
$1,378 81
POLLS—Wells.
Austin, Edgar, age
Buchanan, Harold C., pays .tax in Fort Fairfield 
Butler, Harrison M., moved to Dover, N. H. 
Clarrage, Merrill,- -deceased
76 WELLS, MAINE
Crepeau, Telephore, moved from Wells 
Derocher, Joseph W. pays tax in Sanford 
Emmons, Maurice, pays tax in Sanford 
Gerrity, Joseph W., cannot be found 
Goettler, Frank W., pays tax in Sanford 
Gray, George F., age 
Hanson, Rodney, pays tax in Kennebunk 
Hanson, Stacy, deceased
Harding, William C., age t .
Hatch, Chester W., needy
Hubbard, Raymond, not in Wells
Hopkinson, William P., deceased
Jelli'ion, Willis C., cannot be found
Joy, Charles H., pays tax in Lewiston
King, Zeri, pays tax in Lynn
Littlefield,.Roderick B., pays tax in Portland
Dord, Charles E., pays tax in Bar Harbor
Minuetti, Peter, age
Moody, George W., age
Perkins, Roy, needy
Randall, Everett, moved from Wells ,
Savage, Allen E., pays tax in Va.
Shaw, George S., age ,
Sippel, Harvey J., pays tax in Kennebunk 
Stacy, Ernest, needy 
Towne, Earl, not on check list 
Towne, Jessie, deceased
31 at $3.00 $93 00
Ogunquit:
Bragg, Warren G., pays tax in Kennebunk
Brooks, Ralph, pays tax in Kennebunk
Card, Henry B., age
Dingwall, John, not a resident of Wells
Goodwin, 'Charles, age
Vose, Raleigh, deceased >
6 at $3.00 ' 18 00
Total $111 00
*>
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SUPPLEMENTARY TAX LIST
I. Wells
II.
Abbott, ■ William P. $ 28 27
Blanch-Louis Shop 2• 57
Bridges, Ellsworth 2 57
'Campbell, Mrs. Robert Verne 12 85
Hall, Walter C. & Grace A. 107 94
Hurd, Jessie 97 66
Jennie Manufacturing Co. 15 42
Kipp, Ellen 30 84
Lachance, Joseph G. & Alena R. 35 98
Reynolds, John O. 8 71
Roy, Zebblin 25 70
Russell, Eva 11 31
Shepard, Albert' & Florence 1 29
Wells Beano 15 42
Wentworth, Victor'- ’ • 10
%
28
Ognnquit
N »
9
. 9
Adams, Alfretta $ 71 96
Adams, Oren 29
•
56
Art Linen Shop . 10 28
Belwood, F. H. 61- 68
Benortsi’ 10 28
Cape Cod Farms Jelly House 10 28
Carroll, Helen H. 56 54
DeLux Linen Shop • 10 28
Ehdless/ Wave Shop 10 28
Hawkins, Stella 10 28
Kellogg, Kay 2 57
Leech, Leah H. 7 71
Mehana, A1 10 28
Mother Goose Shop 5 14
Morris, George L. ‘ 5. 14
Myron, Clara 128 50
Olson, Elizabeth 5 14
Ogunquit Fruit Market 10 28
Plumstead, Barbara 5 14
Saunders’ Necktie' Shop 2 57
$ " 406 81
i
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Shalits Fashion Shop 
Shop of the Tiny Prices 
The Party Shop 
The Children’s Shop 
The Daphnei Shop 
The Whistling Oyster ,*•/ 
Thunderbird Shop 
Unique Shop 
United Machine Co.
10 28 
7 71 
5 14 
5 14 
10 28 
10 28 
5 14 
10 28 
5 14
$ 533 28
$ 940 09
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF POLL TAXES
I. Wells
Allen, Leroy 
Bridges, Alonzo 
Davis, Ernest 
Gagnon, Alfred H.
Goodwin, Fred P.
Goldberg, Bernard
Joyal, Alfred A. '
Dang, Winifred K.
Langell, James E.
Margold, Irvin 
Milligen, F. C.
Roberts, "Charles 
Ross, Ernest 
Sayward, George F.
Shepard, Albert 
Tebbetts, John N.
Thomas, Michael 
Townsend, John 
Turner, A. Delbert 
Wells, John L.
21 at $3.00 $ 63 00
I »
1
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II. Ogunquit
Dupont, Maurice . 
Hergelroth, Edward Henry 
Litchfield, Loyd 
Rodin, Joseph.
Walbridge, Kenneth Merrill 
5 at $3.00
Total
I\
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Auditor’s Report
•
February 23, 1939 
10 'Congress S q ., 
Portland, Maine
To the Board of Selectmen 
Wells, Maine
Gentlemen:
Thisj is to certify that we have audited the accounts 
of the Selectmen, Treasurer and Collector of Taxes of the 
Town of Wells for the year ending February 7, 1939, and 
that the financial standing of the Town as shown by the
Comparative Balance Sheet is correct as of that date) to the
*
best of our knowledge and belief.
i
The Collector of Taxes has accounted for all taxes 
collected and all money collected was deposited with the 
Treasurer.
%
The Treasurer has accounted) for all receipts and dis­
bursements and the balance shown as due -the Town was 
on. deposit in banks. The Cash, on hand of $7112.99 was 
deposited after the books were closed.
The abatements of $3183.13 include abatements of 1937 
and 1938, due, to the fact that the 'Collector of Taxes did 
not close his books until February 21. -The overdraft in 
the Snow Removal account was carried forward due to the 
fact that no appropriation was made and no authority 
given the Selectmen to borrow money for this account.
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) EDWARD T. SULLIVAN
Public Accountant and Auditor.
I I
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COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
Feb. 15
• %Feb. 'ir
ASSETS1 1938 1939
Cash on hand
Cash in Banks: 7112 99
Community Trust Co. $ 2059 64$ 227 99
Ocean National Bank• ^ 337 25. < 167 25
National Shawmut Bank ’ 32 48 32 48
No. Berwick National Bank 712 54
York 'County Trust (Impounded) 2878 00 2878 00
No. Berwick National Bank—
High School Const. Account 5 47
Prepaid Expenses 10567 45
Tax Deeds and Liens 9517 12 9212 34
Uncollected Taxes:
1930 7 68 * 4 68
1934 . 7 68 4 68
1935 73 91 40 55
1930 123 94 123 94
1936 200 77 43 89
1937 2748 65 91 90
1938 4507 54
Accounts! Receivable 3641 92 718 43
. Overdraft Forward 5827 26
Community Trust Co.—Stock 825 00 825 00
Bayley Trust Fund—Bond 500 00 500 00
Overdraft Forward 
•
5827 28
Total Assets 34231 82 32313 93
Net Town Debt • 84473 92 99611 02
$118705 74 $131924 95
LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable $ 1372 70 $ 1674 78
Notes Payable 37377 86 55548 00
Bonds Payable 78500 00 72000 00
Coupons Payable 162 50 105 00
Unexpended School Accounts 787 21 2096 17
.82 WELLS, MAINE
Unexpended Balance—High School
Const. Account 5 47
Unexpended Accounts—Other 1 00
Bayley Truct Fund 500- 00 - 500 09
Liabilities $118705 74 $131924 95
PROOF OF CHANGE IN NET TOWN DEBT/
Net Debt Start of Year 
Add:
Adjustment in Tax Deeds & Liens 
■ Notes Borrowed:
Tractor Note 
Fire Truck Note 
Dlakes Island Bridge 
Adjustment in Accounts Receivable 
Snow Account
Net Overdraft from Summary
20137 10
• . $ 84473 92
$ 784 78 *
•
3000 00 ‘ *
4000 00 ",
2200 00 v
425 25 
9727 07
104611 02
Deduct: , .
Note Paid by Appropriation * 5000 00
Net Debt at end of Year . $ 99611 02
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Due From:
John Hill—Rent $365 00
Wells Grange—Rent 62 50
State of Maine—Poor 181 04
City of Gardiner—Poor 107 89
Ogunquit Village Corp—1937 
Excise Overpayment 2. 00
$ 718 43
i
I I
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NOTES PAYABLE
1932 Issue' ' * “
1935 Issue
1935 Island Ledge Road 
Refunding Issue---1938 
Drakes Island Note *
Tractor Notes ,
Fire' Truck Notes 
Community Trust Co.—Tax Antic. 
Francis J. Perkins—Tax Antic.
I » »
BONDS PAYABLE
\< i I1921 Issue
1922 Issue 
1929 Issue
1935 Issue (High School)
1936 Issue (Mile Road)
X
%I
\
y
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT BETWEEN TOWN OF WELLS 
AND OGUNQUIT VILAGE CORPORATION— 1937-1938
84 WELLS, MAINE
Total Town Tax Committed to Collector $150,686 68
Total Ogunquit Tax Committed to Collector 
A. Supplementary Tax in Ogunquit
B. Abatements in Ogunquit
$ 73,170 72 ' 
309 12
$ 73,479 84 
291 56
$ 73,188 28
Percentage of total tax paid by Ogunquit 
Village Corporation. 004857.
State Tax for 1937 $21,151 74
County Tax for 1937 5,611 47
$26,763 21
Amount of State and County Tax paid by Ogun-
quit $12,998 89
v $60,189 39
Deduction according to Amendment of Charter $ 5,000 00
Ogunquit entitled to 60% of 
or
Poll Taxes Committed to Collector in 
Ogunquit 227 @ $3.00 
Ogunquit entitled to 60% oij $681.00 or
$55,189 39 
$33,113 63
$681 00
408 60
$33,522 23
Deductions:
A. Hydrants located in Ogunquit
36 @ $50.00 $1,800 00
B. State Highway Maintenace 139 80 1,939 80
Net Amount due Ogunquit Village for 1938 $31,582 43
IT o w e i
0 • C l e r k ’ s Report
Monthly record of Deaths, Births and Marriages for
the year 1938. l
Month Deaths Births Marriages
January 4 0 1
February 7 1 • 4
March 2 6 2
April 5 3 6
May 5 4 2
June 5 » 2 8
July 6 2 - 6
August 6 2 6
September 9 3 11
October 6 1 6
November 6 4 3
December 5
A f
1 • 2
66 29 59
Delayed 1938—6 *
Deaths recorded, 1938, Males 34 Females 32 Total 66
Births recorded, 1938, Males 16 Females 13 Total 29
Marriages recorded, 1938 Total 59
Marriages recorded, delayed from 1937-6.
INLAND FISH AND GAME LICENSES ISSUED FOR THE
. YEAR OF 1938
Resident Fishing Licenses sold 36
'Resident Combination Licenses sold . 13
Resident Hunting Licenses sold 120
$ 36 00 
26 00 
120 00
$182 00
/
\I
Non-resident Fishing Licenses sold $152 50
Non-resident Hunting Licenses sold . 55 00' . • , ~N ,
$207 50
Total number of Deer tagged: Bucks 35 Does 30 Total 65
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DOG LICENSES ISSUED FOR THE YEAR 1938
Male dogs not in Kennels 
Female dogs not in Kennels 
Spayed female dogs not in Kennels 
No. 1 Kennel, 4 females and 4- males 
No. 2 Kennell, 5 females and 3 males 
No. 3 Kennel, 3 females and 0 males 
No. 4 Kennell, 2 females and 4 males 
. No. 5 Kennell, 3 females and 6 males 
No. 6 Kennell, 2 females and 2 males
120 $120 00
i
16 80 00
30 30 00
10 00
id 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
V
id 00
, $290 00
Male dogs killed, one. Female dogs killed, eleven.
Spayed female dogs killed, none.
\
\
i
\
r
%
I
IFeb. 21 
Mar. 3 
Mar. 3 
Mar. 9 
Mar. 14 
Mar. 16 ' 
Mar. 25 
Apr. 23 
Apr. 24
\
Apr. 29
I
May 21 
May 24 
May 22 
May 26
Jime 6 
June 10
TOWN CLERK’S REPORT OF BIRTHS 
FOR THE YEAR OF 1938 "( .,
j u  , f | t l  f x  - f ' '  - %/ .
To Mr. and Mrs. Bradford M. Dutch, a daughter,
Patricia Alice. . ' ’ ‘
* • \  . •(. \ » » f , '  '  1 *To Mr. and Mrs.' Maynard H. Madore, a son, 
Merton Arthur. , ‘ 4
To Mr. and Mrs. Maynard. H.. Madore, a son, 
Kenneth. Merton. Twins.
To Mr. and Mrs. Donald Talpey, a son, Richard 
Harvey. ‘ .
To Mr. and Mrs Albert W. Galeucia, a daughter, 
Carole Anne.
To Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred R. Jones, a son, Clar­
ence 'Richard.
To Mi*, and Mrs. William D. Gobdale, a daugh­
ter, Alice Lavina.
To Mi*, and Mrs. William D. Campbell, a daugh­
ter, Sonia Lillian.
To Mr. and Mrs. William ,H. Robertson, a daugh­
ter, stillborn.
To Mr. and Mrs. Clyde N. Bedell, a daughter, 
Gloria Annette.
To Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Tfafton, a son, not 
named, died. ' (w
To Mi*, and Mrs. Nelson W. Brown, a son, Nelson 
Walter Brown, Jr.
To Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Guyette, a daughter, 
El da Elizabeth.
To Mr. and Mi’s1. Clifford H. Perkins, a son, Rob­
ert James.
T-0' Mr. and Mrs. Bert C. Perkins, a son, Arthur 
Hugh.
To Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Tufts, a daughter, 
Patricia -Ann.
I
88
July 1
July 16
Aug. 3
Aug. 9
Sept. 1
Sept. 4
Sept. 24
Oct. 28
Nov. 6
Nov. 8
#
Nov. 28
Dec. 2
•
Dec. 15
Dec. 23
Oct. 18
Dec. 8
Sept. 1
To Mr. and Mrs. G. Foster Beard, a daughter, 
Mary Jane. •"
To Mr. and Mrs. Dexter W. Shepard, a son, Dex­
ter Weston, Jr. ,
To Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Keyes, a son, Fred 
Richmond.
To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Rodin, a daughter, 
Laura Patricia.
To Mr. and Mrs. Clifford S. Matthews, a son, 
Ronald Lee.
To Mr. and Mrs. Foster S: Wildes, a daughter,' 
Marguerite Louise.
To Mr. and Mrs. Arthur* R. Cousens, a son, War­
ren Gayland.
To Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Tileston, a daughter, 
Shirley Mae.
To Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth L. Bridges, a daugh­
ter, Priscilla Ann.
To Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Webber, a daughter, 
not named, stillborn. .
To Mr. and Mrs. F. Roger Weeks, a son, Stanley 
Arthur.
To Mr. and Mrs. Clayton W. Abendroth, a son, 
Paul Gilbert.
Received too< late for 1937 Town Report 
To Mr. and Mrs. Wade H. Welch, a son, John 
Joseph.
To Mr. and Mrs. Leo R. LI Gagne, a son, Earl Leo 
Correcting Errors of 1937 
To Mr. and Mrs. Ralph N. Bridges, a daughter, 
Jean Bette, not a son as reported.
Date of birth of Sara Ann Litchfield is Dec. 8th, 
not Dec. 9th.
Delayed Report of Sept. 1, 1889 
To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Irvin Hutchins, a son, 
Philip Thornton.
WELLS, MAINE
TOWN
Jan. 9 
Feb.' 1 
Feb. 12 
Feb. 12 
Feb. 26 
Mar. 6
I
Mar. 23 
Apr. 2
Apr. 8
Apr. 9
Apr. 19
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CLERK’S REPORT OF MARRIAGES RECORDED 
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1938.
John Glover, Jr., of Stoneham, Mass., and Alice
B. Fleming of Randolph, Mass. Married in 
Scarboro, Me., ,by Rev. G. Elmer Mossman.
C. Edward Littlefield of Springvale, Me., and 
Simone T. Rinette of Sanford, Me. Married in 
Ogunquit, by Rev. Fred M. Staples.
Rodney A. Fife of Kittery, Me., and Gladys I. 
Kimball of Wells, Me. Married by Rev. Frederic 
Olson in Kittery.
Erlon H. Furbush and Therza A. McGrath; both 
of East Rochester, N. H. Married in Wells by 
■Rev. Austin I. Davis.
Timothy H. Emery of Biddeford, Me., and Eliza­
beth M. Collins of Wells, Me. Married in Kenne- 
bunk, by Rev. M. J. Kenely.
Carroll E. Colby of Wells, Me., and Anna M. War­
ren of Ogunquit, Me. Married in Ogunquit by 
Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
Wilbur Brown and Abbie F. Mitchell, both of 
Kennebunk, Me. Married in Wells, Me., by Rev. 
Austin I. Davis.
G. Foster Beard and Mary W. Hutchins, both of 
Ogunquit, Wells, Me. Married by Rev. J. Roy 
Dihsmore at Kittery, Me.
Lucien A. Boggs and Ruth M. Powers, both of 
East Rochester, N. H. Married in Wells, Me., by 
Rev. Austin I. Davis.^
Everett A. Needham and Edith S. Walton, both 
of Boston, Mass. Married in Ogunquit, by Rev. 
Fred M. Staples.
Richard F. -Chase of Canyon City, Oregon, and 
Agnes Ellis of Wells, Me. Married in Wells, Me., 
by Rev.Stephen P: Brownell.
IApr. 19
i  •
Apr. 23 
May 15 
May 19 
June 4 
June 11 
June 17 
June 18 
June 22
June 22 
June 25 
June 27
i
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Arthur E. Snow of North Berwick, Me., and Ida 
R. Gray cf Wells, Me. . Married in Exeter, N. HI, 
by Rev, John L. Clark.
' Kenneth B. Johnson of Augusta, Me., and Eliza­
beth Spalding of Wells, Me. Married in Portland. 
Me., by Rev. Cornelius E. Clark.
Russell H. Adams of Ogunquit, Wells, Me., and 
Flora I. Pierce of Kezar Falls, Me. Married in 
Ogunquit, by Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
Arthur L. Perry and Amy R. Chamberlain, both 
of Concord, N. H. Married at Ogunquit, Wells, 
Me., by Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
Lawrence Ramsey of Milton, N. H., and Ruth E. 
Stevens of Farmington, N. H. Married at Ogun­
quit, by Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
Harley J. Bourque and Irene P. Ouelette, both 
of Raymond, N. H. Married at Ogunquit by Jo­
seph W. Gordon, Justice of the Peace.
Russell O. Bridges of Wells, Me., and Mary E. 
Seavey of Kennebunkport, Me. Married at Cape 
Porpoise, by Rev. Fred.M. Staples.
Chandler J. DeMelle and May H. Langille, both 
cf Sanford, Me. Married at Well®, Me., by Walter 
E. Hatch, Notary Public. •
Stillman M. Griffin of Kennebunkport, Me., and 
Marguerite A. Mildram of Wells,. Me. Married 
at North Berwick, Me., by Rev. William H. 
Getchell.
Walter D. St. Cyr and Geneva H. Jepson, both 
of Wells, Me. Married at Berwick, Me., by Rev. 
Joseph Griffiths.
Thomas C. Roberts of North Berwick, Me., and 
Dorothy M. Whitten of Sanford, Me. Married 
at Ogunquit, by Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
William H. Hayes and Mary L. Harmon, both of 
Wells, Me. Married at North Berwick, Me., by 
Rev. William H. Getchell.
Thomas Carbone of Revere, Mass., and Myrtle E. 
O’Sul ivan of Brookline, Mass1. Married at Wells, 
by Walter E. Hatch, Notary Public.
• * . -WELLS, MAINE •'
s
IJuly 6
1
July ' 9 
July 10
July 30 ,
* / 
July 30
Aug. 3
Aug. 4
Aug. 9
Aug. 9
Aug. 20
r
Aug. 20i  *
Auf. 24 
Aug. 27
I 1
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. Richard V. O’Neil and L. g race LeGasy, both, of 
Brookline, Mass. Married at Wells, Me., by Walter 
E. Hatch, Notary Public. ’  •
Arthur W. Philbrick o f South Berwick and Edna
M. Nuhan of Ogunquit, Me. Married at Ber­
wick, by Rev. Clifford H. Taylor.
W. Winstoh Hunt of Malden", Mass., and Marie 
R. Ingram of Boston,' Mass. Married at Wells, 
Me., by Rev. Austin I. Davis.» • ( '  •  i
Warren P. Peterson and. Barbara H. Quinlan, 
both of . Cambridge, Mass. Married at O. O. 
Beach by Wesley M. Mewer, Justice of Peace.
I. Eben Matthews and Eleanor L. Hopkins, both 
of Wells, Me. . Married at Cumberland Mills, 
Me. by Rev. Roderick O. MacDonald.
V a
George J. Martin and Lucille Obsentino, both of 
Wells, Me. Married at Ogunuit, Me., by Ray P. 
Hanscom, Notary Public..
Frederic /Cookson and Dorthy A. Coram, both 
of Rochester, N. H. Married at Ogunquit, Me., 
by Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
Ralph J. Moulton and Irene Ooric, both of Ken- 
nebunk, Me. Married at Ogunquit, Me., by Rev.
Russell A. Wallace.I  #
George P. Goff and Virginia M. Gruby, both of 
Well®, Me. Married at Ogunquit, Me., by Rev. 
P. J. Clifford.
Evan C. Luce of Wells, Me., and Mary E. Hall of 
Melrose, Mass. Married at Wells, Me., by Rev. 
O'lin B. Tracy, Congregational Church.
Benjamin T. Williams' of Farmington, Me., and 
Elizabeth M. Stetson of Wells, Me; Married at 
Me., by Rev. Oscar W. Stewart.
David W. Houston of Fairview, Mass., and Mar­
garet D. Wilson of Holyoke, Mass. Married at 
Wells, Me., by "Walter E. Hatch, Notary Public. 
Donald M. Whitten o f . North Kennebunkport, 
Me., and Helen L, Pike of Wells; Me. Married at 
Sanford, Me., by Howard M. Starratt.
fSept. 1 
Sept. 3 
Sept. 3 
Sept. 4
Sept. 4
Sept. 4
Sept. 5
#
Sept. 5
Sept: 6
%
Sept. 7 
Sept. 19 
Oct. 2 
Oct. 2
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Everett J. Clow and Lucille C. Thibadeau, both 
of Moultonboro, N. H. Married at Wells by 
Walter E. Hatch, Notary Public.
Walter J. Kearney, Jr., and Edwina K. Glidden, 
both of Portland, Me. Married at Og'unquit by 
Rev. P. J. Clifford.
■Charles R. Hicks of Dorchester, Mass., and Philo- 
meno R. Carriero of Boston, Mass. Married at 
Wells by Watler E. Hatch, Notary Public.
Warren E. Steward of Cambridge, Mass., and 
M. Gendron of Berwick, Me. Married at Ogun- 
quit by Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
John A. Pearson of Brockton, Mass., and Hillavi
I. West of Wollaston, Mass. Married at Ogun- 
quit, by Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
David E. Ricknell of Boston, Mass., and Rebecca 
I. Johnson of Everett, Mass. Married at Ogun- 
quit by Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
Barnett Goldman of Allston, Mass., and Eileen J. 
Wall of Brighton, Mass. Married at Wells b y  
Walter E. Hatch, Notary Public.
Edward L. Michaud of South Berwick, Me., and 
Gladys I. Morris of Leeds, Me. Married at Ogun- 
quitby Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
Norman F. Hampton of Chevy Chase, Md., and 
Irabel C. Foster of Garden City, Kansas. Mar­
ried at Ogunquit, Me., by Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
Robert R. Littlefield and Rose M. Tonnetti, both 
of York, Me. Married at Ogunquit, Me., by Rev. 
Russell L. Wallace. ,
John A. Laird of So. Boston and Antoinette B. 
Sipp of Portsmouth, N. H. Married at Ogunquit 
by Rev./Percy J. Clifford.
Walter D. McAfee and Martha G. Mattson, both 
of Somerville, Mass. Married in Portland by 
Rev. Walter C. Lundberg.
Robert K. Brown and Dorothy M. Boston both 
of Wells, Me. Married in South Paris, Me. by 
Rev. John S. Singleton.
WELLS, MAINE
Oct. 27 
Oct. 28 
Oct. 29 
Oct. 29 
Nov. 15 
Nov. 23
I
Nov. 23 
Dec. 17 
Dec. 22
NOTE: 
Aug’. 2
Sept. 4
Sept. 7
I
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Gordon A., Bridges of Wells, Me., and Florence J. 
Beal of Kennebunk. Married in Kennebunk by 
Cecilia H. Burr, Justice of the Peace.
'George C. Rogers of Sanford, Me., and Adelaide 
Mace of North Lebanon, Me. Married atWeils, 
Me by Austin I. Davis.
Andrew W. Carruth and Beulah L. M, Stevens, 
both of Ogunquit, Me. Married in York, Me., 
by Rev. Clarence V. Parsons.
Anthony Cassis and Jane Jewell, both of Boston, 
Mass. Married at Wells Me., by Walter E. Hatch. 
Notary Public.
Henry Merrill of Bellows Falls, Vt., and Maria M-. 
•Cox of Lawrence, Masts. Married at Wells, Me., 
by Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
Herbert, C. Reeves and Elsie L. Littlefield, both 
of Wells, Me. Married at Wells, Me., by Rev. 
Russell L. Wallace.
Francis M. Stacy of York and Arlene A. Little-^  
field of Wells, Me. Married at Wells, Me., by 
Rev. Russell L. Wallace.
John E. Sheehan and Juia M. Jacklin, both of 
Methuen, Mass. Married at Wells, Me., by Walter 
E. Hatch, Notary Public.
Louis S. Kelley of Stoughton, Mass., and Shirley 
T. Pierie of Boston, Mass. Married at Wells, Me., 
by Walter E. Hatch, Notary Public.
i •
The, Following Received Too Late for Insertion in
1938 Reports•
Donald J. McNeil of Hyde Park, Mass., and 
Ana M. Vogel of Poultney, Vt. Married at Ogun- 
uit by Ray P. Hanscom, Notary Public.
Howard K. Burns and Rita L. Frenette, both of 
Hudson, N. H. Married at Ogunquit by Ray P. 
Hanscom, Notary Public.
Arvid Alfredson and Betty McGee, both of Sher­
man, Conn. Married at Ogunquit; Me., by Ray 
P. Hanscom, Notary Public.
94 WELLS, MAINE '.
Oct. 24 ' • Anthony Oulette and Susan Morse, both o
Amesbury, Mass. Married at Ogunuit, Me., by 
Ray P. Hanscom, Notary Public.
Nov. 9 Leo .J. Blaisdell of York Me., and Eldora Mc-
Leese of Well's, Me.1 Married- at Ogunquit, Me., 
by Ray P. Hanscom, Notary' Public.-
. ’ M  • •
Respectfully submitted,
• i • /
l -  *
(Signed) JUSTIN S. HUSE,
Town Clerk.
i  • i
►
*b
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Date of 
Death Name
Place of 
Death Burial Cemetery Age
Jan. 3 Hiram Hobbs Hatch Portland Portland "Evergreen 79 4 27
Jan. 27 Martha D. Tirrell Wells Arlington Mt. Pleasant 63 1 0
Jan. 27 George Littlefield Biddeford Kennebun k Hope / 59 5 .17
Jan. 30 Ida Stacy Wells Wells Ocean View 70 8 18
Feb: 2 Elizabeth Studley Wells Wells ' - ’Ocean View 79 9 17
Feb. 4 Irving J. Hatch Wells Wells ' Ocean View 65 8 0
Feb. 9 John Edward Huckins Wells Wells Ocean View 15 8 18
Feb. 14 Nellie E. Littlefield. Y ork • Wells Ocean View 83 4 25
Feb. 15 Jean Bette Bridges Biddeford Wells Ocean View 0 3 27
Feb. 25 Albert H. Smith Saco ' Wells ’ 1 Ocean View 72 1 18
Feb. 28 George Finson So. Berwick Wells Ocean View 67 6 2
Mar. 21 Hannah G. Bragdon Acton, Mass Wells Ocean View 79 5 11
Mar. 29 Winnie B. Hubbard Wells Wells Ocean View 66 9 17
Apr. 11 Annie B. Bennett Wells .Wells Ocean View 88 2 . 2
Apr. 17 E. Medric Crepeau Stoneham, Ms. Haverhill St. Joseph’s 76 0 0
Apr. 18 Frank D. Weeks Ports, N. H. Wells Oak Grove 78 0 21
Apr. 24 Robertson Baby Girl Biddeford Wells Cheney, Private 0 0 0
Apr. 25 Calvin C. Cole Dover, N. H. N. Berwick Mt. Pleasant 62 1 18
Apr. 29 Sarah L. Perkins Portland Wells ' Ocean View 70 9 17
May 1 Charles L. Maxwell Ogunquit Ogunquit River Bank 58A 1 17
May 13 Alfretta Adams 0  gun quit Wells Ocean View 54 6 13
Date of 
Death Name
Place of 
Death
May 20 
May 21 
May 25 
June 9 
June 7 
June 21 
June 24 
June 26 
July 6 
July 17 
July 19 
July 19 
July 22 
July 30 
Aug. 9 
Aug. 11 
Aug. 16 
Aug. 17 
Aug. 28 
Aug. 30 
Sept. 3 
Sept. 5
William H. Patterson 
Trafton Baby Boy 
Merrill R. Clarrage 
George H. Hilton 
Telephone Grepeau 
Melvin W. Deshon 
Raleigh D. Vose , 
Joseph A. York 
John A. Seavey 
Madeline M. Cheney 
Grover Cheney 
Gladys M. Hanford 
Joseph Lemelin 
Mary C. Handwork 
Ella J. Goodale 
Fannie Beadel 
Lydia I. Bridges 
Charles N. Lord 
Vernie Thomas Neily 
Dorothy E. Sears 
Hartley G. Storer 
Nettie F. Stevens
Wells
Wells
Wells
Biddeford
Wells
Wells
S. Berwick
Wells Beach
Ogunquit
Portland
Portland
Wells
Ogunquit
Wells %
Dover, N. H.
Ogunquit
Biddeford
Wells
Wells
S. Berwick
Kennebunk
Portland
Burial Cemetery Age
Saco Laurel Hill 81 5 16
Wells Hilton, Private 0 0 ■ 0
N. Reading Riverside 61 9 17
Wells Ocean View 66 0 7
Haverhill St. James 70 9 3
Wells Ocean View 81 7 6
Lynn, Mass. Pine Grove 53 3 5
We.'ls Ocean View 48 » 0 24
Ogunquit Locust Grove 82 3 19
WelLs Ocean View 9 3 22
Wells Ocean View 49 9 19
Orange, .N J. Rose dale 48
Waterville Pine Grove 39 6 21
Boston, Mass. Old Calvary 60
Wells Ocean View 68 4 5
Tarrytown, N. Y.Creepy Hollow 75 9 24
Wells Ocean View 66 3 16
Rollinsford Rollinsford 52 5 2
Wells Branch Oak Grove 55 5 16
N. Berwick Hillside
*
44 6 0
Wells Ocean View 71 0 25
Wells Ocean View 18 5 24
Sept. 8 
Sept. 9 
Sept. 18 
Sept. 22 
- Sept. 18 
Sept. 23 
Sept. 27
Odt. 8
1
Oct. 9. 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 22 
Oct. 26 
Oct. 28 
Nov. 4 
Nov. 14 
Nov. 15 
N'O-V. 23 
Nov. 24 
Nov. 29 
Dec. 5 
Dec. 5 
Dec. 6 
Dec. 9 
Dec. 27 
Dec. 29
Florence A. Hare Ogunquit
Arthur L. Gillett Ogunquit
Martha Helen Huse Sanford
William P. Hopkins on Wells
Cora Susan Taylor Wells
EmmaRhodes Portland
Jesse Towne Wells
Edward E. Knight Boston, Mass.
Wincenty Razza Wells
Carl P. Boston Wells
Helen A. Stackhouse Boston
Eugene Nordlie Dayton, Ohio
George Jay Smith Ogunquit
Elvira Bates Biddeford
Hannah B. Locke Wells
Webber, Baby Girl Wells
Rebecca L. Pike Biddeford
Haven R. Hilton Wells
Lovina S. Galusha Kennebunk
Lester Bragdon Portland
John Emmons Ogunquit -
Johanna A. Crepeau S. Berwick
Elvira L. Hubbard Kennebunk
Georgia Littlefield Ogunquit
Abbie E. Milliken Wells
Brooklyn, N. Y Greenwood . 77 8 23
Hartford, Ct. Cedar Hill 79 8 4
Wells Ocean View 76 7 10
West Newbury Walnut Grove 47 8 18
Kennebunk '  Hope 73 8 1
S. Berwick Hampton 30 7 0
Wells Ocean View 68 5 27
S. Berwick Wocdlawn 68 1 7
Manchester JST.H. Holy Trinity 64 6 11
Wells Ocean View 19 1 28
Hampton Hampton 48 0 0_
Wells Ocean View - 43 3 9
Salem, Mass. Harmony Grove 72 0 21
Canton, Me. Pine Grove 76 0 27
Wells Ocean View 94 11 5
Wells Ocean View 0 0 0
Wells Ocean View 0 1 1 1 '
Wells Ocean. View 18 3 1
Kennebunk Hope *' 56 5 23
Wells •Ocean View 52 6 2
Lyman - Lyman 62 7 29
Rochester Rochester 76 0 14
Wells Ocean View 68 5 20
Wells Ocean View 81 9 29
Parsonsfield Parsonsfield 57 2 2
I*
s
School Report
m
MRS. EDITH A WALSH, Chairman Term Expires 1939
MRS. IOLA B. LITTLEFIELD 
MR. CHARLES M. CLARK
Term Expires 1940 
Term Expires' 1941
JOHN S. CARVER, Superintendent
FRANK HATCH, Attendance Officer
CALENDAR—School Year 1939-40-  i
First Period 
Second) Period 
Third Period 
Fourth Period
Monday, Sept. 11 to Friday, Dec. 22 
Tuesday, Jan. 2 to Friday, Feb. 16 
Monday, Feb. 26 to Friday, Apr. 12 
Monday, Apr. 22 to Friday, June 7
School Holidays—November 30 and December 1, 1939.
January 1, May 30, 1940.
i
/
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REPORT OF THE.
of Schools
Wells, Maine, February 1, 3-939 
To the Superintending School Committee of Wells, Maine:
I herewith submit to you my report of the Schools of . 
Wells.
The School Census of April 1, 1938, showed, there were 
449 boys and 393 girls, a total of .842 persons between the 
, ages of five and twenty-one years of age in the town on 
that date. There were 548 enrolled in the schools this fall 
as the following table shows:
ENROLLMENT OF PUPILS AT THE OPENING OF THE
FALL TERM, SEPTEMBER 12, 1938
Grades 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Tot.
Div. 1, t . 3 2 5 5 3 8 5 31
Div. 2, Grammar 15 6 14 13 48
Div. 2 , Primary 6 7 8 8 29
Div. 3, 5 5 4 4 5 5 28
Div. 4, 2 2 2 4 9 19
Div. 5, Grades 7-8 13 22 35
Div: 5, Grades 5-6 * 14 , 8 22
Div. 5, Grades 3-4 16 7 23
Div. 5, Grades 1-2 14 14 28
Div. 6, 1 2 2 0 2 0 5 12
Div. 7, 1 2 1 4 2 0 4 4 18
Div. 9, 3 2 5 6 2 0 2 3 23
Div. 10, • 4 5 2 4 3 4 22
Div. 14, 6 4 3 9 3 8 33
Div. 16, 1 2 2 4 0 1 0 1 11
Totals
• — — - - —
' * 46 45 48\ 53 51 44 52 43 382
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High School, Class of 1939 32
30
40
63
1
High School, 'Class of 1940
High School, Class of 1941
High School, Class of 1942
Post-graduate.,
166
There have been some changes: in the teaching force 
which began the school year 1938-1939.
Miss Evelyn Whiteley was- elected to- fill the vacancy 
created by the resignation, of Miss Somers.
Miss Ruth Palmer was transferred from Division 6 to 
Division 4, and Miss Mabel Harmon was transferred to 
Division 16. To fill the 'positions left by these transfers, 
Miss Evelyn Lord, was elected for Division 6, and Miss Phyllis 
BaiBtow was selected for the Division 9 school. Mr. Dustin 
resigned as teacher at Division 2 Grammar to accept a 
better position out of the state and Mr. Kendall Adams 
was chosen as his successor. Mrs. Emery resigned as super­
visor of music during the summer and Miss Margaret Ellis 
was elected to succeed her. All our new teachers have be­
gun and carried on their work with enthusiasm, and our 
teachers from other years are giving their usual grade of 
service.
Our repair account is spent not only for actual repairs 
to buildings and. grounds, but also for. articles which last 
three or more years. A typewiiter is a repair, while a type­
writer ribbon is a supply. -
In addition to the usual repairs, the following changes 
were made.
Slate Blackboards were installed at Division 3.
At Division 4 a steel fencef replaced the old broken down 
' wires which were unsightly and did not keep the chhildren 
on the grounds-.
About 506 feet of fence was also erected at the High 
School, and a moving picture machine was purchased for
I1
f
I
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the use of that school. In the Domestic Arts room a new 
cutting table and a display case were added to th equip­
ment.
Some of the desk tops at Division 5 which had opened 
in the grain to an extent that it impaired the writing sur­
faces, were filled with liquid filler and refinished.
The interiors of the schools at'Divisions 10, 14 and 16 
were cleaned and renovated.
•  f
I am glad to report balances in nearly all accounts, 
showing the careful disbursing of funds by the school com­
mittee. '
t  • *  t  ,
May I express my. appreciation, of the work o f the 
school committee and the teachers, as well as. for the as­
sistance rendered by many friends of the school. ,
t  # j  ;  ,  *
■' * ‘ ■ Respectfully submitted,
#  _/  » \
• ; . • JOHN S. CARVER.
f \ ,
t t
i
/
s
»
J
t
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FINANCIAL CONDITION
m
• % •
Elementary and! High Schools
RESOURCES
Town' Appropriation, 1938, Elementary 
' Schools
Town Appropriation, 1938, High School
State School Fund
Tuition, Town of York
Tuition, Archer Littlefield
Town of North Berwick
Town of Kennebunk
Town of Kennebunkport
Text Book Appropriation
Supply Appropriation
P. T. A.
Miscellaneous Receipts
/
n
$15,13  ^ 00
7.000 00 '
3,867 52
‘ 984 00 
43 33 
90 gO- 
245 46 
163 64 
800 00
1.000 00 
25 00
14 87 $29,369 72
EXPENSES
Elementary Teachers’ Salaries 
High School Teachers’ Salaries 
Fuel, Elementary Schools *
Fuel, High School 
Janitors’ Salaries, Elementary 
Janitons’ Sarary, High School 
Conveyance, Elementary Schools 
Text Books, Elementary Schools 
Text Books, High School 
Supplies, Elementary Schools 
Supplies, High School
$12,736 62 
6,843 84 
1,188 84 
735 78 
982 80 '
959 00 
2,677 78 ’
339 02 
374 67 
687 73
480 73 28,006 81
Balance $ 1,362 91
II
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HIGH SCHOOL CONVEYANCE
Town Appropriation, 1938 
Expended
$2,000 00 
2,000 00
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
Town Appropriation, 1938 
Expended
$ 100 00 
91 37
♦
REPAIRS
Town Appropriation, 1938 $2,000 00 $ 2,000 00
j
Expended, Elementary Schools 755 49
High School 1,154 12' 1,909 61
Balance ...................................... ................. $ 90 39
SPECIAL ACCOUNT
Town Appropriation, 1938 $1,440 00
Expended - 1,440 00
FIRE INSURANCE
Town Appropriation $ 855 00 •
Rebate, W. F. Rollins 11 50 $ 866 50
Expended, Premiums paid 752 91
Balance ...................................... ................  $ 113 59
WATER RENT
Town Appropriation, 1938 $ 300 00
Expended 237 70
Balance ...................................... ................  $ 62 30
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE
Balance, 1938 
Town Appropriation 
State Subsidy
Expended, Teaclier’s Salary
Other expense
Balance ..................
620 55
250 00
313 64$ 1,184 19
714 41
79 77 794 18
$ 390 01
MANUAL ARTS
Balance, 1938 
Town Appropriation 
State Subsidy 
From Monroe Bean
*
Expended, Teacher’s Salary 
Other expense
Balance ................
$ 166 0 0 ,■
600 00 
286 36
1 28 $ 1,054 30
$ 615 81
348 22 964 03
$ 90 27
SUPERINTENDENCE ACCOUNT
Town Appropriation, 1938 $ 504 00
Expended 510 02
Overdraft $ 6 02
t
4
RECAPITULATION
/
Account Amount Available Expended
Common School, High School,
Text Books and Supplies
High School Conveyance
High School Graduation
Repairs
Fire Insurance
Special Account
$29,369 72 $28,006 81
2,000 00 2,000 00
100 00 91 37
2,000 00 1,909 61
866 50 752 91
1,440 1,440 00
s
I
I
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Water Rent 
Domestic Science 
Manual Arts 
Superintendence
Balance, All School Accounts
300 00 
1,184 19 
1,054 30 
504 00
237 70 
794 18 
964 03 
510 02
$38,818 71 $36,706 63 
' $ 2,112 08
BAYLEY FUND
Receipts
F. W. Bay ley $ .10 00 $10 00
Expended, Outstanding High School Pupil 10 00
High School Library Fund 17 59 27 50
Overdraft $ 17 50
t
>
SCHOOL STATISCAL CHART
School Teacher Winter Term Spring Term f all Term
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Div. 1— Ida S. McKeen 12 27 23.01 $21.00 12 25 23.40 $21.00 12 31 28.61 $21.00
Div. 2— Richard Dustin 12 42 36.25 20.00 12 43 37:65 20.00 • ■* • •
Div. 2— Kendall F. Adams • • • ft • • a • • ft • ft ft ft ft ft ft ft 12 49 44.03 21.00
Div. 2— Wilma E. Buck 12 42 33.37 22.00 12 42 36.68 22.00 12 29 27.46 22.00
Div. 3— Lena DeCourc^ 12 27 24.25 22.40 12 29 26.19 22.40 12 • 39 32.03 .  22.40
Div. 4— Martha Hawkes 12 ' 25 21.57 20.00 ft ft ft ft ft ft • ft ft ft ft ft ft v ft ft ft ft
Div. 4— -Nellie L. Littlefield • • ft ft ft ft ft ft ft 12 25 24.07 20.00 • • ft ft • • • • •
Div. 4— Ruth Palmer • ft • • • • • • • , - ft ft • ft ft ft ft ft ft 12 19 18.57 19.00
Div. 5— -Mary E. Otis 12 40 34.82 22.00 12 39 36.82 22.00 12 3 5- 33.16 22.00
Div. 5— Dora Bonney 12 21 19.50 21.50 12 21 19.44 21.50 12 22 20.89' 21.50
Div. 5— Jeannette Norton 12 22 19.10 23.50 12 22 20.69 23.50 12 23 20.45 23.50
!
Div. 5'— Blanche Hutchins 12: 32 26.38
P
20.00
Div. 6—Ruth Palmer 12 13 11.66 / 18.00
Div. 6—Evelyn Lord% ¥ ¥ •  • •  •  •  •  •/ • t •  •  •
Div 7—Esselyn G. Perkins
t
12 16 14.25 21.00
Div. 9—Mabel Harmon 12 25 20.80 19.00
Div. 9—Phyllis Barstow •  • •  • •  •  •  •  • #  •  •  •  •
Div. 10— Hilma Smith
i
Div. 14—Roselyn Garland
12 17 15.66 18.00
.  12 27, 23:99 22.00
Div. 16— Maxine Smith 12 16 14.02 20.00
Div. 16—Mabel Harmon " •  • •  • •  •  •  •  • •  •  •  •  •%
Music — Ina N. Emery 12 • 22.00
Music —Margaret E. Ellis ■  •
$
•
High Schoolt
\
Prin. •  Aura W. Coleman 12 156 140.08 $54.17
Philip C. Perkins 12 ‘ 30.55
Monroe Bean 12 29.17
Ethel Weymouth 12 • 42.77
Beluah Hamilton 12 36.11
Dom. Arts Dorothy Somers 12 31.94
Dom. Arts Evelyn Whiteley
12 32 26;59
12 
• •
13 
• •
12.00 ' 
# # # • ¥
12 16 14.60
12 
• •
24 
• •
22.25
12 22
W w w w W
19.24
12 28 24.05
12 
^ 9  ¥
16 13.34
12
-
12 155 143.40 
12 
12 
12 12 
12
20 ;0 0 .\ 12 28
18.00' • •
12
• • 
12
21.00 12 18
19.00. • .1  
12
• • 
23
18.00 12 27
22.00/ _ 12 33
20.00 • • • 
12
• • 
11
22.00 • • 
12
• •
$54.17 12 161
30.55 12
29.17/ 12
42.77 12
36.11 12
31.94 •  •
12
25.80 20.00
* * • • • 
11.60 18.00
16.77
1
21.00
¥  % ¥  ¥  ¥  
21.44 18.00
23.91 19.00
31.01 22.00
• • • • i
10.67 20.00
• • • • i • t • • 
20.00
154.31
•
$55.5.5
30.55
30.55 
42.77 
36.11
30.55
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REPORT OF THE MUSIC SUPERVISOR
»
v
Dear Mr. Carver:
I am submitting a report of my work as music super­
visor inthe schools of Wells for the present school year.
'  » *  .
My aim is to help each child to realize that music can-, 
and should be a necessary part of his daily life.
Each child in the grades is being taught the funda­
mentals of music reading. Rote songs, special songs and 
folk dances are included in the schedule. Work with harm­
onica and rhythm bands have also been carried onj wherever 
circumstances permitted. Music appreciation has been in­
cluded in the course for the upper grades.
•  *
At' the high school wfe have two chorus classes, and
a period for orchestra. At present the orchestra is small 
but we hope we may have more members later on. Recent­
ly we have organized a girls’ glee club which meets once a 
week and the response has been very enthusiastic.
1 •  f
The students have participated in programs at the 
Parent-Teachers Association meetings several times and at 
Christmas time special music was prepared for programs in 
each school.
m
* s
I wish to take this opportunity to thank you, Mr. 
Carver, the members1 of the school board, the teachers, and 
.all the townspeople with whom I have come in contact, 
for their kind help and cooperation.
Respectfully • submitted,
i
(Signed) ELAINE ELLIS,
Music Supervisor>
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REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL, WELLS HIGH SCHOOL
I
Supt. John Carver:
The school year opened with an enrollment of one 
hundred and sixty-one pupils of which ninety were boys 
and seventy-one were 'girls. They were divided into classes 
as follows: ' - Post Graduates,' 1; Seniors; 32; Juniors, '28; 
Sophomores, 40; Freshmen, 61. '
The Classical, Scientific, Manual Arts, Home Economics, 
and General courses are offered this year. An extra year 
of Manual Aits and Home Economics has been added to 
last year’s curriculum.
Only one change in the high school faculty wais made 
this year. Miss Evelyn Whiteley has replaced Miss Dorothy
Somers as teacher of. Home Economics. Miss Whiteley is
*
coach of girls’ basketball in. addition to her regular duties.
■ • '
Wells High School has received a renewal of its Grade 
“A” certificate, and is among the schools on the New Eng­
land College entrance list. Thus any student who receives 
certificate rank may be admitted to college without en­
trance examinations.
A new sound motion picture machine has been pur­
chased to replace the silent machine used in the past. In 
keeping with the modern trend in education, a visual edu­
cation program may be carried out.
This has been the most successful year in athletics 
■that the school has enjoyed for some time. Last -spring the 
track won all its dual meets]'and finished second in the York 
County Meet. This fall the newly organized cross-country 
team won eight dual meets in addition to the county meet; 
and the six-man football team won the county champion­
ship. Trophies were won in all three. of these activities. 
The basketball is enjoying a very succssuii season with vic­
tories over Biddeford High and Thornton Academy in - addi­
tion to finishing near the top of the league. MJueh credit 
is due Mr. Bean for his excellent work with the team.
/AH members of the faculty, Mr. Freeman, Mrs. Rous­
seau, and the :bus drivers haveworked wholeheartdly to 
mak this year a success, andj their cooperation is greatly 
appreciated.
I'wish to thank the citizens of Wells, the superintend- 
ing school committee, the superintendent of schools, the 
teachers, and pupils for their cooperation in making 1938-39 
a highly successful year; and I hope the same harmony may
■continue to exist in the future. , -
»
Respectfully yours,
AURA W. COLEMAN, Principal.
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REPORT ON MANUAL TRAINING
Superintendent John S. Carver:
The Manual Training Course started on its second year 
with a total of 61 boys out of the 90 boys in school enrolled, 
meaning 67 percent of the boys in the school being served 
by the course. Of this number 27 were Freshmen. Out of 
the upper class boys who were enrolled last year only one 
boy did not elect Manual Training this -year. Out of all 
the boys who were in school last year but did not take the 
course there are a total of five boys who elected to come 
into the course this year.
I
As for the material covered in the second year course, 
there is being offered an elementary knowledge of the con­
struction of some, of the more simple pieces of home furni­
ture such as radio stands,, tables, book-racks, wall racks, 
lamps and other similar projects. Of course in the process 
of constructing these various projects, the fundamentals of 
design are taken up. The different woods from which the 
projects are being built are some of the best cabinet woods i 
known, namely, maple, mahogany, and walnut. » i
The upper class boys have had thorough instructions » 
in the proper use and care of the power tools and they '
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are at liberty to use them whenever the instructor is in 
the room.
We were very fortunate in the fall to.' have added to 
cur power equipment two very .useful tools, a band saw; and 
drill press. The latter with a number of attachments 
which inclue a hollow chisel mortising device, a router at­
tachment, and a shaper attachment. The latter is used to 
put fancy edges' on, for example, table tops.
We have at present and X sincerely Lope that we enjoy 
in the future the record/ of not having an accident with the 
power tools and no serious injury with the hand tools.
•From the number and quality of projects which have 
been completed and are about to be completed I feel that 
we have had as successful a year as last and I wish to ex­
press my sincere/ thanks to those responsible for the oppor­
tunities which they are making possible for the boys of this 
town.
Respectfully submitted,
MONROE BEAN.
REPORT ON HOME ECONOMICS
To John S. Carver, Superintendent of Schools:
I submit the following report of the Home Economics 
Department in Wells High School.
9
This year’s Home Economics work has been divided 
among three classes. One period has been devoted to the 
Freshmen class of eighteen students and consisted of Food 
Theory and Food Preparation, Home Nursing, both theoij 
and actual practice, and Clothing Principles and Construc­
tion. The course of ‘study has been somewhat changed as 
this year was introduced a more concise study of Home 
Nursing. The girls received enough practical work in this, 
so that they couldj very successfully take care of sick mem­
bers in their home under a doctor’s supervision. We were 
fortunate in having bought for this! course an iron single 
bed, cotton mattress, Pepperell sheets, and a Pepperell
»
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■blanket and pillowcase. The remainder of the equipment 
needed was brought from home/
i  •>
<. The Sophomore class consisting of eight, students spent 
the first pant ,of the year canning, and preparing, food a 
little more complicated than in the Freshman, year. A 
course in Child Care, and Development, was offered next, 
and the last part, of the year is being spent in more ad­
vanced Clothing Principles, Textiles, and Clothing Construc­
tion. Four o f the girls in this class helped put on a supper 
for the Schoolmasters Of this County and from the profit 
they bought pinking scissors to be used in connection with 
their clothing work. • ' '
.The last Home Economics period is devoted to; a combi­
nation class o f  Juniors' and Seniors. There are' ten mem­
bers in) all. A course in Nutrition was offered the first nine 
weeks. In this course the girls made out diets for different 
types of diet diseases, and worked on well-balanced meals 
for familites' on all income levels. The course was made as 
practical aspossible in order to meet the needs of the High 
School girl.
A short course in First Aidi including all types of band­
aging and emergency treatments' was given next.
After the completion of the above study the next few 
weeks were devoted to a course in Family Relationships. 
This coarse deals with family life, the relation of family 
to community, and relation of individual members within 
the home to each other. It fits the girls for better family 
living now and in the future. Such questions as various 
etiquette and courtesy. problems appealed to this group. 
The last half of the year is being spent in Home Decora­
tion.' This deals withi planning and furnishing of homes, 
and making of such articles1 that can add to pleasure of 
members in the home; such a s , knitting problms, em­
broidery work, silhouettes, needlecraft and others.
Last summer various changes were made in' the depart­
ment which made it more practical and better fitted to 
meet the need1 of larger classes.
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Around fifty new books have been bought this year 
which have also been a valuable aid. to my classes both.for 
reference and as text book material.
«
I do feel that Home Economics is of vital importance 
to every High School girl and more time should be devoted 
to this course. The girls are interested in this type, of work; 
that was shown when the greater number of Freshmen 
girls signed up for it last fall. By allowing more time for 
it, I think the number in the classes will increase, and it 
will become one of the most popular courses in the curr- 
culum.
In closing I wish to thank Superintendent Carver and 
members of the School Board who have cooperated with 
me so well in trying to. advance the study of Home Econom­
ics in Wells High School. *
Respectfully submitted,
\
EVELYN WHTTELEY,
Home Economics Teacher.
i
)
*
\
\
:i4
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Roll of Honor
\
Pupils Not Absent One-Half Day
DIVISION ONE
Winter Term—Charlotte Campbell, Muriel Reed, Alton.
Smith, Charles Smith, Muriel Campbell, Elmer ' 
.* Smith, Earl Smith.
i
Spring Term—Charlotte Campbell, Kenneth Campbell, Mu­
riel Reed, Charles Smith, Alton Smith, Muriel. 
Campbell, Herman Reed, Henry Eaton, Helen Strick­
land, Janet Moore, Elmer Smith, Earl Smith.
Fall Term—Charlotte Campbell, Charles Smith, Frederick 
Strickland, Henry Eaton, Janet Moore, Earl Smith, 
Elmer Smith, Nathaniel Eaton.
DIVISION 2—Primary
Winter Term—Janice Jamieson, Arlene Oldham, Richard 
Oldham, Robert Boston.
*
Spring Term—Mabel Bridges, Jeannette .Davis, Bessie 
Bridges, Elmer Bridges.
Fall Term—Edward Kimball, Neddie Hatch, Janice Jamie­
son, Thelma Perry, Joyce Tileston, Jeannette Davis, 
John Hill. '
DIVISION 2—Grammar /  -s
Winter Term—Gerald Bridges, Betty Oldham, Carlton 
Campbell, Dorothy Kennedy.
Spring Term—Gerald Bridges, Frank Jamieson, Carlton 
Campbell, Donald , Davis, Melva Hamlyn, Joyce 
Jamieson, Justyne McCarn.
Fall Term-—Lucille Annis, Justyne McCarn, Elsie Milliken, 
Leonard Milinski, Paul Abbott, Kenneth Dubois,
*
/t
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Francis Milinski, Virginia Murray, Robert Boston, 
Elmer Bridges', Gordon Novak, Diane Tibbetts, Clar­
ence Roberts.
DIVISION 3
Winter Term—Donald Bryant, Carroll Joy, Leon Currier, 
William Perkins, Richard Perkins, Carl Perkins.
Spring Term—Roger Batchelder, Merton Perkins, Ernestine 
Reeves, Harland Turner, Leon Currier, Roy Perkins, 
Jr., Richard Mellon, William Perkins, Richard Per­
kins. Robert Reeves, Carl Perkins!
, i
Fall Term—Annie Trafton, Rcjy Perkins, Vernon Stacy, 
Richard Hayes, Richard Mellon, William Perkins, 
Merle Cray, Richard Perkins;, Robert Reeves, Joyce 
Huston, Charles Trafton,' Lillian Cray, Irene Hayes, 
Carl Perkins, Jane Perkins, Betty Cray.
DIVISION 4
Winter Term—Leona Currier Roland Mellon, Evelyn Moul­
ton, Ann Perkins, Norma Richards.
i ,
Spring Term—Leona Currier, Barbara Galeucia, Roland 
Mellen, Evelyn Moulton, Norma Richards, Barbara 
Stacy, Goebel Moulton, Virginia Richards, Daniel 
Grant. %
Fall Term—Roger Batchelder, Mary Brown, Goebel Moulton, 
Merton Perkins, Ernestine Reeves, Harland Turner, 
Warren Stacy, Carroll Gowen, Janet Grant, Robert
Cady, Daniel Grant, Phyllis Grant.
%
DIVISION 5—Grades 7-8
l
Winter Term—Raymond Boston, Earle Young.
Spring Term—Raymond Boston, Elsie Littlefield, Earle 
Young, Edmund Bracy, Flavie Crotty, Clifford Allen, 
Ruth G. Murray, Richard Peterson, John Weare.
r
I*
Fall Term—Cedric Allen, Josephine Bracy, John Fernald, 
Eleanor Hayes, Mary Larson, Freda Winn, Gloria 
Yorke, Clifford Allen, Edmund Bracy, Carroll Clark, 
Ruth Murray.
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DIVISION 5—Grades 5-6
Winter Term—Marion Adams, Cedric Allen, Alice Clogston, 
John Fernald, Freda Winn.
Spring Term—Hazel Hilton, Josephine Bracy, Alice Clogston, 
Freda Winn.
t
Fall Term—Charlotte Allen, Kathryn Boston, Rudolph 
t Bracy, Myrtle Dixon, John Walsh, Alice Winn, 
George Yorke, Hazel Hilton, Eleanor Keene.
DIVISION 5—Grades 3-4
Winter Term—Charlotte Allen, Myrtle Dixon, John Walsh, 
Merle Cray, Alden Mayo.
Spring Term—Charlotte Allen, Rudolph Bracy, Robert 
Chamberlain, Myrtle Dixon, Merlin Perkins, Merle 
Cray.
Fall Term—Murial Perkins, Michael Strater, Richard Little­
field, Nancy Littlefield, Ina Moore, Elizabeth Moul­
ton, Jane Quint, Charlie Turnbull.
DIVISION 5—Grades 1-2
Winter Term—Edson Mayo, Richard Littlefield, Burcharo 
Ranger, Elizabeth Moulton.
Spring Term—Charlie Turnbull, Edson Mayo, Elizabeth 
Moulton.
Fall Term—Sylvia Allen, Geraldine Beard, Mary Henderson, 
Ronald Littlefield, Barbara Brewster, Margaret 
Larsen, Richard Lindsay, Shirey Ramsdell.
DIVISION 6
f  •
Winter Term—Hazel Stevens.
\Spring Term—Hazel Stevens, Earle Hilton.
Fall Term—Gertrude Littlefield, Hazel Stevens.
v  *
DIVISION 7
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Winter Term—Doris Smith, Arlene Townsend, Benjamin 
Newhall, Mable Smith.
Spring Term—Doris Smith Benjamin Newhall, Mabel Smith, 
Esselyn Smith.
Fall Term—-Elwyn Tracy, Esselyn Smith.
DIVISION 9 ’
Winter Term—Francis Pickett, Olive Littlefield.
Spring Term—Ethey 'Gray, Francis Pickett, Linwood Reeves, 
Robert Bragdon. >
Fall Term—Elliott Gray, Francis Pickett, Linwood Reeves, 
Helen Gray, Forest Reeves, Jean Tufts, Russell 
Gray, Barbara Tufts, Ethel Gray, Robert Pickett.I
DIVISION 101 /
Winter Term—None.
V
Spring Term—Kenneth Dubois, Anna Shepard, Robert Ham- 
lyn, Elizabeth Shepard-, Harold Hamlyn, Donald 
Sayward, Vera Hill.
.  «
Fall Term—Maurice Chase, Robert Hamlyn, Theo Hamlyn,
Roland Murray, Ruth (Ricker.
\
DIVISION 14
Winter Term—Lawrence Fenderson, Lois Sayward, Mary 
Jane Lord, Ruth Lord, Beverly Phillips, Karl Hilton.
Spring Term—Warren Hilton, Lawrence Fenderson, Joyce 
Hutchins, Beverley Phillips, Karl Hilton.
Fall Term—Florence Card, Lorraine DeRoche, Lawrence 
Fenderson, Lois Sayward, Joyce Hutchins, Mercy
1
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Hilton, Beverly Phillips, Shirley Perkins, Elizabeth 
Card.
DIVISION 16
Winter Term—Lillian Hatch, David Carnegie, Freeman 
Hatch.
Spring Term—None.
Fall Term—Shirley St. Cyr, Virginia St. Cyr, Phyllis Ladd, 
Verna Ladd.
HIGH SCHOOL
Winter) Term—Lawrence Boston, Marjorie Bragdon, Hamlin, 
Lord, Charles Moore, Shirley Harriman, Keith 
Moody, Donald Tibbetts, Doris Dixon, Helen Hayes, 
Chester Hilton, John Jacobs, Elizabeth Lord, Burton 
McAfee, James Strickland, Charles Davis, Nancy 
Littlefield, Virginia Moody, Lester Perkins, Marshall 
Boston, Beverly Bracy,' Marion Davis, Bernice Gal-
i
eucia.
Spring Term—Charles Clark, Wilbur Downing, Richard 
Hutchins, Marion Guest, Frank Hilton, Keith Moody, 
Jean Clark, Gordon Galeucia, Virginia Goodwin, 
Chester Hilton, Roland Littlefield, Elizabeth Lord, 
Leighton Lord, George Welch, Wallace Bragdon, 
Mary Cheney, Harold Daggett, Hazel Davis, Robie 
Hubbard, Nancy Littlefield, Virginia Moody, Lester 
Perkins, Marshall Boston, Lillian Brown, Muriel 
Colby, Marguerite Collins, Bernice Galeucia, June 
Nordlie, Dorothy Turner. .
Fall Term—Warren Bickford, •Clarence Boston, Mary 
Cheney, Harold Daggett, Hazel Davis, Mildred Fer- 
nald, Nancy Littlefield, Pauline Perkins, Leo Robin­
son, George Turner, . Muriel Colby, Keith Moody, 
Donald Tibbetts, Barbara Bostoh, James El well, 
Maynard Fernald, Virginia Goodwin, Joseph Little­
field, Frank Newhall, James Strickland, Marjorie 
Annis, Ray Boston, Benjamin Butler, Margaret
\I  ♦
< '
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Annie, Ray Boston, Benjamin Butler, Margaret Oady, 
Carleton Campbell, Velerien Cliche, Leona Currier., 
Francis Gray, Barbara .Galeucia, Eva Hilton, Dor­
othy Kenney, Evelyn Moulton, Virginia Ramsdell, 
Barbara Stacy, Roy Stevens, Hazel Stansfield, Ann 
Wentworth, George Welsh.
I
%
\
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REPORT OF THE
Public Health Nurse
To the Selectmen and School Committee of the Town of 
Wells:
The following report covers the activities of the Public 
Health Nurse from January 1, 1938 to January 1, 1939.
A total- of 216 patients, other than those given as a part 
of the school health service, have had service.
Infants under 1 year 26
Pre-school children 46
School children 54
Prenatal patients 11
'Crippled children 11
Post-partum patients 10
Tuberculosis 1
Adults 69
Family welfare 24
The type of service rendered has been as follows:
Bedside visits to give nursing care 345
Instructive visits to patients 339
Family welfare visits 174
Visits to crippled children 37
Total number of visits 895
The school- children have had their annual inspection, 
and although figures show nearly the same number with 
defects as last year, this is because so many of the pupils 
entering school this fall are new and have defects.
OGUNQUIT SCHOOLS
Defective vision 5 Corrections 3
Defective tonsils 23 Corrections 2
Underweight 15 Dental corrections 47
•*»
J/
» * \
I
GRADE SCHOOLS
Defective vLsion 22 Corrections 17
Defective tonsils 82 Corrections 10
Dental corrections 71
The interest that children have in securing corrections 
of defects is shown by the fact that 107 pupils won the 
Seven Point award.
Dental clinics were held during February, March and 
April at which time forty-six patients, including 1 adult 
and 1 preschool child were treated. Dental clinic facilities 
with transportation have been provided for those who 
otherwise would receive no dental care; this we believe will 
show results in later years. Dental work was paid for to . 
the amount of $79.00.
COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CONTROL
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Number of cases reported:
Measles—School children 76 Preschool 35
Scarlet Fever—School children 1 Preschool 1
Adults 2
Mumps—School children 3 Adults 1
Pediculosis—School children 8
IMMUNIZATIONS
Small Pox vaccinations—School children 129
Preschool 25 Adults . 4
Diphtheria toxoid—School children
Preschool 38 Adults
Schick tested—School children - 110
Preschool 11 Adults 2
TUBERCULOSIS PREVENTION 
Tuberculin tests 14 'Chest X-rays 22
The usual school routine inspections have been carried 
out, and notices of defects sent to the parents, to bring to 
th^r attention conditions which appear to be other than 
normal. It is hoped that the parent will discuss with the 
family physician the necessity of making needed correc­
tions.
I• • 1 «•  f
The nutrition and general condition of the school chil­
dren has improved. The milk lunch provided last spring 
helped those children who were chosen to assist in this ex­
periment, and this luncheon in mid-morning will again he 
given to underweight children, in a part of the schools.
Hearing tests1 with the Audiometer, which was loaned 
to us by the Maine Public Health Association; helped to 
oring to our attention defects which were only suspected 
before. Many times the child was found to have hearing loss > 
when previously he had seemed unattentive or indifferent. 
If corrected this should mean much to the children in the 
future.
Moving pictures were shown at the Nursing Committee 
meeting and in school on health subjects. These films were 
furnished free except for transportation charges, and were 
shown by one of the high school pupils.
Vaccination clinics have been, successful as is shown by 
the number availing themselves of immunization against 
Small Pox. Fortunately Maine has been fre© from this dis- 
ase for several years, but if this is to continue vaccination 
.s necessary.
Toxoid immunization against Diphtheria has also been 
available for any child over eight months through the co­
operation of the American Legion with the Wells Health 
n, j ociation. Many conferences have been held to explain 
this protective measure.
The Wells Baby Conferences are scheduled for the 
Nurses office from 2 to 4 P. M. the second Thursday of each 
month at the Grammar School building at Wells Corner. 
Mothers with babies or preschool children are urged to 
bring their children to conferences for weighing., diet and 
formula changes. The supervision of this group could be 
more satisfactory and would eliminate time spent in travel 
from home to home as well as make available opportunity 
for periodical check up, if mothers would avail themselves 
of these clinics.
Respectfully submitted,
' (Miss) GRACE MESERVE, R. N.,
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I
/  -
Wells Health Association
Balance forward from 1937 account 
•Receipts
<*
Total!
Expenditures to date.
Balance to new account
ROBY P. LITTLEFIELD, Treas.
I/
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Warrant for Annual Town Meeting
To FRANK D. HATCH, a Constable in the town of 
Wells, County of York and State of Maine:,
York, ss. 
Greetings:
In the name of the State of Maine you are hereby 
required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the 
town of Wells, qualified by law to vote in town affairs, 
to meet in the Town Hall in the Town of Wells on 
Monday, the 13th day of March A. D. 1939 at eight 
(8:00) o’clock in the forenoon, then and there to act 
on the following articles:
First—To choose a Moderator to preside at said 
meeting.
Second—To see if the Town will vote to have one 
or more Road Commissioners.V
Third—To choose a Town Clerk, three Selectmen, 
Assessors and Overseers of the Poor, a Town Treas­
urer, Collector of Taxes, one member of the Superin­
tending School Committee for three years and all 
other necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
*
I
I
t
J
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Fourth—To see what sum of money the Town 
will vote to raise, grant and appropriate for the sup­
port of the poor and other incidental Town charges, 
for the year ensuing.
Fifth—To see what sum of money the Town will 
vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for the support of 
Common Schools for the year ensuing.
Sixth—To see what sum of money the Town will 
vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for supplies for 
schools for the year ensuing.
Seventh—To see what sum of money the Town 
will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for text books 
for the schools for the year ensuing.
Eighth—To see what sum .of money the Town will 
vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for support of a 
free High School.
#
Ninth—To see what sum the Town will vote to 
raise, grant and appropriate, for superintendence of ■
1 its schools for the year ensuing.
>
Tenth—To see what sum of money the Town will 
vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for repairs of 
school houses for the year ensuing.
Eleventh—To see what sum of money the Town 
will vote too raise, grant and appropriate, for payment
of the High School graduation for the year ensuing.
\
Twelfth—To see what sum of money the Town 
will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for trans-
i
*
\portation of its High School scholars for the year en­
suing. .
Thirteenth—To see what sum of money the Town 
' will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for water 
rents for its schools for the year ensuing. ^
X
Fourteenth—To see what sum of money the Town 
will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, to pay for 
insurance on school buildings.
Fifteenth—To see what sum of money the Town 
will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, to maintain 
ihe Domestic Arts Course for the .year ensuing.
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Sixteenth—To see what sum of money the Town 
will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, to maintain 
the Manual Arts Course in the High School for the 
year ensuing.
Seventeenth—To see if the Town will vote to raise, 
grant and appropriate the sum of. $1,100.00 for the in­
stitution and maintenance of a Commercial Course in
the High School, the balance left after purchase of< *
equipment to be placed in the High School account and^  *
expended from that account.
Eighteenth—To see what sum of money the Town 
will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for the com­
pletion of the addition to the.High School athletic field, 
the money to be spent under the direction of the Se­
lectmen.
Nineteenth—To see if the Town of Wells will vote 
to raise by assessment, grant and appropriate the sum
t
Iof two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) for the support of 
the Public Health Nursing Service. On petition of 
Elinor G. Abendroth and ten others.
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Twentieth— To- see what sum of money the Town 
will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for mainte­
nance of Highways, Roads and Bridges for the year 
ensuing.
Twenty-first—To see what sum of money the 
Town will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for snow 
removal for the year ensuing, or what action the Town 
will take relative to said snow removal.-
1  1 ,  x  «• k
Twenty-second—To see what sum the Town will 
raise and appropriate for State Aid road construction 
(in addition to the amount regularly raised for the care'1 
of ways, highways and bridges) under the provisions 
of Section 19, Chapter 28, Revised Statutes of 1930, or 
under the provisions of Section 3, Chapter 229, Public 
Laws of 1937. * / . *' - ’
Twenty-third— To see if the Town will vote to au• ’ ithorize the assessors to rescind any amounts appro­
priated by the Town for State Aid Highway construc­
tion in excess of the amount' required to meet State 
apportionment. • f  ' , «I  •  «
Twenty-fourth—To see what sum' of money the 
Town will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for its 
share of the joint expense of the State Highways, for 
the year ensuing. *
Twenty-fifth— To see what sum of money the • 
Town will raise, grant and appropriate for the mainte-
i
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nance of improved sections of THIRD CLASS ROADS, 
or to be used in conjunction with the State apportion­
ment for the construction of THIRD CLASS. ROADS.» *
Twenty-sixth—To see what sum, if any the Town 
would recommend to take from the joint state aid ac­
count for the, purpose of applying bituminous surface 
treatment to state aid roads, jn excess of the require­
ments of Section 2, Chapter 132, P. L. 1935.
Twenty-seventh—To see what sum of money the 
Town will vote to raise by assessment, grant and ap­
propriate, for cutting and burning bushes on its State 
and State Aid Roads, and Third Class Roads.
i
Twenty-eighth-^To see what sum of money the 
Town will vote to raise by assessment, grant and ap­
propriate, for an application of tar or . asphalt on its 
roads for the year ensuing.
Twenty-ninth—To see what sum of money the 
Town will vote to raise, grant and appropriate for 
Federal Aid Projects in the town.
Thirtieth—To see if the Town will vote to raise, 
grant and appropriate the sum of three hundred dol­
lars ($300.00) to surface and tar the road from the 
residence of Mrs. B. H. Hilton by the residence of 
Charles W;. Wilson to State Road, this being a mail 
route. On petition of Hartley H. Hilton and fourteen 
others.
*
Thirty-first—To see what sum of money the Town 
will vote to raise and appropriate for advertising our 
natural resources, advantages and attractions, under
II
the provisions of Chapter 5, Section 82 of the Revised 
Statutes of 1930, said sum to be expended under the 
direction of the State of Maine Publicity Bureau.
/
Thirty-second—To see if the Town will vote to ap­
propriate and raise the sum of one hundred eighty dol­
lars (.$180) to be spent as a special appropriation to 
pay Lester C. Stevens for transporting his children to
and from Ogunquit school Division 5 for the school%
year 1939, and the money paid by the Selectmen. On 
petition of Lester C. Stevens and twenty others.
t
'
Thirty-third—To see if the Town will vote to 
raise, grant and appropriate the sum of two hundred 
dollars ($200.00) for observance of Memorial Day.
Thirty-fourth—To see what sum of money the 
Town will vote to raise to pay the Ogunquit Village 
Corporation for the amount due it from the Town of 
Wells.
Thirty-fifth—To see if the Town will vote to raise 
by assessment, grant and appropriate the sum of one 
thousand dollars ($1,000.00) to gravel the road from 
the residence of John Reeves to the residence of Del­
bert Tufts. On petition of Harlan E. Bedell and fifteen 
others.
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Thirty-sixth’—To see what sum of money' the 
Town will vote to raise by assessment, grant and ap­
propriate for the spraying of approximately (3000) 
shade trees along the road side in the Town of Wells. 
Oh petition of Mrs; F. E. Rankin and nine others.
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Thirty-seventh—To. see if the Town will vote t o
9
r aise, grant and appropriate the sum of twenty-five 
'dollars ($25.00) for prizes for the Boys’ and Girls’ 
Agriculture and Home Economics Club of the Town of 
Wells.
Thirty-eighth—T o. see what sum of money the 
Town will vote to raise for the Town’s Indebtedness , 
and interest thereon and how the same .shall be raised.
• i  ,
0  9  ••
Thirty-ninth—To see what sum of money the 
Town will vote to raise, grant and appropriate, for 
Hydrant Rental for the year ensuing. .. -•
' . • . i . , . : i . •
Fortieth—To see what sum of money the Town> 
will raise, grant and appropriate for its Town Officers 
for the year ensuing. . • <
•  *  '  »
Forty-first—To see what sum of money the Town 
will raise, grant and appropriate, for Street Lighting 
for the year ensuing.
.  ,  '  1 •
1 Forty-second-^-To see if the Town will authorize- 
the Selectmen and the Town Treasurer to hire money' 
in anticipation of taxes, at a rate of interest not to ex­
ceed' five per centum per annum and to specify the•» «
amount to be so Hired.
' : Forty-third—To see if the Town will vote to al­
low a discount of one per, centum • on taxes paid on or 
before September First, 1939, and charge interest of 
one half of one per centum per month on taxes unpaid 
October 1st, 1939.
/
I
\
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Forty-fourth—To see if the Town will vote to 
raise, grant and appropriate the sum of one hundred 
and fifty dollars ($150.00) for the care of the Soldiers 
Monument and Tomb in Ocean View Cemetery.
Forty-fifth—To see if the Town will vote to raise, 
grant and appropriate the sum of one hundred dollars 
f$100.00) to care for the World WTar Memorial Monu­
ment and the G. A. R. MONUMENT and the grounds 
around them.
Forty-sixth'—To see if the Town will vote to raise 
grant and appropriate the sum of one hundred and 
fifty dollars ($150.00) or any other sum to hire a police 
officer for duty at Wells Beach from May 30th, 1939, 
to-and including Labor Day of the same year.
t
• Forty-seventh—To see if the Town will vote to 
raise, grant and appropriate the sum of One Hundred 
Dollars or any other sum to hire a man to clean up the 
road at Wells Beach, at least once a week during the 
summer months, from Folsom Avenue to the Atlantic 
House and also to clean up the beach from the resi­
lience of William Bennett to the Atlantic House or any 
other part of the beach as may> be needed, at the dis­
cretion of the Selectmen.
. * • . . r'
( . Forty-eighth—To see if the Town will vote to au­
thorize its Selectmen to sell any and all property ac­
quired by Tax Sales or Tax Liens and to authorize its 
Treasurer to sign and execute all deeds of conveyance 
on behalf of the Town.
Forty-ninth—To see what sum of money the Town 
will raise, grant and appropriate for support of its War 
Veterans.
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Fiftieth—To see if the Town will vote to refinance 
its notes of February 15, 1939 issued for the sum of 
Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000.00) to pay for the Fire 
Truck and Pumper as voted under Article Forty-first 
of the; Warrant for the Annual Town Meeting of March 
14, 1938 and to specify the maturity dates and the 
total amount to be borrowed.
Fifty-first—To see if the Town will instruct its 
Selectmen and other proper officers to sell the lot of 
land, described below, to George S. Hobbs for an ad­
vantageous sum and execute and give a deed for theI
same. Said lot is thus described:
i f
A certain lot of land, situated in Wells, lying 
on the Southwesterly side of the “Upper Burnt 
Mill Road” , so called, and bounded and described 
thus: Beginning at the Northeasterly corner of
this lot, at the junction of said “Upper Burnt Mill 
Road, so called, with Route No. 9A; thence run­
ning ten rods (10) Southwesterly by said Route 
No. 9A to a point at other land of 'said Town; 
thence running Northwesterly by said other land 
of said Town to the “ ‘Merriland River” , at a point 
ten rods Southwesterly from the Southwesterly 
corner of the “Mary Dimon Lot” so called, owned 
by said George S. Hobbs; thence running North­
easterly by said “ Merriland River” ten rods to the 
above mentioned “Mary Dimon” lot; thence run­
ning Southeasterly by said “Mary Dimon” lot and 
the “ Upper Burnt Mill Road,” so called, to the
place of beginning, containing two acres, more or
%
less. On petition of Walter E. Hatch and nine 
others.
M
i
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Fifty-second—To see if the Town will vote to re­
scind its action taken at a previous meeting whereby 
it voted to hold its Annual Town Meetings the Second 
Monday in March of each year.
Fifty-third—To see if the Town will vote to hold 
its Annual Town Meetings hereafter, beginning in the
year 1940, on the Third Monday in March of each year.
\
Fifty-fourth—To see if the Town will vote to au­
thorize its Selectmen to sell School House Division No. 
8 at public auction to the highest bidder and to author­
ize said Selectmen to execute all necessary papers to
passi title thereto. '
\
Fifty-fifth—To see if the Town will vote to grant 
the unimproved maintenance money to be used on Mil- 
dram road, from the property of Ernest Goodwin 
through to No. 9-A road leading to Kennebunk. On 
petition of Herman L. Huff and ten others.
Fifty-sixth—To see if the Town will vote to raise 
by assessment, grant and appropriate the sum of five 
hundred dollars ($500.00) to rebuild the road leading 
from Route No. 9, known as the North Berwick Road 
to the Roger Bragdon road by the residence of Harry 
Dustin and Leon Goodwin and to begin at either end. 
On petition of Burton Dodge and twenty others.
Fifty-seventh—To see what action the Town will 
take relative to claims filed with the Selectmen for 
property damage alleged to be due said claimants by- 
reason of a forest fire which started at the Town 
Dump on or about the twenty-seventh day of April, 
A. D. 1938.
\\
Fifty-eighth—To see if the Town of Wells will
#
vote to raise the sum of $750.00 as its proportionate 
share, in conjunction with the State, to continue the 
Special Resolve road in Wells Branch by the residence 
of Clarence E. Goff and to state how the same shall be 
raised. On petition of Clarence Goff and seventeen 
others. »
Fifty-ninth—To see if the Town of Wells will vote 
to install electric street lights on the north end of 
Atlantic Avenue, and also to surface road with tar at 
said end, a distance of approximately three hundred 
feet from the road already tarred.
Sixtieth—To see if the Town will vote to install 
three hydrants at Wells Beach, so called, between 
Knob Hill, so called, and Wells Harbor and raise a suf­
ficient sum of money therefor. Said hydrants to be 
located by the chief of Wells Beach Hose Company.
Sixty-first—To see if, the Town will vote to install 
one hydrant near the Laudholm Road, so called, on the 
new pipeline and to raise a sufficient sum of money 
therefor. Said hydrant to be located by the chief of 
Wells Corner Hose Company.
Sixty-second—To see if the Town will vote to ap­
point a Fire Commission consisting of three citizens to 
act in conjunction with the Selectmen, if necessary, to 
draw up a set of By-Laws prescribing rules and regu­
lations for the care, management, control and super­
vision of the fire equipment and apparatus located at 
Wells Corner, for the employment of men, whether 
enginemen or other persons and for the appointment 
of officers to govern them when on duty and to take
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charge of such apparatus and to prescribe their style, 
rank, power and duties and to submit said By-Laws at 
a later Town Meeting for acceptance by the Town. On 
petition of Frank R. Howe, Jr., and ten others.
Sixty-third—To see if the Town will vote to raise 
by assessment, grant and appropriate the sum of five 
hundred dollars ($500.00) for the maintenance of the 
Wells Corner Hose Company. On petition of Charles R. 
Clarrage and eleven others.
Sixty-fourth—To see| if the Town will vote to raise 
by assessment, grant and appropriate the sum of five 
hundred dollars ($500.00) to purchase hose for the 
Wells Corner Hose Company. On petition of Charles 
Clarrage and ten others.
Sixty-fifth—To see if the Town will vote to raise 
by assessment, grant and appropriate the sum of two 
hundred seventy-five dollars ($275.00) for insurance 
on thej Wells Corner Hose Company fire trucks and fire­
men. On petition of Charles R. Clarrage and elevent
others.
Sixty-sixth—To see if the Town will vote to 
raise, grant and appropriate the sum of five hundred 
dollars ($500.00) for the maintenance of the Wells 
Beach Hose Company for the ensuing year.
✓
Sixty-seventh—To see what action the Town will 
take to install catch basins to draw surface water at 
the end of Gilman Avenue, so called, at Wells Beach 
near the residence of Hazen K. Symonds and appropri­
ate the sum of one hundred and twenty-five dollars 
($125.00) for the'sum.
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Sixty-eighth’—To see if the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate the sum of seven hundred fifty dollars 
($750.00) to pay insurance on the Town Hall Building.
Lastly—To transact any other business that may 
legally come before said meeting.
The Selectmen hereby give notice that they will , — 
be in session for the purpose of revising and correcting 
the list of voters, at their office in the Town Hall 
Building in Wells, on March ninth, tenth and eleventh, 
1939, from 10 o’clock in the forenoon until 4 o’clock 
in the afternoon.
HEREOF FAIL NOT to make due service of this 
Warrant and a return of your doings thereon, at the 
time and place of this meeting.
Given under our hands this first day of March, 
1939.
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N. B. The polls will open for the election of 
Town Officers at 8:00 o’clock A. M. Monday, March 
13th, 1939, and will close at 1:30 o’clock P. M. Monday, 
March 13th, 1939.
m
Vote of the Town March 12, 1935.
(Signed) JAMES E. BREWSTER
ARCHIE H. WORMWOOD 
WALTER J. McCARN
Selectmen.'
J
Attest: FRANK D. HATCH,
Constable of the Town of Wells, Maine.
i
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Wells Residents
f
Abendroth, Alice M.
& Frank F; $ 38.55
Allen, Alton 25.03
Allen, Eaton 69.90
Allen, Louise O. 65.54
Allen, Louise O. &
Mildred Pierce 5.14
Allen, Heirs of Walter 
(Exempt)
Annis, Heirs cf Roscoe
& Ethel Brown 3.86
Annis, Hrs. of Roscoe S. 44.72 
Alien, Emma or owner
(Exempt) %
Bailey, Doris H. 66 82
Bayley, Fred W. 178.87
Baker, Heirs Mrs. \
J. W. 48.83
Barker, Wilbur H. 41.13
Barnes, Grace B. 122.08
Batchelder, Willis 115.66
Bates, Mrs. Robert (Exempt)
Bean, Elbridge L. 87.38
Bean, Mrs. Elbridge L. 
Bedell, Heirs' of
82.24
Frank S.
Bennett, Frank H., &
95.35
Jessie A. 21.85
Bennett, Emma E. 15.42
Bennett, Emma, (Exempt)
Bennett, Fred (Exempt)
Benoit, Joseph F. - - • 169.92 
Beyea, Elmer R. (Exempt)
Blunt, Mattie or 
owner (Exempt)
Boston, Jennie S. or 
or owner 7.71
Boston, Harry G.
& Jennie S. - 15.42,
Boston, Edward &
Hattie 14.14
Eoston, Leroy E. 2.57
Boston, Ralph H. 20.56
Boston, Heirs S. G. 3.60
Boston, Victor &
Blanche 51.40
Bourne, Joseph &
Heirs of Moses A. 25.70
Bourne, Heirs of 
Moses A. 8.22
Bracy, Annie M. or
owner; Towns holds
under tax deed 
Bragdon, Amelia K. 2.57
Bragdon, Fred 57.83
Bragdon," Amelia- 104.86
Bragdon, Roger S. 565.40
Bragdon, Roger S., Wm.
G. 'Colby, Freeman S.
Allen & C. Herbert 
Littlefield 7.71
Bragdon, Roger S. &•
Wm. G. Colby 37.01
Brisard John S. 77.10
Bridges, Alonzo or
A
owner 11.57
%1
Bridges, Bertie 11.57
Bridges, Etta or owner 19.27 
Bridges, Fred. H. 143.92
Bridges, Joseph M.,
or owner 2.57
Brown, Charles E. 40.87
Brown, Clara J. or 
owner 37.27
Brown, Evie 39.58
Brown, John 5.14
Brown, Eugene 19.28
Brown, Nelson 17.99
Brownell, Stephen 56.54
Buckminster, Charles 
A & Emma B. 154.20
Burgess, Donald 19.28
Buzzell, Arthur E. 15.93
Briggs, Harry I. &
Guy Colby 75.82
Bridges, Ellsworth 2.57
Cappell, Mary L. or 
owner (Exempt 
Cains, Herbert 38.55
Chadbourne, Isaiah 214.60
Campbell, Alonzo 
(Needy) (Exempt)
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Card, William (Needy)
(Exempt)
Carians, Ethel S. 111.80
Carter, Lewis S. 56.54
Chase, Flora M. 33.41
Cheney, Grover or 
owner, 220.51
Cheney, Heirs of 
Howard & Alfred 46.26
Chick, Thomas A. or 
owner ‘ (Town owns 
under deed & also 
Tax lien
Chick, Thomas A. Jr. 76.33 
Chick, Waldo 92.52
Chute, Elbridge' H. (Exempt)
MAINE
Clark, Edwin 113.08
Clark Frank L. 168.34
Clark, Lizzie E. 2.57
Clark, Sara W. 52.69
Ciarrage, Nellie C.
Merrill L. &
Charles R. 38.55
Ciarrage, Merrill L.
& 'Charles R 67.08 '
Cole, Elmer J. 73.25
Colby, Guy 3.86
Colby, Raymond 95.09
Colby, Wm G. 149:57
Colby, Wm. G. &
Austin R. Goodwin 9.51
Colby, William G. &
E. I. Littlefield 7.71
Colby, Wm. G. &
Perley C. Goodwin 3.86
Collins, Wiliam 37.27
Crepeau, Mederic or
owner (Exempt)
Casler, Stanley 77.10
Crowley,' Ernest j. 77.10
Card, Gertrude or (f
owner 5.14
Chase, Merle 3.86
Daggett, Clyde 20.56
Daggett, Tessie 92.51
Davis, Alta 51.40
Davis, Benjamin 30.84
Davis, Charles L. 89.95
Davis, Frank 72.48
Davis, Lucy 78.39
Davis, Mabel &
Marion 96.38
Dart, Allen 82.24
Day, Walter 23.13
Deroche, Joseph W. 48.83
Dodge, Burton 17.99
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Dodge, Minnie 83.53
Dresser, Rosalie 3.34
Dunbar, Edgar W.
& Florence E. 268.57
Dunn, Clara V. &
Archibald W. 128.50
Dustin, Everett * 10.28
Dustin, Harry E. 35.98
Dyer, Bertha 185.04
Dyne, Fredi & Lena M. 1.29
Eaton, Arthur E. 41.38
Eaton, Benjamin 92.52
Eaton, Clara B. 15.42
Eaton, Nathaniel G.
& Grace Lyman 69.39
Emery, Albert E. 5.14
Emery, Cora L. 5.14
Enwright, John W. '
& Alberta 102.80
Farley, Hazel B. 64.25
Fenderson, George F. 136.98
Fenderson, Archie 92.78
Files, O. F. 254.43
Files, O. F. 82.24
Fitzgerald, Alice 66.82
Fiaker, Heirs of 
James .51
Forbes, Mrs. Ellen F.
or owner 96.89
Forbes, George E.
& Bessie 30.84
Ford, Heirs of Albion 71.96
Freeman, Milbray M. 144.94
Freeman, Hazel E. & 
Milbray M. 2.57
Frohock, Sadie F. 57.83
Fuller, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred A. , 7.71
Frye, Charles W. * 51.40
Farley, Herbert T. 10.28
Gagnon, France 46.26
Galusha, Lonina or 
owner 38.55
Galusha, Cory don C. & 
Louina or owner 41.12
Galueia, Evelyn 15.42
Gerow, John 133.64
Gerow, John, Jr. 1.29
Gerry, Fred W. or 
owner 87.38
Glen, Elizabeth B. 33.41
Goetler, Frank H.
& Lillian M. * 230.02
Goodale, Edna 7.71
Goodale, Joseph E. 35.21
Goodwin, Austin R. 79.42
Goodwin, Austin R.
& Perley C. 5.14'
Goodwin, Austin R. &
Wan. G. Colby 2.57
Goodwin, Carl 17.99
Goodwin, Ernest J. M. 38.56
Goodwin, Helen Taft 16.19
Goodwin, Ernestine 51.40
Goodwin, Heirs of 
Samuel - 12.85
Goodwin, Heirs of 
Mrs. Joseph 5.14
Goodwin, Leon F. 53.97
Goodwin, Leon W. 25.71
Goodwin, Perley C. 62.19
Goodwin, W. A. 223.59
Goodwin, W. J. 303.26
Gowen, Eva M. 17.99
Gowen, Florence I.
& W. Ellis Gowen 79.67
Gowen, Harold Vincent 
or owner 20.56
Goodrich, Clementine
K. & Mary Frances 
Baral 92.52
Grant, Silas M. 33.41
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Grant, Clarence • '23.13 Frank -C. 118.22
Grant, Walter W. 79.41 Hill, Ellison 59.11
Gray, Alice M. 71.96 Hill, John A. 116.16
Gray, Roy 10.28 Hill, John A. & .
Gray, Fred Fred A. 55.00 Ben Davis 12.85
Gray George F. 
Gray, George F.
48.31 flill, Kenneth R. 
Hill, William C. or
35.95
& Son 10.28 owner (Town holds
Gray, Oscar 1.29 under Tax deed) i
Gravelin, Bertha G. 102.80 Hill, Heirs of Sarah 39.84
Green, Warren 19.28 Hill, Wm. Rollo 2.83
Guest, Emma S. 38.55 Hilton, Allen 32.90
Goodwin, Gertrude 113.08 Hilton, Allen & >
Hall, Everett 32.90 Howard 3.86
Hamilton, Albert J. 107.94 Hilton, Heirs of Joseph
Hamilton, Georgje C. 41.12 & ‘Allen Hilton 15.42
Hammond, Heirs of Hilton, .Albert 10.28
Vester 33.41 Hilton, C. A. & H. A. 232.17
Hanson, Henry L. 38.04 Kill, Mildred 5.14
Hanson, Fred' 14.14 Hilton, Bert. H. 38.55
Harding, William 2.57 Hilton, Chandler 29.56
Hanson, Thaddeus 17.99 Hilton, Charles H. 77.10
Harendeen, Mae 40.61 Hilton, Heirs of
Hatch, Abbie 38.29 Benj: H. Hilton 104.86
Hatch, Albert H. , 16.96 Hilton, Dorrell s 12.85
Hatch, Frank D. • Hilton, George W. 2nd 13.88
& Elsie I. 5.14 Hilton, Harold or
Hatch, Georg'e W. 101.77 owner% 5.14
Hatch, Harold 3.86 Hilton, Harry P. 152.40
Hatch, Heirs of Hilton, Hartley 15.42
Howard 2Q.56 Hilton, Howard 28.27
Hatch, Philip 15.42 Hilton, Heirs of
Hatch, Roger 15.42 Joshua F. 146.49
Hatch, W. E. & 
F. D. 41.12 Hilton, Mae U.
97.66
Hatch, Walter E. Hilton, Merry or owner 12.8o
& Sarah M. 80:96 Hilton, Perley or
Hawkes, Henry 17.99 owner (Exempt)
Hatch, Chester, (Exempt) Hilton, Heirs of
Hatch, Ward 2.57 Tristram 1,29i
Higgins, Heirs of Hilton, Viola 136.21
A
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Hill, Owen 42.41
Hill, Miles ' 3.85
Hilton, William H.
or owner 15.42
Henderson, Mary Price 35.98
Hobson, Hattie 132.36
Hopkins, Mrs. Norman 20.56
Hooper, Clara 46.26
Hosmer, Casper F., or 
owner 20.56
Houston, Alice M.
or owner 25.91
Houston, Janet F. 66.82
Houston, Joseph 51.40
Howard, Florence P.
or owner 24 42
Howe, Frank R. & 1
Doris or owner 82.24
Hubbard, Harry &
Heirs of Winnie B. 15.93 
•Hubbard, Heirs of 
Erastus (Exempt)
Hubbard, Heirs of 
Oscar J. |Town holds 
under tax deed)
Hubbard, Heirs of 
Frank 17.99
Hubbard, Wallace W. 48.83 
Huff, Herman L. &
Ruby B. 85.94
'Ruse, Justin 38.55
Hilton, George H. (Exempt) 
Hutchins, Izetta (Exempt) 
Hutchins, Lucille A. 59.11 
Hutchins, Ralph &
Joseph Akroid 2.57
Hamlyn, Hilda 38.55
Huckins, Frank P. & 
Marguerite M. 89.95
Hilton, Karl 5.14
Jacobs, John W. ' 5.14
Jean, Joseph T. 71.96
Jellison, Cora M.
or owner ‘ 18.76
Jepson, Oscar 33.41
Johnson, Bessie A.
or owner 41.12
Johnson, Raymond 2.57
Johnson, William H. 39.84
Jones, Alice R. 138.78
Jones, Reginald F. 40.60
Joy, Charles H. 64.25
Jackson, Howard 1.29
Kelley, Merrill 42.41
Kennedy, Louie 3.34
Kennedy, Raymond, or 
owner 20.82
Kimball, Clarence 23.13
Kimball, Elden 59.11
Kimball, Frank E. 93.81
Kimhall, Herbert 100.75
Kimball, Lester L. 61.68
Kimball, Oliver or 
owner 46.26
Kimball, Russell C. 23.13*
Khight, Herman A. or 
owner 17.99
King, Zeri or owner 177.33 
Knight, Clifford, &
Harriett B. or owner 57.05 
Kimball, Heirs of 
Johnathan or owner 2.57
Lemay, Charles 38.55
Leach, Arthur .51
Leach, Winifred P. 3.60
Lewis, Lester L. 120.28
Libby, Elsie L. 343.45
Littlefield, Iola 43.69
Littlefield, Arthur W. 140.84
Littlefield, Arthur W.
& Grover Cheney 1.54
*
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Littlefield, Heirs of Lord, George C. 30.84
Augustus • 88.41 Lord, George C.,
Littlefield, Burleigh E. 86.35 •Charles R. &
Littlefield, Cora 177.33 M. L. Taylor 102.80
Littlefield, Everett 57.83 Lord, Heirs of
Littlefield, Heirs of • Granville & T.
George H. 115.14 Chick, Jr. 5.14
Littlefield, Mrs. Arthur 2.57 Marshall, Heirs of
Littlefield, George 7.97 Alice (Town holds
Littlefield, Harry A 140.07 under deed) (Exempt)
Littlefield, Hattie 61.42 Mack, Esther A. 14.14
Littlefield, Abbie M. 56.54 1Malone, Llwellyn &
Littlefield, Henry B. 61.68 Fermine D. 71.96-v)
Littlefield, Heirs of Marble, Anna J. 210.74
John G. 64.25 Marshall, Emma 128.50
Littlefield, J. P. Osy Martikke, Jennie L. 30.84
Grace G. & Robie 5.14 Mathews, Ethel 1.54
Littlefield, Herbert 475.96 Mathews, Fred A. or
Littlefield, Robie 86.61 iowner 15.42
Littlefield, Herbert or Mathews, Leo 23.13
owner 27.24 Mathews, Harry 1.29
Littlefield, Robie & Mathews' Richard 46.26
Rosie 71.96 McCarn, Walter J.,
Littlefield, Stephen & Hazel 5.14
needy (Exempt) Mathews, Wesley 31.87
Littlefield, Guy S. 2.57 McCobb, Jennie 82.24
Littlefield, Heirs of McNault, Fred &
Sidney • 41.63 Helen McNault 95.09
Littlefield, Heirs of Merrill, Cora M. 38.55
Wesley G. 70.16 Merrill, John E. 46.26
Sidney & Mrs. Lester 
, Storer 9.00
Littlefield, Warren U.
needy (Exempt)'
Locke, Fred M. 12.85
■Lord, Charles A. 15.85
Lord, Chesley G. . 7.71 
Lord, Heirs of , *
Granville ■ / 84.04
Lord, Heirs of .
George C. 745.30
2.57
72.99
41.12
Merrill, Malcolm H. 
Merrifield, Heirs of „
S. B.
Mildram, Heirs of 
Charles 
Mildram, Georgia A. 84.81 
Miliniski, Steve (Exempt) 
Mills, Heirs of Horace 5.14 
Miller, Earle S. 77.10
Miller, Herbert T. 51.40 
Miller, A. J. & C. T.
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Tuttle 105.37
Moody, Donald A. 
Moody, Donald A. &
87.38
Clifford Y. Moody 
Moody, Frances J. &
48.83
George P. 191.47
Moody, George H. 79.67
Moody, George W. 77.10
Moody, Hattie•
Moody, Louise D. &
46.26
Clifford Y.
Moody, Wesley K. &
59.11
Doris
Moore, Elihu A. &
59.11
E. Ella 20.56
Morrill, Irving J. 77.10
Morrill, Mabel R. 138.79
Morrill, Roscoe H. 76.59
Morse, Arthur M. 177.33 .
Morse, Earlt t • t 100.23
Morse, Lula R. 7.71
Morse, Melvin G. 341.81
Moulton, David 
Moulton, Mrs.
■’10.28
Herbert L. $ 7.71
Moulton, Roy S. 172.19
Murray, Bernard &
Lillian 20.56
Murray; Samuel A. 15.93
Murray, Sumner G. 29.56
Morrill, Heirs of George
& Moses B. or owner 15.42
Nason, Leroy 25.70
Nelly, Alexander 44.46
Newhall, Everett 5.14
Newhall, Irving (Exempt)
Newhall, Raymond 40.35
Nordlie, Eugene B. or
owner 53.9?
Norman, Ruth 101.52
Norman, Samuel 15.42
Norton, Arthur J. 228.73
Newark, Roman &
Annie 20.56
Nute, Nellie or owner 53.97 
Nutter, Beatrice &
Frank 49.34
Oldham, Henry M. & 
Thomas J. Bates 41.12
Glson, John A. 12.85
Osgood, George E. 46.26
Paradis, Desire J. 71.95
Parker, Geraldine & 
Gertrude York 56.54
Parker, Mrs. Ralph B. 92 52 
Patterson, William H.
needy (Exempt)
Penney, Freeman 28.78
Penney, Raymond 3.03
Perfect, Elizabeth Ann 
or owner 6.42
Perkins, Heirs of Amos 
or owner (Exempt) 
Perkins, Bert 25.70
Perkins, Ernest 25.70»
Perkins, Heirs of 
Leander 10.28
Perkins, Hiram 118.99
Perkins, Margaret E. 2.57
Perkins, Roy M. 64.25
Perry, Albert G. 3.60
Perry, Annie M. or 
owner 38.55
Pelchat, (Ferdinand 69.39
Phillips, George A. 39.84
Phillips, Mabel , 57.83
Phillips, Walter 6.43
Phillips, Wendell 10.28
Pierce, Mildred B. 37.01
Pike, Heirs of 
George B. 111.80
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Pitts, Millie L. &
Milbray M. Freeman 83.27
Pooler, Flora 3.86
Pooler, 'Grace 25.70
Pope, William A. 66.82
- Pope, Heirs of Henry
& William S. Wills 33.41 
Porell, Marie B. &
Peter B. 25.70
Perkins, Joel H. 10.28
Randall, Arthur 5.14
Rowe, Lois - 66.83
Perkins, Marietta 119.51
Rankin, Leslie V. 35.98
Raza, John 97.40
Reeves, John or 
owner 33.41
Rice, Clarence H. 70.68
Richards, Perley J. 49.60
Ricker, Clinton &
Anna 17.99
Ricker, Ella L. 28.27
Ridley, Howard L. 213.06
Robertson, Ruth 25.70
Robinson, Heirs of 
Lydia E. 26.99
Rosenstein, Ann or 
owner 277.56
Rousseau, Alfred M.
& Mabel. L. 390.64
Rhodes, Harry B. 12.85
Sargent, George E. or 
owner (needy) (Exempt) 
Savage, Henry W. 119.51
Sawyer, Francis W. 82.24
Sayward, Elmer C. 12.85
Sayward, Frank E. 25.70
Sayward, Lewis E. 20.56
Seavey, Ethel M. 77.10
Seavey, Herbert A. 11.57
Sevigney, Heirs of
Frank 282.70
Shanahan, Lillian 46.26
Shapiro, Maurice L.
Kate 159.34
Shepard, James 1.29
Sevigney, William P. 10.28
Sharkey, Peter 2.83
Shaw, George A. 3.86
Shaw, Lillian B. • 33.41 
Shaw, William E. . 30.84
Sherburne, Fred W. 80.45
Shorey, William E. 51.40
Shorey, Mrs.
William E. ' 33.41
Shibles, Hilton (Town 
holds under Tax deed)
Silver, Mrs. John 
needy (Exempt)
Simioni, Herbert 12.85
Simioni, James Jr. 12.85
Simioni, James Sr. 33.41
Smith, Clinton, &
Juliet 113.08
Smith, ’Charles M. 12.34
Smith,'Ernest or owner 3.34 
Smith, Frank.E. 12.85
Smith, Hattie M. 66.82
Shepard, Mrs. James 15.42
Spalding, William P.
(Exempt) •
Spiller, Charles F. 79.41
Spiller, Beatrice F. 46.26
Spiller, George R. 9.77
Stackpole, Allen 33.41
Stacy, Ida M. or
owner 53.97
Staples, Gertrude 35.93
Ethel 102.80
Stetson, Harold &
Stetson, George E. or
: owner 39..84
Il
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Stetson, George C. 55.26
Stevens, John 42.92
Stevens, Lester C. 2.57
Stevens, Lester C. &
George 9.77
Stevens, Heirs of 
Solomon • 51.40
Strickland, Irving 25.70
Strickland, L. M. or 
owner 21.85
Stuart, Edith 9.77
Studley, Ed. B. 84.81
Studley, Elizabeth 
heirs of 25.70
Studley, Irene G. 6.43
Swett, John B. 77.10
Symonds, Hazea K. 190.18
Studley, William or
owmetf 23.13
Taylor. A. Carmen or 
owner 34.70
Therrian, Joseph 56.54
Tibbetts, Heirs of 
Hannah 195.32
Tibbetts, Lizzie E. 185.04
Tibbetts, H. Aromine 26.21 
Tilton, Ina l' 35.98
rirrell, Herbert or 
owner 7.71
Tirrell, Heirs of 
Martha R., or owner 6.43 
Toby, Leland 10.28
Townsend, John or 
owner 5.14
Trafton, Maud or 
owner (Towns holds 
Tufts, Arthur B. 21.85
under tax deed)
Turnbull, Mrs.
William 10.28
Turner, Delbert P ."
8z Marion 46.26
Tufts, Delbert 1.29
Varney, Emma F. 125.93
Varney, Herbert E.
(Exempt)
Waak, Henry O. J. 51.40
Wakefield, George W. 35.47 
Watson, Edward 53.71
Weeks, F. Roger 89.69
Welch, Heirs of John 10.28 
Welch, Oscar 2.57
Welch, McDora 47.29
Welch, Reginald 44.98
Wells, Herbert T. 136.73
Wells, Heirs of John L. 70.68 
Company Inc., 107.94
Wells Potato Chip 
Wentworth, J. A. 54.74
Wentworth, John A.
Ina M. & Ruth 
Norman * 20.56
Wentworth, Leroy A.
& Margaret F. 195.32 
West, Heirs of Argie 48.83 
West, Heirs of Charles 20.82 
West, Heirs of Charles
H. & Emma L.
Jones 5.14
West, Ida E. 12.85
West, Heirs of John 179.91 
West, Oliver 117.45
West, Randolph 1.29
West, Mrs. Richard H. 59.11 
Weymouth, Ethel • 46.26 
Williams, Harry A. &
Estelle M. 29.53
Williams, Hattie or 
owner (Town holds 
Tax deed)
Willis, Thomas F. 43.95 
Willis,ton, Bertha P. 65.54
i
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Wilson, Barbara S. 37.27 Wentworth, George 2.5T
Wilson, Hugh 3.08 York, Carl • • 20.56
Wilson, Mary Norton 287.33
f
York, Ernest & Ethel 61.68
Wormwood, Archie H. 31.35 York, Harry 20.58
Wormwood, Gordon E. 15.42 York, Albert M. 1.03
Wormwood, Berley G. 3.86 York, Mrs. Laura 38.55
Wyatt, Heirs og 69 # York, Gertrude • 15.42
Wormwood, Fred • • 66.82
•
Young, Mrs. Laura 38.53.
George or owner • 97.66 • *
Wells Non-Residents— 1938 < -
Abbott, John E. « (59.11
Abott, Mary L.. ’ • ‘ .74.53
Abbott, Maurice .'10.28' 
Allaire, Amedee & Anie 
B., or owner • 51.40
Alien, Arthur J. • 5.14
Allen, Chester, or owner- 6.17. 
Allen, Curtis S. v  1.54
Allen, Francis K. • '236.44 
Allen, Mrs. Francis K. 20.56' 
Allen ,James, Jr. • 10.28' 
Allen, Thomas- J., or * *
owner (Town holds . - \ 
under Tax deed) "
Ahearn, Patrick. 20.56
Alexander, Napoleon • 3.08-
Ambler, Allen • 66.82
American Oil' Co.- • 19.28'
Angus, Henry: ' 141:35
Annis, Chester • 8.22
Annis, Heirs of * t
Theodosia . < :5.14
Annis, Mercy & Sarah .51 - 
Archibald, Emma 
• Gertrude • 19.28
Armitage,. William & • ■ • •
Mabel • • ' 56.54
Arsenault, Joseph: A. -. 43.69 
Arsenault, John 75.82
Austin, Flora M. 30.84
Avery, Leon ‘ 32.13
Atlantic & Pacific Tea 
Company ' *. • 51.40
Bachand, Miss Irene * 61.68
Bacon, George, or 
owner * • - -41.12
Baker, Ella . • 56.54
Balcom, Edith E., or.'
owner • * ‘97.66
Bancroft, Mrs. Harri­
son • * 102.80
Batchelder, Heirs of \ •* 
Asa Fred • * 118.22
Batchelder; Mrs. George
A. -174.76
%
Batchelder, Heirs of '
William ‘ ' 128.50
• •  *
Bates, Dr. J. H. . " 97.66
• •  1 * „•
Battison, Georgetta, . -
• or owner .. 6.43
•  *
Beckford, Emma D .: . 64.25
\
I
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Becklund, Phyllis L.
& Effie May Gaudet 
Bennett, Dora, . Heirs 
Bennett, William H. 
Benoit, William 
Bernard, Sinard J., 
Heirs of, or owner 
Benson, Edgar 
Bernier, William 
Berry, Idella R. 
Berwick & Salmon Fal
Electric E.
Bickford, Thomas H. 
Billings, Thomas H. 
Bistline, Eben 
Blanchard, Neva , , 
Blanchard, Stephen D. 
Blaisdell, Frank • ’ v 
Blaisdell, Mack B.,. & 
Lula W.
Black, Mrs. M. M. 
Blazo, Mary E. .. 
Boucher, Alfred J. 
Bolduc, L. P.- 
Boston, Lester C. - , 
Boston, Lester C., .
. Kittie 
Bovin, A. G.
Bowdoin, Irma 
Bowdoin, John 
Bowdoin, H. W. 
Bowman, Mrs. W. M. 
Boyd, Fred or owner,V f -----------  , , »
■ needy, . • - (Exempt)•  *
Boynton, Mfs. Walter - 15.42
Brackett, Joseph 
Brackett, Eben 
Bradford, L. S.
r <
Brady, William ,,F. 
Bragdon, Edwin €., or
owner...(Town holds' 
under Tax deed) 
Bragdon, Mabel 
Bridges, Amos 
Bridges, Irene . .
Brierly, Heirs of 
.Freeman H.
Brochu, Clovia 
Brooks, Beatrice E. 
Brooks, 'Carroll L. 
Brooks, Caroll L.,
& Bessie
Broughton, Nellie A. 
Broym, Heins of Al­
bert J. >
Brown, Ernest & Flor­
ence
Brown, C. H. .
Brown, George B., & 
Frank C. '
» f  •
Brown, Mary L. 
Brunnell,, Georgianna 
Bryant, G. A., &
Mary T.
Bryer, Ruth M.
Bryer, Washington 
Bug-bee, Florence 
Burke, Dr. W. J.
Burt. Dorjs E.
Butler
By am, Charles W. 
Campbell, Frances, of 
.• owner
Campbell, James H. 
Campbell, Leon J. .
Carnegie, David P. 
Ohadboume, Jessie ’ 
Cliadboume; Harry 
Chandler, Miss S. M. 
Cassily, Rose » -•
147
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Cheney, Heirs of Mrs. / 
John 53.97
Cheney, Rose J. 149.06
Chick, Harry A. 23.13
Churchill, Grace 164.48
Clark, Charles E. 12.85
Clark, Frank W. 61.68
Clark, Genevieve S., & 
William T. 120.79
Clark, Harold E. 12.85
Clapp, Lottie M. 97.66
Clogston, Annie 38.55
Cloudman, Charlote, or 
owner 25.70
Clough,- Walter S. 28.27
Cilley, Mrs. Alice E. D. 56.54
Colby, Joseph (Exempt) 
Colcord, George W. 89.95
Cole, Ethel M. 56.54
Cole, Ethel, & Fannie 
Spofford 61.63
Corcoran, Martin W. 48.83
Coffin, Jennie 64.25
Cook, Louise 64.25
Cook, Arthur 71.96
Cook, Arah' E. 131.07
Cook, Berthaa E. 61.68
Cookson, Fired 26.99
Cooper, Bertha, &
Sophia' 12.85
Cooper, Lillian F. 105.37
Comstock, T. Dwight Sc 
Charles H. 118.22
Connolly, Michael R. 10.28
Conner, Georgianna 30.84
Corbin, William O. 107.94
Corbin, William O., &
Flank G. Edgar ’841.58
Corson, Adelaide 77.10
Couture, Joseph 1 115.65 
Couturier, D. E. 20.56
Cowell, Mrs. Charles S. 75.82 
Coye, Florence M. 10.28
Crabtree, Joseph 15.42
Cram, Lillian M. 51.40
Creteau, Laura M. 82.24
Crediford, John 1.29
Crook, Heirs of Ran­
som 48.83
Cunningham, Harietta, 
or owner , 5.14
Cumberland County 
Power & Light Co. 681.31
Crowley, Wallace E., & 
Harold Martin 41.12
Curtis, Helen M. 97.66
Cutler, David 154.20
Cutler, Mildred B., &
Mary E. J. White 125.93
Colonial Beacon Oil 15.42
Curier, Maud 41.12
Cunningham, Annie 79.67
Clough, Edward J., 
or owner 5.14
Dahl, Andrew A., &
Ethel S. 33.41
Dagan, Henry’ 20.56
Damon, Harold; 30.84
Daniels, Ann 5.14
Davis, Dr. & Mirs. A. S. 97.66 
Davis, B. L. 30.84
Davis, Elroy 33.92
Davis, Helen - 64.25
Day, Clyde 30.84
Day, Mrs. Flora 15.42
Day, George F. W. 5.14
Dean, Ralph E., &
Aloe P. 35.98
Dalgretta, Alvira, & 
Guiseppe 48.83
Deuby, William 41.12
Desmarais, Lionel 51.40
II
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Desmarais, Hermedes
J. 89.95
D’Antee, Celia, or
owner (Town holds
Tax deed)
DeRenne, Josephine
E. 77.10
Dionne, Joseph, &
Elizabeth 71.96
Densmore, Elizabeth 10.28
Dixon, Samuel W. 48.83
Douglas, Susan 66.82
Downs, Harry 10.28
Drapeau, Benjamin 33.41
Drew, Heirs of Emma
& 'George S. 87.38
Drew, Harry 1.03
Drew, Lena, or owner 20.56
Durgin, Annie E., or
owner 5.14
Dufort, Ovide, & Rose
Michaud 17.99
Dumaris, Samuel 46.26
Dunn, Leroy H., &
Minnie 20.56
Dunn, Ruth E. 82.24
Durgin, George C. 20.56
Dwight, Mrs. Edward
Foote 138.78
Drake, Bertha 70.68
Dyer, Frank H., or
owner 66.82
Dillon, Helen T. 66.82
Eaton, Albert J., &
C. A. Ward 15.42
Eaton, Albert J. 25.70
Eaton, Annie 51.40
Eaton, Lester B. 41.12
Eaton, Louise F. 33.41
Eaton, Luella 102.80
Eaton, Nancy 41.12
Elbridge, Webster G. 17.99
Eaton, Ellen T. 56.54
Elliott, George A. 56.54
Emerson, Edith. H. 2.57
Emery, Ruth 287.84
Emery, Edward H. 16.71
Emery, Lillia 92.52
Emery, Walter K. 41.12
Emery, William O. 197.90
Emmons, A. J. 30.84
Engley, Arthur B. 51.40
Etsler, Rev. Clarence 61.68
Fader, Harold J. 38.55
Farnsworth, H. M. 21.85
Farrar, Heirs of Ray­
mond (Town holds un­
der tax deed)
Ferraco, Joseph, Mrs. 15.42
Fenderson, W. C. 6.68
Field, George A. 66.82
First National Stores 96.79*
Fisher, Mrs. Henry 7.71
Fisher, Heirs of John 41.12
Fisher, William J., &
Elsie 71.96
Fenson, Roger 6.17
Fillon, Napoleon 30.84
Flaker, Roy 48.83
Folsom, Mrs. Della 164.48
Forbes, Vander 190.18
Forsyth, Albert W. 100.23. 
Foss, Ethel 71.96
Foster, Bertha 43.69
Foster, Donald 48.83
Ford, Kari Littlefield 20.56
Fowler, Mary S.
Thomas 4.63
Francis, William A., & 
Katherine 71.96
Freeman, Mary E. 66.82
Frost, Chester 71.96
i
I /
\
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Furbish Harold M. • 43>69
Flanagan, J. 25.70
Gagnon, Ludger J.' ' • 30.84
Gagne, Joseph 25.70
Gallagher, Gertrude 97.66
Gano, Adlaide 77.10
Ganon, Albert 30.84
Garnsey, A. E. 149.06
Gardella, Cammilla 56.54
Gamsey, Fred, & Julias 20.56
Garvin, Joseph E., &
Eugenie 17.99
Gay, Verton • 179.90
Gemyn, L Gracia 43.69
Gilbert, Napoleon 190.18
Gilcrist, Carrie 1 30.84
Gillis, Marion C. 48.83
Gibson, Mattie 25.70
Goddard, Christine' 20.56
Golden, John - 15.42
Geodale, Heirs of Geo. 93.81 
Gooden, Kate M. 123.36
Goodwin, Butram 71.96
Goodwin, • Cyrennus ' 9.77 
Goodwin, Fred &
Fannie 20.56
Goodwin, Lyndon R. 10.54
Goodwin, Minnie L. 66.82
Goodwin, Walter * 17.99
Gorham, Archibald, &
Mary E. * 46.26
Gorman, Ellen M. 43.96
Grant, Beatrice 56.54
Grant, Sadie 84.81
Grant, T. C. <13.36
Grant, Willis 5.14
Graves, Benjamin J., or 
owner 7.71
Graves, Hilda M. 152.92
Gray, Bertha 118.22
Gray, Robert E. "  ’ ' 33.41
MAINE', \ • t
Gray, Elizabeth1 • • 35.98
Greer, Raymond, & •
Pauline . . 92.52
Gribben, Heirs of Alice •
C. 66.82
Gulf Refining Co. 16.71
Gross, Albert J. M. 77.10
Hahn, Emily F. - 43.69
Hall, Andrew, & • «
Herbert j ■ - 20.56
Hall, Edith, Ethel &
- Minnie ' .«•% 15.42
Hall, Elizabeth 51.40
Hall, Jennie S. 10.28
Hall, Mary 118.22
Hall, Percy A. . • 154.20
Hah, Philip • - 10.28
Halloran, Harriett 102.80
Hanscom, Mrs. John 50.12
Hanson, Margaret 46.26
Hanson, Rev. L. H. 51.40
Hardy, Marion C. ' 53.97
Harmon, Irene M. 95.09
Harmon, Edward P., & •
* • Hannah 87.38
Harris, Harold G. . 17.99
Hartford, A. E., & * *
C. W. 28.27
Hatch, Eugene 128.50
Hatch, Charles E. • 1.28
Hatch, Jennie, Heirs
of 12.85
Hatch, Lester H. -43.96
Hawke s, Fred, ■ 35.98
Hayden, Erma C. * < 41.12
Hayes, Eva 7.71
Hart, William P. 285.27
Hayes, Dr. Frederick 113.08
.Hayes, Kate ' 26.47
Haynes, Olive I. 26.99
Ham, Abbie F. • 41.12
\
\I
l!
I
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Heath, Augusta 56.54
Heath, Wilbur, &
Jessie 87.33
Henderson, Robert E. 290.41 
Henderson, Winfred, 
or owner 41.12
Hersey, Ervin W. 2.57
Higgins, Raymond, & 
Dorothy 20.56
Hailaire, Albert J. 23.13
Hill, Lillian 5.14
Hilling, William H. 43.69
Hilton, A. S. 2.57
Hilton, Barbara S. 30.84
Hildis, Elizabeth M. S. 38.55 
Hobbs, George S. 227.45
Hobbs, Janet W. 20.56
Hobbs, Walter L. 5.65
Hobbs, W. P. 2.31
Hobbs, William J. 4.11
Hobbs* Heirs of H. P. 1.29
Hobbs, W. L. 53.97
Hobbs, George S., &
Susan Larrabee 10.28
Hobson, Ernest F., &
Joseph. BjClark, or 
owner . 138.78
Hobson, Ernest F., or 
owner 25.70
Hodson, John 56.54
Hogan, Mary 95.09
Holland, Edward 82.24
Hol-lor, John 30.84
Home Owner’s Loan 
Corp. 92.52
Holt, Ira W. 71.96
Horsh, Henrietta 69.39
Horton, Charles H. 37.27
Hourihan, Maudline H. 38.55 
Howate, 'Catherine, - &
Mary - 15.42
Kcwgate, Ruth, &
Hannah < 64.25
Hoy, Frank S., &
Gladys • 107.94
Huff, George W. 82.24
Hull, Clara J. . 82.24
Huntress, L. M. x 46.26 
Hurd, 'Charles A. 43.69
Hurd, Gertrude 35.98
Hurd, Walter, & Clyde 
Ramsdell . 10.28
Hurd, Lillian M. 35.98
Hussey, Arthur M. , 2.57
Hussey, Clara M. 97.66
Hussey, Robert A., or 
■owner 69.39
Huston, Sarah M. 6.43
Hutchins, Herbert E., & 
Velma J. 10.28
%
Hynes, Gertrude. E. 5.14
lovine, Mary C. 87.38
Island Ledge Casino 729.88
Jackson, G. E. , , 5.14
James, Margaret 22.62
Jankins, Jeanete L. 138.73
Johnson, Edward 46.26
Johnson, Elmer J., &
Anna M!. , 51.40
Johnson, Frederick ‘ 9.00
Johnson, Heirs of Rufus 1.03 
Johnson, Victor 61.68
Johnson, Henry R., & 
Walter Pease 61.63
Jones, Fred 91.24
Jones, Mary F., & Eva 
F. Russell 33.77
Jones, Myra 77.10
Jordan, Samuel S. ,48.83
Johnson, Addie 79.67
Joyal, Georgiana 74.53
Kalousteau, Germain , 66.82
t
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Kaplan, Minna 77.10
Keazar, Charles, & 6
Florence 25.70
Keazer, Lena M. 12.85
Keeping, Bertha 25.70
Kelley, Mabel W. 38.55
Kelley, Heirs of Wm. 56.54
Kennebunk Loan &
Building Ass’n, or
owner 28.27
Kennebunk Savings
Bank 784.83
Kennedy, Etta V., or
owner 5.14
Kerr, Sine J., or owner 30.84
Keyes, Leavitt 89.95
Kimball, Elaine, 5.14
Kimball, H. A., &
A. C. 123.36
Kimball, W. K.( 71.96
Kindred, Bertha 38.55
King, Walter E. &
Matilda A. 77.10
King, Mrs. Henry, or
owner 97.66
Kinsman, Anna J., &
Oliver 125.93
Knight, Herbert L. 53.97
Knight, Lillian 69.39
Knight, Raymond 5.14
LaChance, Joseph G.,
& R. Alicia 7.71
Lambert, Albert 82.24
Lambree, Francois 164.48
Lamoureaux, Dr. A. C.J
or owner 115.65
Lander, Lucy O. 61.68
Lander, Victor B., &
Ida M. 159.34
Laundry, Mary 12.85
Larrabee, George W. 97.65
Lavigne, Joseph A.,
Lena 17.99
Lai've, Alfred M. 56.64
Lawson, Edward R. 92.52
Leach, Effie 84.81
Lefevre, Joseph 41.12
Leslie, David O'., & .
Lula M. 12.85
Lesperance, Paul 23.13
Lessard, Alphonse, 12.85 *
Libby, Florence 12.85
Lincoln, Mary C. 61.68
Litchfield,F. S. 25.70
Littlefield, 'Clarence M. 38.55 
Littlefield, Elmira 9.00 
Littlefield, C. C. 1.29
Littlefield, Ethel, 177.33
Littlefield, E. I. 563.34
Littlefield, Edgar 38.55
Littlefield, Heirs of 
'Charles Oscar 287.84
Littlefield, Elmer J. 43.69 
Littlefield, Lester C. 28.01 
Littlefield, J. Mack, or 
owner 7.71
Littlefield, Margaret A.,
■or owner 55.26
Littlefield, Maurice G. 60.14 
Littlefield, Robert 20.56 
Littlefield, Samuel 339.24 
Littlefield, Sarah 17.99
Littlefield, Heirs of 
William 30.84
Littlefield & Skillings1 102.80 
Livingston, Amy Belle 51.40 
Lord, Bert 46.26
Lord, Charles E. 92.52
Lord, Haven E. 96.89
Lord, Jerald, & Jennie 71.96 
Lord, Nora S., or owner 8.48 
Lord, Thomas H. 59.11
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Lord, Mrs. William B. 17.99
Loring, Joshua C. 33.41
Lothrop, Ernest A. 241.58
Lord, Richard, 7.71
Lord, Royald • 71.96
Low, Elmer L. 51.40
Littlefield, Beatrice 
Varney, or owner 34.70
Magee, Clara J. 26.99
Maine Society Sons of 
American Revolu­
tion
Mamlock Richard M., 
Grace R., & Hermaine
O. 92.52%
Mansfield, Heirs of 
Ward , ' , 102.80
Manscn, Addie S. 23.27
Marsden, Marion 71.96
Martin, Jennie O.- 87.38
Martin, Joshua F. 24.42
Marrett, Charles 100.23 
Mathews, John R. 53.97 
Mathews, Ernest 32.13
Mathews, Heirs of Sam­
uel S., & H. M. -• 231.30 
Mayer,Dorothy, .or 
owner 64.25
Mayo, Frank L. 35.98
McCaulder, Florence 192.75 
McCann, Florence 25.70 
McClellan, Elizabeth 66.82 
M'cComble, George W.,
Lena M. 58.11
McCrellis, Frank 26.99
McDaniels, Heirs of 
Frank 10.28
McDuffie, Louis H. 113.08 
McDuffie, Nellie M. 154.20 
McIntyre, Mary B. -  • - 61.68 
McIntyre, Elva 3.86
Mclver, Caroline 39.84
McKechne, Lela 25.70
McLaughlin, M. K. M. 61.68
McLaughlin, Joseph 48.83
McLean, Mrs. Bertha 
(Town holds under 
Tax deed)
McMann, Mabel E. 66.82
McNamora, John 71.96
McPhail, Andrew H. 71.96 
Meader, Levi, or 
owner 210.74
Melick, Samuel J., &
Marie K. 241.58
Merrill, Heirs of 
Jennie 56.54
Metcalf, Joseph 46.26
Meyers, Mrs. F. A. 5.14
Mil er, James F. 17.99
Mildram, Louise S. 61.68
Mitche.l, Mrs. Eben 
A. 30.84
Mitchell, Howard T. 87.38 
Moore, William J., &
Freda 66.82
Morgan, Nina W. 69.3'*
Morrison, Helen 92.52
Moulton, Beatrice' 71.98
Murphy, Jennie 66.82
Murray, Clara J. 105.37
McLean, John Roderick,
& Alice L. 61.68
Marlhot, Widerod 41.12
Nadeau, Eudor, &
Vailed a 41.12
Nadeau, Joseph, &
Rose • 41.12
Nason, Guy 28.27
Nason, Wyman, &
Gladys 56.54
Neal, Edward A. 7.71
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Neal, Frank G. . . 43.69
Neilson, Leona G. 46.26
Nelson, Mrs. Assunta • 15.42
Nesmith, Frank . 71.96
Nickerson, Nettie 25.70
Nicks, William E., & 
Georgiana S. . 43.69
Norman, Silas L. 89.95
North, Amy, & Arthur 
E. 51.40
North, James E. 61.68*
Norton, Fred 10.28
Nowell, Mrs.l George H. 97.66
Nichols, Emery Faith 20.56
Nutter, Leland J. • 2.57
Nutter, William 364.94
Oakes, Katherine 20.56
Ocean National Bank 91.24
O’ Connor, William R.,
& Margaret T. 30.84
Ouelette* Joseph 51.40
Page, Leona, & How­
ard E. 41.12
Pageotte, P. A. 25.70
Park, Lillian . 102.80
Parker, G. Woodbury,
Arthur Howard 
Johnson 1,002.30
Parsons, Henry 269.85
Parsons, Mrs. Llewellyn 52.43 
Parsons, John J. 61.68
Patrick, John W. 138.78
Palmer, Edwin F. 53.97
Payne, H. G. 20.56
Peach, Eva M., or 
owner . 71.96
Pearson, Muriel, & • •
Ethel . 71.96
Pease, Gertrude, &
Ruth P. Shaw 113.08
Pelchat, Gideon 46.26
Penta, Marjorie. 30.84
;Pentland, Mabel H. _ 118.22
Perkins, Mrs. Austin 13*1.07
Perkins, Eva M. 61.68
Perkins, Grace 35.98
Perkins, Morris G. 41.12
Perkins, Heirs of
Kitty B. , • 78.39
Perkins, Mary I. 2.57
Perkins, Bertha, &
Arthur L. 113.08
Perrson, Joseph E. 17.99
Perry, Rhona McElwin 122.03
Phillips, Mrs.- Robert 30.84
Pickett, Max 12.85
Pickles, Albert H. 46.26
Pike, Rose 370.08
Pinkerton, Louise 10.28
Plaisted, Eugene (Town
. holds under. Tax
deed)
Plummer, Ernest F.i * 71.96
Plummer, Mrs. Joseph,
or owner 113.08
Porrell, Edward 5.14
Porter, Charles 71.96
Poulson, Charles W. 277.56
Powers, Charles 35.98
Pratt, Ardena B. 66.82
Preston, C. Edward; 556.41•
Prescott, N. J. 133.64
Proal, George 17.99
Proul, Alphonse 17.99
Proulx, Ernest 23.13
Qua, Francis M. 102.80
Quimby, Edward G.,
•or owner 66.82
Quint, Marshall E. 17.99
Railroad, Boston <te
Maine (Western
Div.) 209.97
Il!
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Railroad, Boston & : .
Maine (Eastern 
d iv.) , . 42.66
Randall, Heirs of 
Howard . • 141.35
Randall, John A. 32.13
Rankin, Sidney 3.86
Reardon, Frank 71.96
Reed, Albro 56.54
Reed, Montgomery, & 
•Carlisle 61.68
Feiily, Florence T. 182.47
Reilly, Ruth G. • 169.62
Riesenman, Mrs. Ed. 69.39
Reynolds, D. W. 64.25
Richards, Albert 195.32
Richards, Eugenia I.,
& Maud M. ’ 25.70
Richardson, Asa 87.38
Ricker, C. E. 35.98
Rhodes, Ernest H. 5.14
•Roberts, Mrs. Charles 185.04
Roberta, Alice 215.88
Roberts, Stanley 79.67
Robinson, Laona 173.48
Rodriggne, Henry T.. 71.96
Rodriggne, Ronalda A. 35.98 
Ross, Willis 66.82
Ronillard, Mark K. W. 5.14 
Rouillard, Irving 82.24
Routhier, Ernest &
Leda 20.56
Routhier, Joseph 25.70
Royce, Mary L. 89.95
Ruel, Leo F. 61.88
Russell, Ansel 59.11
Rust, Horace 61.68
Ryder, Annie W. 12.85
Sheahan, Marion 77.10
Sheldon, Lura, or 
owner - ■ 53.97
Shell, Union Oil.Corp. 143.92 
' Shepard, Dr. L. D. • . 30.84
Sherburne, L. M., Heirs
of 6.43
Shorey, Rosea D. 118.22
Slater, Chester 2.57
Shustliff, Marjorie. P. • 41.12
Slayton, Bernice 51.40
Slacomb, Charles S. 71.96
Small, Clarence, &
Ralph '* 59.11
Smith, Annie E. 10.28
Smith C. R. ■ ■ 9.00
Smith, Daniel L., 
or owner 118.22
Smith, Dundas S.- 113.08
Smith, Joseph , 30.84
Smith, Mary, Cobum 113.08
Smyth, Mabelle H. 5.14
Smith, Willard L. 3.86
Snow, Heirs of 
Wilfred I. 25.70
Soule, George 127.22
Southwick, Eva L. 71.96
Spinney, Mrs. N. K. 82.24
Spinney, E. P. 1.80
Spooner, Abbie S. 38.55
Spooner, George R. 35.98
Stacy, Ruth W. 51.40
Standard Oil Co., 
of N. Y. 215.11
Staples, H. E. 61.68
Staffem, Theodore B. 180.41
Stanley, Cornelius, & 
Beatrice • 5.14
Stevens, Ernest G. 223.59
Stevins, Harriette . 9.00 
Staniford, Duncan, &
Eva L. 77.10
Stevenson, Thomas B. 1.29 
Stillings, F. H. - * 113.08
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Stickney, Myron, or
owner 51.40
Stockman, Mrs. Joseph, 
or owner 46.26
Stone, Mrs. Bessie A. 41.12 
Stone, Frank E. 28.27
Stone, Susan S'. C.,
Everett J. 51.40
Storer, Millard L. 80.96
Storer, Millard L., Norris 
Trafton &> Hattie Lit­
tlefield ’ 1.80
Strever, Lester 115.65
Stnout, Lizzie M. . 53.97
Studley, Ira 125.93
Sudgen, Francis 151.63
Swasey, George L. 50.12
Sweeney, Margaret E. 20.56 
Swett, Blanch 33.41
Symonds, Alice E. 123.36
Swenson, John A., &
Guy 398.35
Shibles, Maurice 3.86
Stevens, O. R. „ 71.96
Spots, Herbert A., &
Helen A. 82.24
Stott, Wilfred 77.10
Symonds, Hose 77.10
Swanson, Fred, &
L. Pearl 28.27
TardifT, Polycarpe 71.96
Thayer, Alice L. 97.66
Thayer, Dr. L. K. 51.40
Theherge, Mary, or 
owner • 38.55
Thomas, F. G. 115.65
Thompson, Charlotte 77.10
Thompson, Frank 46.26
Thompson, Mrs. John 
W. 102.80
Thompson, Ernest 277.56
Thurber, Carl, & E. J.
Robert aille 20.56
Tibbetts, Arthur 71.96
Tibbetts, Elen A. 1.29
Tibbetts, Emma 41.12
Tibbetts, Heirs of 
Jason 71.96
Tibbetts, Mrs. Moses H. 30.84 
Tibbetts, Nellie 12.85
. Tibbetts, P. F. , 61.68
Texaco Co. 11.57
Tierney; Wm. E. 77.10
Tobey, Miriam 66.82
Totman, Cora M. 59.11
Trafton, Mrs. Ellen (Exempt) 
Trafton, Florence 64.25
Tremblay, Alphonse 43.69
Trenear, George N. 28.27
Tidewater Associates 
Oil Company 80.96
• Tucker, Mrs. Francis L., 
or owner 20.56
Turcotte, Philip, &
Aldee 25.70
Turcotte, Joseph E. 71.96
Turgeon, A. D.. 5.14
Turner, Agnes J. 66.82
Vandall, William E. 25.70
Varney, Annie A. 73.25
Varney, George A. 69.39
Varney, George N. 7.-71
Vatler, Lucy 59.11
Vezeau, E. V. 38.55
Vezeau, Joseph 33.41I
Wadleigh, Jade C., &
Nancy 192.75
Wallace, Dr. Arthur L.,
&. Dorothea 118.22
Walker, Charles C. 20.56
Wallis, Donald 64.25
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Wallis, Alma T., &
Lloyd T. 66.82
Warburton, G. B., &
B. 20.56
Weare, George, &
Jioisepli 30.84
Weeks, Edward 71.96
Welch, Walter J. 59.11
Wells, Alfred M. 33.41
Wells, Annie E. 20.56
Wells, Mrs. A. L., or
owner 2.57
Wells, Helen F. 71.96
Wendell, Ora G. 74.53
Wentworth, Bessie W. 51.40 
Wentworth, Dr.
Daniel (Exempt)
Wentworth, George J. 6.68 
Wheeler, Mrs. Leon C. 64.25 
Weymouth, Adrith 95.09 
Wightman, Arthur J. 66.82 
White, Edward 35.98
White, Ella E., & Gladys 
W. McKenney 64.25
Whitehouse, Bertha 
A\ . 74.53
Whitehouse, Heirs of 
Ellen 236.44
Whitehouse, Heirs of 
Charles 89.95
Whitehouse, George v 
L. 107.94
Whitehouse, Louie 25.70
Whitehouse, Herbert 164.48
Whitehouse, Homer 51.40
Whitehouse, Martin 95.09
Whitecomb, Arthur E. 84.81 
Wilcox, Henry • J., or 
owner (Town holds 
under Tax deed)
Ogunquit Residents
Adams, Heirs of B. F. $28.27 
Adams, Heirs o f Emma 16.71 
Adams, Alfretta, &
Edith Walsh _. 313.80 
Adams, Nelson 10.28
Willey, Edward 1.29
Williams, Archie 53.46
Willis, Ella J. 55.26
Willis, Sidney J.,
& Sarah 20.56
Wilson, Herbert W. 10.28
Winn, Heirs of A. J. 127.99
Winn, Fred J. 6.43
Winn, Haven 30.84
Wise, Alta 43.18
Wirling, Arthur G., & -
Beatrice V. 15.42
Witham, Eliza 82.24
Woodis, Alida, or owner
(Town holds under
deed)
Woodman, H. G. * 51.40
Woorward, F. R. 113.03
Worcester, Charles F. 17.99
Yates, Henry O. J. 23.13
York Utilities Co. 1.29
— 1938
Allen, Walter 10.28
Allen, Raymond 7.71
Asher man, Edward
H!. 149.06
Ballou, Alvah 2.57
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Bassett, Harry J., & 1 %• Clogston, George. 11.311
Clara A. 204.32 ■Cole, Oren P. 29.56
Batchelder, Willis P. 7.71 Collins, Mary F., & -
Bayley, Fred W., or i Ludevina 143.92
owner - < 35.98 Cook, Allen J., Sr. . 51.40
Bayley, Mary I., Heirs 326.39 Coolidge, Paul i, 465.17
Berry, Alice R. 25.70 Coolidge & Hare . 79.93
Boston, Arthur . * 7.71 Crotty, Edward H. 12.85
Boston, John E. .2.57 Cousens, Mary 77.10
Berime, Anna M. ■ 50.12 Cray; Wilmont 12.85 ‘
Bourne, Heirs of • • . • Davis, Ada . \ . 2.57
Moses 32.13 Davol,.Mrs. J. B. 251.86
Bracy, Oliver R. 82.24 Dempsey, S. W. 149.06
Bradford Cottages^ ' * Dingwall, H. R.. 241.58
Inc. 231.30 Dixon, • George F. * - 5.14
Bragg, Mrs. Warren 56.54 Dixon, Goodale i 35.47
Brazer, Norman 210.74 ’Dixon, Heirs of
Brewster, Alberta • 56.54 Woodbury 156.77
Brewster, Gordon E; 50.12 Devine, Elizabeth 56.54
Brewster, Lillian May 48.83 Emmons, John, • -
Brooks, Edgar 43.69. Needy (Exempt)
Brooks, Winifred 28.27 Estes, Charles .C ; ,  .
Brooks, Leslie - - 23.13 & Gertrude 10.28
Buono, Mary, & • , Farwell, Heirs of ■ ’ .
Eustachie, or owner 30.84 W. I. 118.22
Burnet, Marguerite Fenderson, Clarence 11.57
D. 321.51 Fernald, F. H. 2.57
Butler, Wilmer - . '  20.56 Freeman, Harley D. . 97.66
Buckminster, Charles • Frisby, Laura * . , • 23.13
7L, & Emma B. 46.26 Fitanides, James ' 5.14
Bernard, Edith, o f ' • I Fortuine, Dr. Stanley
owner 118.22 F., & Susan, M. 267.28
Chapman, Frank, & George, Mrs. Fred 33.41
Robert W._ 41.12 Gordon, Eva B. 274.99
Chapman,r Heirs o f : •
• r
• i *. ■. Graham, ...Helen', i ' 364.94
Nellie 218.45 Grant, Sadie, Heirs
Card, Henry, or owner 5.14 of 261.11
Clark Carroll ‘ • • 205.60 Grossman, Edwin B. 272.42
Clark, Joseph B . ,  or ■ t Goodwin, Charles, »
owner 599.58 or owner , “ 113.08
Clogston, Andrew' 23.13 Goodfellow, Harold A. 5.14
I
s
I/
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I
Hall', Leon E .. - 902.33
Halscom, Cora . 126.70
Hare, c hanning. 1 462.60
Hartwig, Walter, & • • ■
Maud ' * ' 863.52
Hilton, Belle J. ' • 56.54 
Hilton, Russell W.- • 105.37
Hobson, Ernest F., & 
Joseph B. Clark, or 
owner1 • * 53.97.
Howlett, Effie 66.82
Hoyt, Heirs o f Mrs. •
E.- R. • • 884.08
Hoyt, Heirs of Charles . 
n C. ■ ' ‘ . • 1,490.60.
Hubbard, Mrs. Kate L. 105.63 
Hutchins, Maud 10.28
Hutchins, Maud, &,> *
Warren L. ' 56.54
Hutchins, Phillip 56.54
Hutchins, Heirs of Ro­
land, Needy (Exempt;)' 
Hutchins, Russell P. 363:91 
Hutten, Mrs. Annie' 105.37 
Hutton, Helen G. 33.41
Hilton, Chester E:'-’ 1 3.86
Jacobs, Frank 59.11
• Jacobs, John W. T69.62 
Jacobs, John W., & ,T- r 
' Reginald F. • - ' 403.49
Jacobs, Louise M. / ’ - 97:66
Jacobs, Heirs of •
•N. P. M. • • : • 120.79
Jacobs, Reginald F. 5.14 
Johnson, Frank ■•••.’ 2.57
Johnson, Martin, - 
Leah M. ■ • . • ’ 26.99
Keene, Bernard W. • 46.26 
Keene, Mabel. •' 95.35
Keene, Persiis . • ■' 41.12
Kemp, Fred ■ >' ' r 38:55
Kennedy, Mary 
Jacobs -2,866.06
Keyes, F. Malcolm * . 30.84 
Kimball, Mildreth ' 7.71
King, Phillip 30.84
Knight, Edward E. • 278.85 
Knight, Herman 1 5.14
Krinsky, Simon, or 
owner 2.03
Larson, Hiram, or 
Tressie • ’ • 46.26
Leavitt, Annie W. -386.79
Lemire, Louise M. B., or 
owner 5.14
Litchfield, W. F. 16.71
Littlefield, Arthur E. 71.96
Littlefield, C.
Herbert ' ' 97.66
Littlefield, Clara 120.79
Littlefield, David: ' 534.82
Littlefield, Heirs of 
Geo. W. ' 77.10
Littlefield, Hannah 41.12
Littlefield, Mrs.
James H. 79.67
Littlefield; Heirs of 
Joseph H. * ’ 403.49
Littlefield, Grace G. 328.96
Littlefield, Grace G., *
Ocy L. Littlefield 79.67
Littlefield, Heirs1 of 
' Nellie • 175.27
Littlefield, Joseph P. 479.31 
Littlefield, Ocy L. -143.92
Littlefield, Ocy, .'Grace,
Roby P., — J. P. ‘ 20.56
Littlefield, Raymond '79.67
Littlefield, Roby P. ”449:75
Littlefield, Walter < •'25.70
Littlefield, Willis • 51.40
Littefield, Maurice 25.70
l
(Ii
)
1
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Littlefield, Mary' K.
Walsh 15.42
Lord, Everett 46.52
Marsters, Blanch, or 
owner 20.56
Mathews, Susan A. 41.12
Mattie, Antonio 15.42
Maxwell, Charles L.,
Heirs of 481.88
Maxwell, Grace H. 87.38
Maxwell, Heirs of 
Henry L. 442.04
Maxwell, Roland 61.68
Mayo, Alice B. 71.96
Mayo, William A. 138.78
McAfee, Burton 
L, S. 46.26
Merrill, Harry L. 280.13
Merrill, Malcolm H. 318.68
Montgomery, Harry N.,
& Lillian M. Jenkins 38.55 
Moody, George H. 14.14
Moore, Vivian L. 66.82
Moore, Leon 51.40.
Moore, Minnie A. 43.69
Morrison, Gladys, or
owner 5.14
Merrill, Ann Shaples 339.24
Northway, Ella E., or 
owner 14.14
Barkhurst, Annie M. 143.92
Parody, Joseph 59.11
Perkins, Annie I., or 
owner 361.09
Perkins, Archie 15.42
Perkins, Chesley 41.12
Perkins, Heirs of 
Daniel W. 97,66
Perkins, Elias A. 1 181.70
Perkins, Ernest L., or 
owner 5.14
Perkin®, Mrs. Esther 43.69 
Perkins, Esselyn G. 56.54 
Perkins, Heirs of 
Frank L. 149.06
Perkins, Mrs. Fred E. 56.54 
Perkins, 'Mrs. Grace 169.62 
Perkins, Bessie 33.41
Perkins, Grover S. 24.67 
Perkins, Harry L. 11.83
Perkins, Helen Smith 467.74 
Perkins, Heirs of 
James M. 174.76
Perkins, Joel H. 432.79 
Perkins, Mrs. John A. 56.54 
Perkins, Leonard' G. 38.55 
Perkins, Heirs of 
Moses 002.41
Perkins, Nelson E. 38.55
Perkins, O. W., or 
owner 120.79
Perkins, Palmer 38.55
Perkins, Samuel J. 519.40 
Perkins, Sidney 51.40
Perkins, Susie 28.27
Perkins, Walter M. 862.24 
Perkins, Mrs.-William 
H. 136.72
Perkins, Verne, or 
owner 23.13
Perkins, Winifred I. 41.12
Phillips, Wendell 110.51
Pickering, John 190.18
Phillips, Virginia B. 318.68
Powers, Florence 159.34
Power, Wendall 313.54
Ramsdell, Clifford 51.40
Ramsdell, George A. 84.81 
Ramsdell, Lizzie 51.40
Ramsdell, Jennie 23.13
Rendall, Frank T. 298.38 
Rendall, Grace 48.83
If
I
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Robinson, David 69.65
Rollins, Wilbur F. 203.29
Rounds, Lena C. 56.54
Seavey, Henry J. 56.54
Seddon, Edith 82.24j
Shorey, Edna M. 61.68
Sideris, Helen, or
owner 149.06
Smith, Mrs. George r
F. 2,904.10
Smith, George Jay 164.48
Smith, Gerald R. M. 126.19
Smith, Mi's. Susie} 46.26
Smith, Dr. Wm. W. 132.36
Stair, George 196.61
Staples, Annie,. heirs
of ' 71.96
Staples, Gertrude 143.92
Staples, A. Lester 1,906.94
Stetson, Mildred 246.72
Steiger, Fred 344.38
Stevens, Solomon R. 46.26
Stevens, Mrs. Solomon 7.71
Stevens, Lester C. 53.97
Stonehill, Mabel •f
Steam 344.38
Thistle, Margaret 77,10.
J  I
Thompson, Hattie, & 
Mabel
Topalian, Socrates 
Urwick, Mrs.
Christopher 
Vayana, Nunzio 
V'ose, Raleigh. D. 
Wail'brid'ge, Merrill
P.
Walnut Grove Inn 
Ware, Mrs. Edith S. 
Weare, Bertha L. 
Weare, Lillian 
Leare, Luther 
Weare, Heirs of Annie 
Whitlock, Hulda 
Williams, Louise 
Wiitherell, Ann) M. 
Woodbury, Charles 
H.
Woodbury, David 
Winn, Florence 
Wyman, A. S.
Wyman, Althine, & 
Leavitt
Wilson, Lulu A. '<
Ogunquit Non-Residents— 1938»
i
Abdullah, Achmed, &
Jean Wick Abdullah 200.46 
Adriance, Mary H. ' 177.33 
Aldred, Edith’ ' ’ ‘ 43.69
Allen, Fred 30.84
Anderson, Douglas S. 218.45 
Atlantic & Pacific -- 
ea Company 128.50
Babcock, Charles1 L., 
Jr.
Batchelder, Helen I. 
Bates, Wm. N.
Blake, Harry E. 
Bishop, Miss Anna 
Bonnett, Grace 
Boston, Lester C.
161
4
292.98 
164.48
133.64 
61.68 
51.40
498.58
326.39
462.60
323.82
28.27
74.79
292.98
79.67 
56.54
136.21
472.88
107.94
77.10
61.68
46.26
133.64
185.03
133.64
287.84
41.12 
154.20 
472.88
41.12
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Bradley, Rebecca- 249.29
Bessie, Dr. Harlan 
Butler, Bertha G., & 
Mary Greenwood
51.40
Butler 141.35
Bryant, Mrs. Rowana 5.14
Chabot, Louis 19.28
Chapman, Julia 
Chapman, Niles, &
28.27
Julia 149.06
Chestnut, Marion L. 71.96
•Choate, Augusta 61.68
Coast of Maine Co. 35.98
Coe, Mrs. Mary B. 
Coe, Anne C., & Doris
406.06
C. Street 149.06
Coleman, Mrs. E. W. 92.52
Coombs, Agatha G. 10.28
Cormeau, Burton, & i
Octavia 133.64
Couch, Elizabeth 10.28
Croughwell, Loretta , &
Amelia 107.94
•Cumberland County Pow-
er & Light Co. 519.14
Cummings, William W.,
8z Julia
Day, Charles, or
143.92
owner 51.40
Dearborn, Myra 56.54
Dickerson, Marguerite 
Dillworth, Mary, or
30.84
t
owner 71.96
Dirks, Rudolph 354.66
Dole, Helen B. 215.88
Drinker, Helen W. 267.28
Dupont, Maurice 
Earle, Heirs of Mrs.
174.76
James K. 61.68 ■
Elli-cott, Nancy 'P. 149:06
Ekman, Heirs1 of 
Helen 226.16
Entwistle, Guy R. 30.84
Ferguson, Williams 310.97
Fletcher, Clarence, &
Inez 93.81
First Nat. Stores, Inc. 103.06 
Fiske, Maud' E. 107.94
Fox, Mrs. Kate 154.20
Funkhouser, Heirs of
Caroline ' 15.42
Gannon, Mary R., ior 
owner 92.52
Glendenning Mildred 35.98 
Gillespie, Mary Edna 231.30 
Goode, Ethel , 61.68
Goodwin, Cyrennes,
William B. Colby &
Austin R. Goodwin 56.54 
Grant, Havens , . 10.28
Grant, Mabel T. 328.96
Grant, Thirza, &
Eleanor C. . 43.69
Gray, Professor Chas. , 15.42 
Grossman, Edwin B. 272.42 
Hamilton & Varney 128.50 
Harding, Ella M. 56.54
Hargraves, Lillian 46.26 
Harrington, Elizabeth 61.68 
Hatch, Arthur S. 38.55
Hazelhurst, Mary S. 59.11 
Hartig, Walter E., &
Annie 380.36
Heuberer, Caroline 87.38 
Hill,. Mrs. Frances T. 210.74
Hill, Frances T. 25.70-
Hill, Pauline W.. 92.52
Hilton, Heirs, of 
Benjamin 12.85
Hilton, Heirs of B. H., 
H. A. .26
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Hilton, Heirs of 
Hecrvey i 6.94
Hilton, Viola 28.27
Holmes, Edward O. 51.40
Hopkinson, Walter 133.64
Home Owner’s Loan 
Corporation 118.22
Horton, Charles, or 
owner 56.54
Houston, Joseph R. 2.57
Howe, Jennie B. 179.90
Huntress, Marion A. 226.16
lovine, Bertha G. 41.12
Ireland, M.S. 82.24
James, Bessie, or 
owner 41.12
Jankins, Jeanette L. 20.55
Johnson, Mrs. F. B. 185.04
Joy, Rose 5.14
Keep, Helen W. 123.36
Kelley, Edith 77.10
Keene, Nellie E., or
owner 6.43
Kennebunk Savings 
..Bank 292.98
Kennedy, Mabel Mason, & 
Edna H. Mason 1,228.46
Keoughan, Mary L. 71.96
Knapp, Ada L., Mary, 
Virginia & Barbara 
Dean Freeman 359.80
Knight & Merrill 1,341.54
Knight, Hobbs N. 416.34
Kuhn, Walt. 69.39
Lamb, Nellie Gris- 
wiold 354.66
Laurent, Mary 575.68
Lewis, Annabelle, 20.56
Littlefield, Charles W. 120.79 
Littlefield, George G. " 5.14
Littlefield, Jessie W. 51.40
Littlefield, Lester C. 30.48
•Littlefield, Heirs, of
B. W. 113.08
Littlefield, Heirs of 
Mary C., Myrtle L.
Perkins & Elsie R.
Seaman 87.38
' Longstreth, Natalie 71.96
Lucas, Brinton G., & 
Adelaide L. 102.80
Lipp, Rose 38.55
McOready, Edwin E. 7.71
Mace, William B., & 
Pochontas 23.13
Magee, Mabel 77.10
Main, Agnes H. 35.98
McGowen, Mary 71.96
McWilliams, Anna W. 483.16 
Merril, H. L., Hotel 
Company, tor owner 2,472.34 
Merrick. Elliott, T., & 
Margaret D. 197.89
Miler, Catherine 46.26
Moffatt, Geo., or (owner 23.13 
Montgomery, Grace
R. 549.98
Moore, Ethel G. 174.76
Morrison, Geo. L. ‘ 41.12
Moulton, Hayes 2.57
Nealy, Walter A. 46.26
Newell, Caroline
Strong 257.00
Nowell, Dr. H. W. 395.78
Nichols, Jennie F., or
owner 107.94
Nicholson, A. Loux 2.57
O’Connell, P. D., or •
owner 56.54
Oldrieve, Fred, or 
owner (Town holds 
under Tax deed)
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Oliver, Judith B. 164.48 Taggert, Lucy M. 30.84
Orchard, William J. 51.40 Taylor, Margaret E. 10.28
Osborne, Mildred S. 95.09 Tillinghast, Winfield A.,
Parsons, Charles 30.84 .& Ella M. 123.36
Patterson, Jessie S. 169.62 Tingley, Gertrude E., &
Perk, Edith W. 102.80 . Mary B. Foor 174.76
Perkins, Charles 215.88 Thomas, J-oan I. , 15.42
Perkins, Beatrice A. 588.53 Thomas, George 77.10
Perkins, Howard, or Tower, Adele H. • 138.78
owner (Town holds ft Tyler, Helen M. • 69.39'
uder Tax deed)
I
Walker, Irene 339.24
Philpot, Ernest'A., & Walker, H. Newton, &
Ella B. 7.71 H. S.
4
133.64
Reed, Clarence H., ■ Walsh, Virginia, or
Leilas, & Josephine 51.40 owner 87.38
Richardson, M. G. 56.54 Ward, Ethel V. 7.71
Rollins, F. S. . 344.38
Rounds, Lena C. 56.54
Rowe, Mahlon C. 5.14
Rubin, Alberaina 64.25
Sargent, George J., 
or owner 2.57
Schroff, A. H. 1.03
Sevenier, Inc. , 66.82
Severance, Mary G. 154.20
Shell Union Oil 
Corporation 161.91
Shepard, Frances J. . 97.66
Sherburne, Fred W.. 5.14
Smith,-Learning 421.48
Snow, Lena M. . 1 * 182.47 
Somersworth Savings 
Bank - 154.20
Standard Oil Company 
of New York 41.12
Staples, Marion 7.71
Stephlin, Katherine 323.82
Storer, Harold, &
Helen S. 107.94
Suffem, Elsie M. 38.55
Swett, Mrs. C. C................6.43
Washburn, Lucy Tullock,
.& Florence Bpihman 539.70 
Weare, Heirs of Henry
1,017.93
46.26
W.
Weare, Nellie R.
Webb, C. Elizabeth,
& Blanch G. Lee 149.06 
West, Thomas 706.75
West, Thomas 449.75.
. Wheeler, Mrs.'E. S. 66.82 
White, Sarah P. 318.68
Whitcomb, Daisy P. 185.04 
Whiting,. Frederick A. 605.24 
Williams, Mrs. Letitia 164.48 
Williamson, Ada C. 82.24 
Winn, Haven 9.00
Wrightson, Claire E. 149.06
Wrigley, Abbie L.,
•Mary H., Francis 
H. & Helen H. 123.36
York County Trust Co.,
’ ‘ Wr H. Porter, Rec. 56.54 
.Young, Elsie A. 92.52
, Young,, Wm. A. * • 15.42
1t
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